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The objective of this paper is an historical 
study of the workings of the provincial government of 
the late Eleventh and early Twelfth Dynasties, pri- 
marily on the basis of the titles of the officials of 
that Period, particularly the provincial governors. 
To this end, a Prosopography of early Middle Kingdom 
officials is included in Chapter two and four Appen- 
dices chart the frequency and patterns of occurrence of 
twenty-three separate titles held by these officials. 
The evidence points to a destruction of the old 
'feudal' system of provincial government during the 
late Eleventh Dynasty and its transformation, in the 
early Twelfth Dynasty, into a system of centralized 
control of provincial affairs. High-ranking royal 
officials bearing the titles of provincial governors 
were stationed in certain key geographical areas. 
Like most high offices, the governorship at this per- 
iod seems to have been an appointive office and not 
an hereditary one. This fact, in addition to the 
individuals' close relationship to the king, seems to 
have ensured the loyalty of these officials to the 
Crown. By stabilizing the provincial administration 
and re-establishing strong central control, Amenemhat 
I and ýS'enusert I created the conditions necessary for 
the rapid expansion of the Twelfth Dynasty into Nubia. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The present work represents an attempt to 
assess, in the light of the available evidence, the 
provincial government of Egypt during the early 
Middle Kingdom, which for our purposes comprises the 
period from the late Eleventh Dynasty until the end 
of the reign of Senusert I in the Twelfth Dynasty. 
The perspective will be historical, in so far as is 
possible, and not primarily linguistic. Since there 
has been a tendency in the past to confuse history 
with chronology, a short definition of the term as 
used in respect of this paper is desirable. 
H-istory is the attempt to reconstruct and re- 
animate past societies. This process involves 
three distinct, and yet interrelated activities. 
First, the factual framework of the society in 
question must be determined as accurately as possible 
from the evidence available. This framework must 
extend beyond any one specific topic. Because of 
the interdependence of the various aspects of a 
human society, any attempt to treat one sector al- 
most invariably involves a broad general knowledge 
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of many others. And, in many instances, a working 
knowledge of neighbouring societies is also required. 
Once his reconstruction of this general frame- 
work is as factually complete as possible, the 
historian is faced with the further task of filling 
in the skeletal outline. It is this animation of 
the bare bones, the recreation of the society in 
question in the mind of the scholar, that is at the 
heart of the art of history. The imaginative powers 
of the historian must be brought into play, strictly 
limited and channeled by the nature and extent of 
the factual evidence which is available to him. 
This isthe most dangerous and difficult task for any 
historian. As we have said, the historian needs a 
truely encyclopaedic knowledge of the society with 
which he is dealing and of the world in which it 
existed. He must also be familiar with those under- 
lying basics of human nature which he will need to 
adapt to the specifics of the culture under examina- 
tion. As an historian, it is his responsibility to 
analyse the society he is studying from within and 
to judge it, in so far as is possible, on its own 
merits rather than by the criteria of his own time 
and place. Unfortunately, since he is quite often 
dealing with a people whose basic forms of expression 
are largely alien to his own age, and because we 
are all irrevocably products of our own society and 
its values, the historian can never be entirely 
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successful in this respect. The degree of failure 
is directly related to the width and depth of the 
resources of knowledge and experience upon which each 
individual scholar can draw. 
Having completed steps one and two as thoroughly 
as possible, the final, and most important, task 
for the historian is to act as interpreter between 
the culture he is studying and the one in which he 
lives. In the course of this duty he will quite 
often be called upon to express ancient concepts for 
which there are no direct modern counterparts, and, 
more importantly for a scholar whose primary tools 
are words, no equivalent expressions in modern 
languages. It is his responsibility to make these 
difficult ideas as clear as possible to others who 
have neither the time nor the proper background in 
the necessary fields to work through the original 
context for themselves. The use of technical jargon 
should therefore be avoided in the writing of 
history whenever it is possible to substitute more 
universally comprehensible words. 
1 
Each specific society and topic under historical 
consideration has its own particular problems, which 
will, naturally enough, shape the results of any 
inquiry. As a whole, when dealing with the history 
of ancient Egypt, certain limitations on the factual 
level become immediately apparent. First, the tremen- 
ndous lapse of time, nearly four thousand years 
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from the early Middle Kingdom, for example, to 
the present day, means that the amount of actual 
physical evidence which remains is relatively small 
compared to more recent periods of history. And, 
since the majority of the surviving material has 
been preserved because it was deposited in the desert 
areas of the country rather than the more hospitable 
land closer to tile Nile where the Egyptians actually 
lived, certain aspects of ancient Egyptian society 
are much more fully represented than others. 
2 For 
the most part, what remains for us to study are those 
things which, for the Egyptians, had eternal signi- 
ficance. There has, at times, been a tendency to 
dismiss this problem with the observation that, in 
ancient Egypt, the close resemblance between this 
life and the next one would result in a reasonably 
representative display. While this is, no doubt, 
largely true from the point of view of-artifacts 
alone, and allows, for example, a serious typological 
study to be conducted on a number of different classes 
of objects, the historian, whose primary concern is 
with ideas and attitudes, will be able to obtain 
only limited or general background knowledge from 
many of these sources. 
Since ideas and attitudes are usually preserved 
in language, we would expect to find the majority of 
the available historical material in a careful study 
of the relatively extensive body of Egyptian texts 
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which remain to us either in the original, or, more 
often in the case of literary texts, in later copies. 
We are thankful that the Egyptians possessed a form 
of writing, based on the hieroglyphic signs, which 
preserves at least the outline of their thought. 
Without this written record, history, in the strictest 
sense, would not be, possible. Unfortunately, the 
language of ancient Egypt did not come down to us 
through time as a living form of expression. The 
scholars who discovered the phonetic value of the 
hieroglyphic signs had also, in large part, to re- 
construct the language they recorded. To point out 
that they have not been entirely successful is in 
no way to belittle their almost superhuman efforts. 
However, it should always be kept in mind that, 
while we can be fairly certain of the denotations 
of many Egyptian words and phrases, their connotations 
are almost totally lost to us, As anyone who has 
studied a foreign language can testify, it is just 
this difference between what is said and what is 
meant which reveals most clearly the mind and soul 
of the speaker. Because of this vital deficiency 
in our understanding of the language of the ancient 
Egyptians, the historian who deals with their 
culture has significantly less material to work 
with than might otherwise be the case. Despite 
these problems a historical study of Egypt is 
possible. We must simply be aware that any con- 
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clusions which are drawn are, of necessity, more 
tentative than those concerning a more recent era, 
for example, the Second World War. 
The particular topic under discussion in this 
paper presents its own specific problems. By far 
the greater part of the available evidence comes 
from mortuary sources, either tomb inscriptions or 
funerary stelae and other inscribed objects from 
the graves. The investigation must be confined 
almost exclusively to written evidence, because, 
while it seems logical to suppose that there was a 
close relationship between wealth and power in early 
Egypt, a set of magnificent grave goods or an 
imposing tomb can be useful in this study only-if 
the owner is identified by inscriptions and placed 
within the official hierarchy by his titles. 
The most useful documents for our purposes 
would undoubtedly be those most closely concerned 
with the conduct of daily life during this period. 
Unforunately, we have very few papyri of a non- 
literary nature. While some 'interesting insights 
concerning the political and social condition of 
Egypt can be gained from literary sources 
3, 
the 
functioning of the provincial administration is 
not a matter of great concern to their authors. 
There are, in fact, two sets of papyrus documents 
from the provinces which belong to the period under 
consideration. The 4eýankhte letters from Thebes 
comprise the personal correspondence of a provincial 
iz 
k3 priest. They are extremely interesting from 
a social point of view, concerned as they are with 
the daily routine of his estates. While they do 
allow us to catch a glimpse of life in the Theban 
area at the end of the Eleventh Dynasty, they are 
not concerned with either politics or administration 
as such and are therefore of only the most limited 
use. Another set of papyri from the provinces comes 
from Nag, - el-Deir and dates to the reign of Senusert 
I. These are the Reisner Papyri, published by 
William Kelly Simpson. They contain the accounts of 
a local shipyard, and, while valuable from both a 
social and economic point of view, are concerned 
with neither the local nor the central administrative 
structure. It is unfortunate, from our point of 
view, that the papyri which do deal with the 
structure or conduct of the Egyptian administration 
fall outside of the period under discussion. 
In addition to the sources mentioned above, we 
have a number of inscriptions, many in the form of 
simple graffiti, found in areas outside the borders 
of Egypt proper. The great majority of these 
inscriptions are associated with mining or quarrying 
sites or major trade routes through the desert regions. 
They are useful because, while containing little 
personal information, they place officials with 
specific titles in specific area. 
All of this inscriptional material provides, 
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in general, a good deal of information concerning 
the actual titles held by any one individual, but 
is not nearly complete enough to be ideal for the 
purposes of an administrative study. While they 
tell us that a certain individual was a h. jty-#- 
or a sd, 3wty b, &ty or, quite often, both, they do not 
include a description of the actual duties or 
responsibilities of either office. And, only rarely, 
do they give the geographical area in which the 
official exercised whatever powers these titles 
conferred on him. 
4 In an attempt to reconstruct 
the Egyptian administration of a specific era, it 
is necessary, at first, to try to determine what 
titles were held by the officials involved and what 
each signified. 
Since the Egyptians do not define the titles 
they use, other methods must be used to arrive at 
their meaning. The most desirable means would be 
to discover what functions were actually performed 
by officials who held any given title, Unfortunately, 
we have sufficient biographical data for only a 
very small number of the higher-level officials of 
this period. And these officials invariably list a 
number of different titles so that we have no way 
of knowing which functions belonged to each title. 
Each of these individuals held several titles and 
presumably exercised several separate yet complimen- 
tary functions at the same time. 
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In this case, we 
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can only hope that a careful analysis of the groups 
and circumstances in which specific titles most 
often occur will give us some additional informa- 
tion concerning the actual structure of the admin- 
istrative machinery. 
Because this is a study of provincial adminis- 
tration, the geographical location of our source 
material becomes extremely important. In the case 
of all but the highest officials, our best evidence 
for their having constituted part of the provincial 
as opposed to the central administration is the 
presence of the official's name and title in a 
part of the couptry removed from the capital. This 
introduces yet another problem. Our largest single 
source of evidence for the officials of the early 
Middle Kingdom are the funerary stelae and these, 
unfortunately, are concentrated, for religious 
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reasons, at Abydos . Officials from all parts of 
the country left memorial stones there, but it was 
not necessary, for their purposes, to record the 
name of their home or the place or places in which 
they exercised their offices. Some attempt can be 
made to place these individuals geographically 
using the names of gods mentioned in the inscriptions 
or the names of the officials themselves. Neither 
method is really satisfactory. Gods with the same 
name had cults in widely scattered sections of the 
country, for example Hnmw at the First Cataract and 
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Beni Hasan. And Egyptian personal names, like 
their modern counterparts, were influenced by cycles 
of popularity and family considerations as well as 
geographic factors. Even the use of names as a 
dating tool is suspect. Those men whose names 
contain a royal name need only have been born at 
some point after that king's accession. We have no 
way of determining the exact time which had elapsed 
between that event and the birth of the child in 
question. This is especially true of the names of 
certain kings who remained popular for extended 
periods after their deaths. 
Our most complete source of information on the 
provincial government of Egypt during the early 
years of the Middle Kingdom is the tombs of the 
local governors found at a number of sites along the 
Nile in Upper Egypt. 7 These sites, near the ancient 
locations of towns which acted as administrative 
centres for the ancient Egyptian provinces, became 
the preferred burial places of high-ranking provin- 
cial administrators late in the Old Kingdom. The 
geographical and temporal sequence of the tombs 
that remain is, however, far from complete. Under 
ideal conditions we would have the contemporaneous 
tombs from every province in Egypt. The 'white 
chapel' of Senusert I at Karnak gives a full list of 
the provinces during his reign, and therefore, most 
probably, for the entire period under discussion 
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here. 8 When we compare our material with this 
list what emerges is a scattering of evidence con- 
centrated on the area usually refered to as Middle 
Egypt. 9 There is so little material evidence of a 
non-royal nature available from the Delta provinces 
for the early Middle Kingdom that we are forced to 
confine our attempts at a reconstruction to Upper 
Egypt. Since it appears that the provincial admin- 
istration in Lower Egypt differed from that of. the 
South, at least during the Old Kingdom, 
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we will 
refrain from any sweeping generalizations, and the 
conclusions reached here will be understood to refer 
to Upper Egypt. alone, until further information can 
confirm or deny their relevance for the Delta. 
Even in Upper Egypt there is not as much 
evidence available as could be desired. Of the 
provinces to the south of the Eleventh Dynasty 
capital at Thebes, for example, only the southern- 
most Yields evidence of a governor in residence 
during the early Middle Kingdom. 
11 At Elephantine 
there are no remains from this period of governors 
earlier than the reign of Senusert I. This lack 
of information may well be significant. 
12 Unfor- 
tunately, in our present state of knowledge, any 
argument from silence carries a certain degree of 
risk. Still, the geographic distribution of our 
evidence, or lack thereof, can not be totally 
ignored. Because Egypt was a traditional culture, 
the information available from a ritual structure, 
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which the 'white chapel' certainly was, might 
differ in important aspects from the actual state 
of affairs. It is quite likely, for instance, that 
the division of Upper Egypt into twenty-two provinces 
as depicted there reflected an ideal of the Egyptian 
state rather than an actual system of administration. 
The provincial governors, as high-ranking 
officials, left large and often elaborate tombs which 
quite often supply at least some biographical infor- 
mation in addition to their titles to help us to 
flesh out the bare bones of their activities as 
administrators. Such, however, is not the case among 
the lower orders of provincials officials. Where we 
have any direct knowledge of their function it comes 
from the paintings in their superiors' tombs. 
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These painted scenes, at least in some instances, 
depict the men who served under the provincial gover- 
nor engaged in the performance of their official 
duties. We have no means of determining with any 
degree of certainty that the scenes selected cover 
the full extent of each man's functions, and, due 
to the limited space and objectives of such scenes, 
this, in fact, seems quite unlikely. Still, it 
remains the only real evidence of the day-to-day 
activities of these people. Their own tombs 
14 
provide little information, at times not even their 
titles. These are the officials most often 
represented by stelae at Abydos, it would seem. 
But the nature of those stelae, which has been 
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noted above, makes it difficult to determine in 
any individual case if these officials were part of 
the provincial, as opposed to the central govern- 
ment. 
Another dangerous problem which must be avoided 
while conducting a study of Egyptian government 
results from projecting a modern thought-pattern 
onto material from a past culture. The very idea 
of 'provincial' government may not apply during this 
period of Egyptian history. Some of the basic 
questions we will have to consider include the 
degree of independence exercised by the provincial 
governors. If it is possible to distinguish between 
the local and central administrations the relation- 
ship between them will have to be determined. The 
manner in which high-ranking officials were chosen 
is also important. The school of thought which saw 
this as Egypt's 'feudal' period assumed that such 
posts were hereditary and the evidence must be closely 
examined on this point. If we discover that the 
provincial governor was a royal official rather 
than a semi-independent baron, the possible means 
of royal control must be examined. The answers to 
questions like these, while no doubt tentative and 
fragmentary in many instancýs, will allow us to 
shape the most complete picture now possible of 
tile way that the provincial government was organized 
and how it functioned in the early Middle Kingdom. 
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There is no such thing as a 'definitive' historical 
study. While historical facts are sometimes certain, 
history itself, which consists of the conclusions 
drawn from thses factscan never be. The value of 
an historical study is that it gathers together 
material from a specific span of time, in this case 
from the unification of Egypt under the Eleventh 
Dynasty to the end of the reign of Senusert I, 
organizes it and attempts to draw conclusions 
which will stimulate further debate on the subject. 
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For that reason the Egyptian word sp3t, which 
refers to the basic regional administrative unit 
of government, will be rendered in this paper by 
the English translation, 'province', rather than 
the Greek word Inome'. Because we are concerned 
here exclusively with conditions as they existed 
in the early Middle Kingdom, there can be no 
possibility of confusion with the present-day 
administrative structure of Egypt. 
2. For example, in the Middle Kingdom we have rel- 
atively extensive remains of tombs, temples, 
frontier fortresses, and some necropolis towns, 
but very little from the provincial capitals. 
And the national capital of the Twelfth Dynasty 
has not yet been, accurately located. It is in 
these sites that the evidence of the daily 
functioning of the government would have existed. 
3. See, for instance, G. Posner, Litterature et 
poZitique dans Za X-T-T e dynastie. (Paris, Libraire 
Honore Champion, 1969). 
4. This is, from a human viewpoint, a perfectly 
natural omission. To cite a modern example, the 
short biographical entry found in an obituary 
column would be no more informative. To take 
the late Lyndon Johnson as an example, it would 
mention that he served in the Texas State Legis- 
lature, the United States House. of Representatives 
and the Senate. And it would give slightly more 
prominence to the fact that he had been both Vice- 
President and President of the United States. 
But there would be no definition or explanation 
of any of these positions since it is assumed 
that the reader will have, either from personal 
experience or other sources, a knowledge of the 
American system of government. 
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5. Just how many titles were exercised simultan- 
eously is a somewhat vexed issue. While it is 
doubtful that an Egyptian official would neglect, 
for mortuary purposes, any title he might ever 
have held, it is also clear that the higher- 
ranking officials exercised authority over a 
number of different administrative areas. Per- 
haps we would be closer to the truth if we thought 
of the promotion of Egyptian officials as a pro- 
cess of adding various responsibilities to those 
already held, rather than, as in modern times, 
leaving a lesser job to assume one of greater 
importance. 
6. The material from Abydos is widely scattered 
among various museum collections, the most ex- 
tensive collection being published in H. 0. 
Lange and J. H. Schifer, Grab-und Denksteine des 
MittZeren Reichs im Museum von Kairo, No 20001- 
20780. CataZogue gene"raZ des antiquities e'g'ypt- 
iennes du Musee du Caire. 4 vols. (Berlin, 
Reichsdruckerei, 1902-1925). An interesting 
publication which'brings together material from 
several collections is W. K. Simpson, The 
Terrace of the Great God at Abydos; The Offer- 
ing ChapeZs of Dynasties 12 and 13. (New Haven, 
Peabody Museum, 1974). Early excavation reports 
include T. E. Peet, The Cemeteries of Abydos, pt 
_TIT and pt. 
1-1-1. (London, Egypt Exploration Fund, 
1914-1915). and W. M. F. Petrie, Abydos, pt. I 
and pt. 11. (London, Egypt Exploration Fund, 1902- 
1903). A complete bibliography will be found in 
the approriate section. 
7. The principal sites involved are at Beni Hasan, 
published in P. E. Newberry, Beni Hasan, pt. I 
and pt. 11. (London, Egypt Exploration Fund, 1893), 
el-Bersha, published in F. L. Griffith, EZ Bersheh 
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pt. 11. (London, Egypt Exploration Fund, 1894), 
Meir, published in A. M. Blackman, The Rock Tombs 
of Meir_, voZ. 1, voZ. 2., and voZ. 6. (London, 
Egypt Exploration Society, 1914,1915,1953), and 
Asyut, published in F. L. Griffith, The Inscrip- 
tions of Siut and Der Rifeh. (London, Trubner, 
1889). 
8. P. Lacau and H. Chevrier, Une chapeZZe de 
Sesostris I er a Karnak. (Cairo, Institut Fran- 
cais, 1956). A more detailed analysis of 
this material is found in P. Montet, Geo- 
graphie de Z'Egypte ancienne. 2 vols. (Paris, 
Imprimerie Nationale, 1957,1961) and especially 
in W. Helck, Die aZtagyptischen Gaue. (Wiesbaden, 
Reichert, 1974). 
9. See our Appendix III. 
10. Helck, Gaue, 52. 
des Mittleren und 
1958), 91-92, and 
zur agyptische Pr 
des Alten Reichs. 
71. 
Also W. Helck, Zur VerwaZtung 
Neuen Reiches. (Leiden, Brill, 
E. Martin-Pardey, Untersuchungen 
ovinzialverwaltung bis zum Ende 
(Hildesheim, Gerstenberg, 1976), 
11. A. H. Gardiner, 'Inscriptions from the Tomb of 
Si-renpowet I, Prince of Elephantine' ZýS 45 
(1908), 123-140. 
12. See H. Kees, 'Beitr: ige zur alt'agyptischen 
Provinzialverwaltung und der Geschichte des 
Feudalismus', Nachrichten der Gesellschaft der 
Wissenschaften zu Gbttingen, 1932,105-106, 
where he postulates the removal of local 
governors in these provinces and their group- 
ing under direct royal control to form the 
power-base for the Theban kings of Dynasty XI. 
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13. In most cases specifically from the tombs at 
Beni Hasan. 
14. For a work devoted solely to the excavation of 
a cemetery of lower-ranking officials we must 
consult J. Garstang, The BuriaZ Customs of 
Ancient Egypt as IZZustrated by the Tombs of 
the MiddZe Kingdom. Being a Report of Excava- 
tions Made in the NecropoZis of Beni Hasan 
during 1902-3-4. (London, Constable, 1907). 
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PROSOPOGRAPHY OF EARLY 
MIDDLE KINGDOM OFFICIALS 
In view of the nature of the evidence, a 
listing of the early Middle Kingdom officials based 
on the geographical position of their surviving mon- 
uments seems to be the most logical method of 
arranging the raw material of this study. Our list 
runs from south to north through the twenty-two 
provinces of Upper Egypt and the first province 
of Lower Egypt. Because of its special position as 
a place of devotion for those throughout the entire 
conutry, the material from Abydos is not included 
under the Eighth Province of Upper Egypt but is 
given separately following the provincial listings. 
At the very end of this chapter we include material 
from outside Egypt proper, again grouped by site. 
Within each site the officials are arranged in 
alphabetical order by name. Each official has been 
assigned a number for reference in our index and the 
text, which forms a continuous series from one to 
eight hundred and ninety-five. The number is 
followed by the name of the individual, his titles 
(excluding those of a purely religious nature), and 
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a bibliographical reference (complete bibliograph- 
ical details can be found under the corresponding 
entry in the Bibliography at the end of this paper). 
Each entry ends, if relevant, with a reference to 
Porter and Moss, TopographicaL BibZiography of 
Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs, and 
Paintings (which is given as PM followed by volume 
number and page). The bibliographic entry LS 
followed by a five digit number refers to stelae 
from Lange and Sch. ifer's Grab-und Denksteine des 
MittZeren Reiches im Museum von Kairo. 
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FIRST PROVINCE OF UPPER ECYPT - T3-STY 
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42 (7). PM V_, 221. 
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7. S3-rnpwt: 3z*ry p^t, ý-3ty-, -_, sd3wty b"'&ty, smr 
w-ty, zmy-r ýmw-nt,. r n Stt nb 5bw, ýry-tp 
,3nT. 3-sty, &my-r hmw-ntr n Hnmw., ýry 
zry Nýn m pr Stt_, ýry sgt, 5 n nsw m ms'^ 
sSt3n mdw ntr, 
ý-my-r --iw, smy-r -ý-w wr 
m pr nsw. Gardiner, ZAS 45 (1908), 123- 
142. PM V. 1 
238-239. 
8. Snb: sd3Wty b"ity. De Morgan, CataZogue I, 
42 (1). PM V_, 221. 
9. Snb: ýmsw. De Morgan, CataZogue 1,42 (10). 
PM V-7 221 . 
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10. Snb-f-n. *'b: ss' n sdmt wr. De Morgan, 
CataLogue -T_, 42 
(1). PM V, 221. 
Snbbw: imy-r pr-ýsb-i'ýw. De Morgan, 
CataZogue T_, 42 (5). PM V, 221. 
12. Snbbw: &rp. De Morgan, CataZogue I., 
16 (76). PM V., 221. 
13. Snbbw: smsw. De Korgan, CataZogue 1, 
42 (5). PM V, 221. 
%/ ). %01 
14. SM31: -&my-r snt. Cecil, ASAE 6 (1905), 
227. 
15. Gbw: t3w n bft-ýr. De Morgan, CataZogue 
1. $ 42 
(1). PM V_, 221. 
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SECOND PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - Wts ýr 
Edf 
16. ) lb ý3ty- ', ')z*my-r hmw-n. ýr. Alliot 2 
Edfu, pl. XIII (1). PM Vj 202. 
17. mh-ib-hr: iry p-t, h. 3ty-, - sdawty bity, smr 
W-tyj hm-ntr n Hr. LS no. 20530. PM V. ) 
203. 
Bueb 
18. Hw-n-s-hnmw: Sj - -d3wty 
bity, smr w-ty, imy-r 
v ss -prw. Daressy, Rec. Trav. 10 (1888), 
141-142. PM V-1 219. 
Wadi el-Shatt el-Rigal 
3. 
19. '13S: sd3wty'b"zty, smr w-ty., ss -n nsw. 
Winlock, Rise and FaZZ, 38C. PM V_, 206. 
20. Itw: rý nsw m. 3---, ýz'my-r T-3-mýw. Winlock, 
Rise and FaZZ., 39F. PM V. ) 206. 
Mry: sd. 3 wty b"Z't y _, 
-" 21. imy-r Sd3Wt(YW). Winlock, 
Rise and FaLl, 39J. PM V_, 206. 
22. Mrw: sd. 3wty b"ity, smr w-ty., &my-r ý3SWt 
i. 3btt, "z'my-r sd3wt(yw). Winlock, Rise 
and FaZZ, 39G. PM Vj 206. 
23. Rnnw: wr mdw Sym-w. Winlock, Rise and FaZZ_, 
39111. 
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24. ýYr-ýtp: wr mjw Smw. Winlock, Rise and 
FaZZ., 39111. PM V_, 206. 
25. ? Yr-ýwi -f: wr mdw S""mew. Winlock, Rise and 
FaIZ., 39111. PM V-1 207. 
26. Hnmw-nht: "z'my-r Tj-mhw. Winlock, Rise and 
FaZl_, 39F. PM V. ) 207. 
27. Hty: sd3wty b"Zty., 'zmy-r sd-3wt(yw). Winlock, 
Rise and FaZZ., 37. PM V3 207. 
I 
THIRD PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - NHN 
No officials from this period recorded. 
30 
FOURTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - W3ST 
Thebes 
28. ýTw-tn"z': wr mdw Jm-w. LS no. 20476. PM 12 
(pt. 2)., 598. 
>. 
29. )Ibi: im -r pr. Clere, Textes 27 (2, yp 
30. ->I b>71 -- -"i n2bt-f: wýmw. LS no. 20430. 
ýIp&: *iry p-t., ýaty--, 3imy-r ný. wt, I 3ty. 31.71 'ZI 
Bull, JEA 10(1924), 15. PM 12 (pt. 1), 
389. 
), pyt: 3 Textes 30. PM 11 
2 
32. da w. Clere 
388. 
33. ; 'Ipi-M-S3-f: wdpw. Davies, Five Theban Tombs, 
pl. XXXVII. 
34. Ipw-ms: s. ý -n nsw. Roeder, Naos., no. 70040. 
PM 11 
2) 299. 
35. Imny: ý3ty--. Speleers, RecueiZ des inscrip- 
tions a BruxeZZes., 30 (86). 
36. "Imn-m-ý3t: ss. Lansing, BMMA, 1935) fig. 
10. PM 12 (pt. 2), 621. 
3 11* 37. lmn-m-ý3t-snb: smsw hyt, wr m4w S"m-w. 
Bruyere, Deir eZ Medineý',? (1929), fig. 49. 
PM 12 (pt. 2), 688. 
38. )Tmn-ýtp: sj. 3w_, smsw. Davies, Five Theban 
31 
Tombs, pl. XXXII. 
39. -'In--7, t-f: 'imy-r &nrt nr 0-3 wr. Fischer, 
JNES 19(1960), fig. 1. PM 12 (pt. 2), 
810. 
40. ln-ý'it-f: 'imy-r s'n-. Davies, Antefoýer, pl. 
xxvi. 
41. > 
-Tn-"*z*t. f: -iry p-t_, ý3ty--_, sd. 3wty b"ity, smr 
w-ty., 'imy-r hmw-ntr. Steindorff, Z, ýS 33 
(1895), 81 (2). PM 12 (pt. 2)_, 598. 
42. In-it - f: -&ry p-t_, ýsty--, sd-3wty Zýity., smr 
w-ty, 'imy-r hmw-ntr., ý3ty- m pr Mntw. 
2 Clere, Textes,. 44-45 (31). PM I (pt. 2).,, 
596-597. 
43. In-"it-f-ikr: &my-r sn-w. Davies, Antefoker, 
pl. VII. 
44. In -)z* t-f -'z* ýr: 'ýz'ry p, t_, ý3ty-,., sd. 3wty b'Z'ty_, 
smr w-ty, ýry-tp s-ýw nb, 
> 
zry Nhn_, ým- 
ntr M3t_, 31"my-I&S. -&my-r niwt., t3yty., 
. 
t3ty., &my-r ýwt -3t 6., sdty nsw. Davies, 
Antefoker., p1s. V-VII, XIV, XVII, Xx) 
xxvii. PM 12 (pt. 2)-, 121-123. 
45. ) 
-Tmni: 
h3ty--. Barns, Ramesseum Papyzi, 
pl. 1,2. 
46. -Tkr: ss. 
Clere, Textes,, 27 (27 1). 
47. lkr: sd3wty býity, smr w-ty zmy-r pr sn-. 
Bosticco, Le SteZe Egizane daZZ'Ant-; Ico 
aZ Nuovo regno, fig. 6. 
v 48. Idy: wr mdw Sm, -w. Berlin, Aegyptische 
32 
Inschriften aus den KonigZichen Museen 
Ig 178. 
49.1-b-k-iw: smy-r pr. Clere, Textes_, 48 (33 ). 
50. W3ý: ) imy-r st. Hayes, Scepter of Egypt 
166. 
51. Bw-3w: sd3Wty bity, smr w-ty, -&my-r pr., imy- 
r snwty_, -imy-r prwy-hd., imy-r -&pt nbt 
I/ Sm-w T3-mhw. Lacau, Sarcophages., no. 
28027. 
52. Bbi: s3b! p t3yty. British Museum Hiero- 
gLyphic Texts VI, 24. PM 11 
2 397. 
53. Mnw-ddw: hsw. Davies, Antefoýer, pl. XXVII. 
54. Mn-nht: iry p-t-, ý3ty--., sd. 3wty b'ity., imy-r 
snwty. Borchardt, Statuen_, no. 533. 
55. Mnw-ýtp: smy-r pr, smy-r mr. Steindorff, 
Grabfunde Berlin 1.2,34. pm 12 (pt. 2)., 
622. 
56. Mntw-ýtp: ý3ty-e n Mnjw, s3 nsw -k. 
Pellegrini, Rec. Trav. 20 (1898), 97 
(31). PM 12 (pt. 2), 787. 
57. sd3wty 
Aty, ). Mntw-htp: 11 -bt-ntr. Legrain, 
ASAE 10 (1909), 258-259. PM 11 
2,283. 
58. Mntw-ýtp: Sý3wty bity, smr w-ty. Legrain, 
Statues I., pl. XXXIV. PM -T-T 
2 143. 
59. Msi: sd3w. Clere, Textes, 35 (27 Fý( 1,2). 
FM il 2> 389. 
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60. Mkt-r, -: smr w-ty, &my-r sd3wt(yw). Winlock, 
Rise and FaZZ, 67. PM 12 (pt. 1)., 359-364. 
61. M-tw: sd: iwty bity, smr w-ty, -&my-r sd3z,, t(yw) 
Roeder, Naos., no. 70040. PM 11 
2ý 299. 
62. Nb-skwt: sd3wty b&ty, imy-r pr wr. Legrain, 
Statues I, pl. XXIV. PM 11 
2 
.1 
143. 
63. Nfrw: sd3wty blity s smr w, -ty, shd p. - ý"3, s9 
%2 sp3t. Clere, Textes, 1 FM I (pt. 
2) 
_, 
800. 
64. Nni-snb: 7, my-r pr. Capart, RecueiZ des 
monuments egyptiens., p1s. XVIII-XXI. 
PM 12 (pt. 2)_, 836. 
65. Nht: sd3w. Clere, Textes, 42 (28C). PM 11 
23 
398. 
66. Nsw-mntw: wr mdw Svm, -w. Capart, RecueiZ des 
2 
monuments egyptiens, p1s. XIX-XXI. PM -T 
(pt. 2), 836. 
James, ýYeýanakhte 67. Hrw-nfr: imy-r T3-mýw- 
Papers, no. 111 46, pl. 8A vs 3. 
68. Hrw-nfr: ý-3ty-, -, sj3wty bity, s3 nsw smsw, 
imy-r msr wr. Griffith, PSBA 14 (1892), 
41-42. PM 12 (pt. 2)-, 657. 
69. Hpw: zmy-r pr. Davies, Antefoker, pl. 
xxvi. 
70. Hnw: sd3w. LS no. 20011. 
71. Hnnw: iry p, -t_, sd3wty bity, smr w-ty, hry- 
tp nsw 3 zmy-r pr &my-r -b wýmt owt 
nsmt, rh nsw m3,,, -&my-r kbhw p3t hnnt. 
34 
Hayes, JEA 35 (1949), 43-49. PM 12 (pt. 
1), 388-389. 
v 72. ýr-ýtp: s. ý. 3wty bity, smr w-ty., smsw. Lacau, 
Sarcophages, no. 28023. 
73. Htpi: wdpw. Clere, Textes., 27 (27K). 
74. Hnmw-ýtp: ýý3 ýWt. James, ýeýanakhte Papers, 
no. V, 53) pl. 11A 1.40. 
75. Hty: sd3wty b"7, ty, smr w-ty. Winlock, BMMA 
1923) 12-19. PM 12 (pt. 1)_, 386-387. 
76. Hty: sd3wty b"z'ty _, smr 
w-ty., -&my-r mr., sd. 3wty 
ntr. Gardiner, JEA 4 (1917), p1s. VIII- 
Ix. PM 12 (pt. 2), 617. 
77. Hty-^nh: s3w. Davies, Five Theban Tombs., pl. 
xxxv. 
78. S-n-wsrt: wdpw. Quibell, Ramesseum, pl. IX. 
V, 
79. S-n-wsrt: smsw. Quibell, Ramesseum, pl. VI. 
3. 8o. S. 3-sn-hrt: -imy-r -hnwty. Winlock, BMMA 1921) 
32. PM 12 (pt. 2), 667. 
81. Sbk-. -3: ýry-tp nsw, &my r hnw. British 
Museum, HierogZyphic Texts 1,54. PM 12 
(pt. 2)_, 807. 
82. Sbk-nýt: zry pet-, sd: 3wty bsty, smr 
w, -ty-, rh nsw,, zmy-r pr. Borchardt 
Statuen, no. 390. PM 12 (pt. 2), 784. 
-). Y-r hntyw- Davies, 83. Sbk-r, -: -&m s Five Theban 
Tombs, pl. XXXI. PM 12 (pt. 1)_, 216. 
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84. Snb-f: 3iry p^t., 
1). W, -ty., lmy-r 
SteZe Egizi 
Regno, fig. 
ý. 3ty--., sj. 3wty 6"ity.., smr 
sd3wt(yw). Bosticco, Le 
ane daZZ'Antico al Nouvo 
30, a and b. 
85. Tbw: sd. 2wty b'ýZ'ty, -) &my-r pr. LS no. 20005. 
86. D3gi: try pt ý). -" wt- -&my-r ni t3yty., sib., t3ty-, 
ý3ty-^., sd3wty b"ity, smr w,, ty_, zmy-r 
prwy-ý4_, tmy-r prwy-nbw. Davies, Five 
Theban Tombs., p1s. XXX, XXXII, XXXIV, 
XXXVI) XXXVIII. PM 12 (pt. 1)-, 216-2179 
11T 
23 398. 
87. D3gi: "Zry p. -t, ý3ty--. Speleers, RecueiZ 
des inscriptions a BruxeLles, 33 (102). 
PM 12 (pt. 2), 815. 
88. D3gi: sd-3wty b'z*ty_, smr w-ty_, rh nsw., zmy-r 
rwyt. Davies, Five Theban Tombs, 38- 
39. 
89. Ddw-sbk: 'iry p,, t, ý3ty--_, rh nsw_, ýry nfrw., 
v2 ss Borchardt, Statuen, no. 887. PM'l 
(pt. 2), 784. 
90. Pfi: '-&my-r ssw., Zmy-r pr. 
no. 28022. 
Tod 
91. Sýtp zb-re-, -nh: 
bity, -&my-r 
Aegyptische 
lichen Muse 
Lacau, Sarcophages, 
iry p, -t, 4-3ty--, sd3Wty 
sd3wt(yw). Berlin, 
Inschriften aus den Konig- 
en I_, 208-209. PM Vy 169. 
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Gebelein 
92. Iti: sd. 3wty bity, smr w-ty., sd3wty ntr. 
LS no. 20001. PM V3 164. 
93. S-n-mntw: h3ty-, --, sd3Wty býZ: ty-, smr w-ty. 
Berlin, Aegyptische Inscriften aus den 
Ký; niglichen Museen 1,236. PM V. 9 162. 
94. Ddw: ý)zry p/, t. Pellegrini, Rec. Trav. 20 
(1898), 87 (12). PM V_, 163. 
Qamula 
95. K-? y: zmy-r nww h3st., -&my-r smýt -&mntt. 
Anthes, ZAS 65 (1930), 108. PM V, 119. 
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FIFTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - NTRWY 
Qift (Coptos) 
96. Imny: "imy-r pr-nbw. Moret, CataZogue du 
Musee Guimet (1909), 32, pl. IV. PM V. ) 
129. 
Naqada 
V 
97. Hp3: smy-r sn LS no. 20510. PM V., 119. 
V 98. SM31Z.: sd3wty bity, smr wety., -&my-r pr snAw. 
LS no. 20501. PM V-V 119. 
SIXTH PROVINCE OF UPPER ECYPT lK 
Dendera 
99. -in- &t - f: sd. 3wty b"ity, smr we-ty, 
pr sn^w. Petrie, Denderah., p1s. XIc, 
xii. PM V3 113. 
100. "'1, k r: sd-3wty b"I"'ty Tn- zt, f smr w-ty., ýry-tp 
nsw. Petrie, Denderah_, 21. PM V.? 113. 
J. 101. Mrr: zry p, f"t, ý 3ty-,,, sd-3wty bity, smr 
w-ty 
). 
zmy-r hmw-ntr. Petrie, Denderah., 
pl. XII. PM V, 114. 
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SEVENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - B3T 
No officials from this period recorded 
EIGHTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - T3-, WR 
Nag^ el-Deir 
J. 
102. ')Ibw: "z'ry p, -t., ý3ty----, smr w-ty, zmy-r 
nmty. Lutz, Egyptian Tomb SteZes, 20. 
PM V3 2 7. 
103. In"it-f: ýrp- Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 11, 
A3 39. 
104. ln-ýrt-,, nh: s'g. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
1., 2 0,1.4. 
105. ln-ýrt--ný: Ist. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner ITI., C 10. 
106. -Tn-h. rt-^nh., w: 
kdw. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
-T-T,, 
Fr 2, vs 1.4. 
107. ln-ýrt-ýtp: &my-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner 1,23) -T-T_, 
K 4. 
108. Ikk-&: ss . Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner 1, 
10,1.70. 
109. Jl-t-f-sn: tsw. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner I, 
39 
1.23. 
110. --nhkw: imy-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
-Tl-. y Cr 
3. 
Wýmy: ss" n pr-ý. d. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
I-T. p K 7, rr 5. 
112. Byt: hrp. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner -T, 
5, 
1.74. 
113. Mmw: tsw. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 1,22) 
1.3. 
114. Mntw-wsr: z*my-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner ll-,, G 3. 
115. Mntw-wsr--3: &my-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner I. 22ý 1.27. 
116. Mntw-wsr-&ry-l'b: "-lmy-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner I_, 23) 1.25. 
117. Mntw-ýtp: s: 3w., s. 3b. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner 1-1. E 6. 
118. M-s-3 -f-1,3: ý) imy-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner 1,23) 1.24. 
119. Mkn: sd. 3w. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner -T, 
4 
20. 
120. Nht: ýrp. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner IT, 8, 
1.19. 
121. Nhti: imy-r tst. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 11, 
J 25. 
11 
40 
x 122. Nhti: ýrp. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 1, 
10Y 1.74. 
123. Nht, &: tsw. S-impson, Papyrus Reisner 1,18, 
1.2. 
124. Nsw-mntw: ýrp. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 11, 
C 15. 
125. Rn-'I'ýr: tsw. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
18) 1.18. 
126. ýYw-ýr: Ist. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 1-1, 
C 16. 
127. ýYpw: s sv. 
128. ýppi: brp. 
1.34. 
129. ýppi,: Ist. 
J 27. 
Simpson, Papyrus-Reisner 
-TI., 
C 27. 
Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 1,4, 
Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 11, 
I 
130. Hdnwy: zmy-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
A2 16. 
131. Hdnwy: zmy r tst. 
I I, A48. 
Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
v 132. Hdnwy: ss. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 11, C 6. 
133. H, -wy: zmy-r snt. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner %a 
I-T_l K15. 
134. S-3- )i. n-hrt: 
"I'my-r -hnwty n hnrt. Simpson, 
Papyrus Reisner 1,20,1.11. 
135. S, 3--ln-hrt: hrp. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
41 
8) 1.32. 
136. S. 3 -'Z*n-ýrt: SS. 
61 1.168. 
Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 1, 
137. S32bn-hrt: tsw. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
Fr 3, J 27. 
138. S. 3-spdw: '^z'my-r -hnwty. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner ll_, B 2. 
139. Sbk-nýt: -z'my-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus %. 1 
Reisner 1-1_, A21. 
140. Sbk-nýt: ss". Simpson, Papyrus Reisner I, 
6) 1.165. 
141. Sbk-nht: tsw. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
1-IT, Fr 6, vs. 1.5. 
142. Sbk-ýtp: "Z'my-r tst. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner I-T., C 9. 
v 143. Sf&y: sS. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner I, 
2) 1.4. 
144. Sn-, -nýw: zmy-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus 
Reisner I-T., D 2. 
145. Sn--n&: ýrp. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
-T. ) 
4)1.19. 
146. Snbw: zmy-r tst.. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
1-13 c 11 
. 
147. Snb. f: sjw, szb. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
I I, E 6. 
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148. Ddw: '&my-r pr. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 
I-T. $ G 3. 
149. Ddw: ýrp. Simpson, Papyrus Reisner 1, %. If 
4) 1.6. 
Nag- el-Meshayikh 
150. Tni: sd3Wty b3z*ty., smr w, -ty. Bouriant, Rec. 
Trav. 9 (1887), 89 (62). PM V, 29. 
NINETH PROVINCE OF UPPER ECYPT - MNW 
Akhmim 
151. ')-Tww: sd3wty b"ity-, smr w-ty. Lacau, 
Sarcophages, no. 28003. PM V, 23. 
152. 
-Tn-&t -f: 
iry p, t, ý3ty-ns -&my-r hmw-ntr 
ýry-tp --3 n Mnw., imy-r ýmwt ýnrwt. 
LS no. 20024. PM V_$ 20. 
153. Hrd: ý3ty-*"., Sd3Wty -&ty.,, smr w, -ty. 
British Museum, HierogZyphic Texts 111, 
32. PM V. 1 22. 
154. S. 3-nhwt: s_d3wty bity., . 3ty-,,, _, 
smr w, ty., 
-&my-r spsw. Lacau, Sarcophages, no. 
28007. PM V. Y 23. 
v 
155. Spsi-pw-mnw: sd3wty b ty, smr w, -ty, -zmy-r 
ms,,. Lacau, Sarcophages, 28012. PM V_, 23. 
43 
156. ýri : ý. 3ty-, -, s4: 3wty b"Ity, smr w, ty_, smy-r 
\Of 
snt. Lacau, Sarcophages, no. 28009. 
PM V. $ 23. 
157. Tti: iry pet., sd-Twty bity, smr w, -ty., Lrp 
Mnw, ý. my-r ýmw-nýr., ýry-tp --: 3 n Mnw. 
Lacau, Sarcophages, no. 28004. PM V, 
23. 
158. Tti: sd. 3wty bity, smr wl-ty. Lacau, 
Sarcophages, no. 28014. pM V, -23. 
159. T t, & - i, ýr: sd-3wty b, &'ty_, smr wrty. Lacau 
Sarcophages, no. 28020. PM V_, 24. 
El-Hawawish 
160. )Iy: )imy-r pr. Sethe, Urkunden 1,264-265. 
PM V. 3 2 0. 
161. Anäw: -bmy-r n-bwt mi-t. Schiaparelli, 
Chemmis.. 87-88. PM V. 9 2 0. 
162. Gýs-7: smr w, -ty, imy-r wpwt. Newberry, LAAA 
4 (1912), 102-103. PM V, 18. 
163. ýry-tp -3 n Mnw. Newberry, LAAA 4 
(1912), 115. PM V_, 19. 
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TENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - W, 3DT 
Qaw el-Kebir 
164.1-bw: )imy-r pr. Petrie, AntaeopoLis, 
p1s. V (4), XVII. PM V_$ 14. 
165. lbw: ý3ty-". Steckeweh, Fýirstengrýber 
von Qaw, pl. XIV (0). PM V, 11. 
166. W3h-k3: iry p, -t_, 
Evers, Staat 
PM VJ 9.. 
167. Sbk-ýtp: ý3ty-, -. 
von Qaw., 9. 
43ty-"., 32*, MY-r ýMW-ntr. 
aus dem Stein 1.. 29. 
Steckeweh, FÜrstengrýber 
PM V. ) 11 . 
NO 
ELEVENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - S3Y 
No officials from this period recorded. 
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TWELFTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - DW-FT 
Ll-Atawla 
.3 168. Sbk-nýt: imy-r pr. Maspero, ASAE 3 
(1902), 95. PM -TV, 
247. 
THIRTEENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - NDFT-gNTT 
Asyut 
169. It-f-ibi: imy-r st. Kamal, ASAE 16 
(1916), 113. PM IV., 267. 
170. Mrr: -zmy-r pr. Kamal, ASAE 16 (1916), 
109. PM -TV, 
269. 
171. msýt: iry p, -t-, ý3ty--, s d. 3wty b-&-ýýy_, smr 
w-ty, zmy-r ýmw-nýr n Wp-w: 3wt, imy-r 
ýmw-nlr n 1) Inpw. Lacau, Sarcophages, 
nos. 28118,28119. 
_43wty 
bity, imy-r sd-3wt(yw). 172. Nýti :S 
Chassinat, Assiout, p1s. XVI, XXI. 
PM I V., 266. 
173. ! YP -. ýf -3 1,: &my-r sd3wt(yw), -&my-r 
k3w, imy-r 
, -bw, -&my-r hwt-n-tll-r. Kamal, TabZes 
d'offrandes, no. 23042. PM -T-V., 
268. 
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174. ýP-jf'3'71: z*ry p, -t_, Oty---., sd3wty b*ity, smr 
w-ty, rb nsw M3-".. -&my-r Sm-w, -&my-r 
hmw-n-tr n Wp-wlwt n S3Wt, h-rp nsyt m 
prwy., --d-mr Dp, ýry-tp -3 n Ndft. 
Reisner, JEA 5 (1918), 79-98. Griffith, 
A 
Siuý't and De'r R-zfeh, p1s., I-X. PM I-V-' 
261-262. 
175. Hp-4f3&: sdjw. Kamal, ASAE., 16 (1916), 67. 
PM IV3 268. 
Deir Durunka 
176. ýp-ýIf 3")Z, -, -nh: sd-3w. Kamal, ASAE 16 (1916), 
101. PM IV. 3 269. 
FOURTEENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - NDFT-PýTT 
Meir 
3. 
177. 'nty: zmy-r pr. Reisner, ModeZs of Ships, 
no. 4847. PM IV. 2 258. 
178. Wh-htp: imy-r ms Cledat, BIFAO 2 (1902)) 
42 (9). PM IV, 257. 
179. Wý-ýtp: iry p-t., ý-3ty--, sd3wty b"i'ty, smr 
w--ty_, -&my-r hmw-ntr n Ht-hr nbt Kis'. 
sS md3t-ntr., ýry-tp -3 n Ndft_, rý nsw 
m3-. Blackman, Meir 1-1... 82 11. PM I V3 
250. 
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180. Wýh-ýtp: ý-3ty-, -. 
PM IV, 249. 
Blackman, Meir I., pl. V. 
181. Mrw: "smy-r sdjwt(yw). Kamal, ASAE 12 
(1912), 115. PM -TVj 
256. 
182. Nht: z. my-r sdjwt(yw). Borchardt, Statuen, 
nos. 433-436. PM -TV_? 
256. 
183. ý13-ist-f: "&my-r pr. Borchardt, Statuen_, 
no. 786. PM 1-V.? 257. 
184. Hp7,: -zmy-r pr. Kamal, ASAE 14 (1914), 83- 
85. PM IV. 1 256. 
185. Hnn: zmy-r pr. Kamal, ASAE 14 (1914), 55. 
186. Hnn ) z' smr wrty., ýry-tp nsw, ss", -n nsw. 
Kamal, ASAE 13 (1914), 177. pM l-V_, 256. 
187. Hnmw: zmy-r pr. Cledat, BIFAO 2 (1912), 42 
(11). 
188. Hnmw-ýtp: 'imy-r ýnt. Kamal, ASAE 12 (1912), 
97-98. PM IV., 257. 
189. Hnmw-htp: ss" - nsw. Kamal, ASAE 14 (1914)) 
56. 
190. Snbi: -&my-r pr. Kamal, ASAE 11 (1911), 36- 
38. PM I V. 9 258. 
191. Sn bi iry p, -t_, ýity---_, imy-r ýmw-n_ýr. 
Blackman, Meir V-T_, pls. VI-VII. PM 1-V_, 
251. 
192. Snbi: iry P-t-, ý3tY--, -zmy-r ýmw-ntr, 
sd3wty ý? ity,, smr w-ty. Blackman, Meir 
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Ij 18-34. PM IVJ 249-250. 
v 193. Snb z.: ss -n nsw. Kamal, ASAE 12 (1912), 
119-122. PM I-V! b 256. 
194. Snfr: )i my-r pr wr. Lacau, Sarcophages., nos. 
28037-28028. PM IV. P 256. 
195. K3 y: sd3wtY b"ity, smr wrty, "z'my-r ssw. 
Kamal, ASAE 11 (1911), 19-22. Pm I Vi 
249. 
196. Ttw: 3z'. my-r pr. Kamal, ASAE 14 (1914)) 47- 
48. PM IVJ 256. 
FIFTEENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER ECYPT - WNT 
Deir el-Bersha 
197. lmn-m-ý-3t: h-3ty-, -, hrp nsyt, smy-r hmw- 
ntr. Lacau, Sarcophages, nos. 28091- 
28092. PM IV3 184. 
3- 198. M. ^y: -&my-r pr. Daressy, ASAE 1 (1900), 
18. PM IV. 3 185. 
199. Nfri: -&my-r pr. Lacau, Sarcophages, nos. 
28087-28088. PM IV. ) 184. 
200. Nhri: h3ty---, hrp nsyt_, smy-r hmw-ntr. 
Griffith, EZ Bersheh I-T. pl. XIX. PM 
1-V.. % 182. 
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201. Nhpi: h, 3ty--, sd-3wty bity., smr w-ty. 
Kamal, TabZes d'offrandes, no. 23046. 
PM I V, 18 7, 
v 202. Sp: ss -- n nsw. Griffith, EZ Bersheh 11., 
27. PM IV. $ 181. 
203. Spiý -&my-r pr. Boreux, Guide-cataZogue 
sommaire ... Louvre, pl. IX. PM -TV-, 
185. 
204. Spi: imy-r ms, -. Lacau, Sarcaphages, nos. 
28083-28084. PM IV3 183-184. 
205. K3y: sd3Wty b^zty. Kamal, TabZes d'offrandes, 
no. 23069. PM IV., 187. 
206. D ýwty-m-. ý3ty--., ýrp nsyt., &my-r ýmw- 
ntr, ýry-tp -3 n Wnt, z*my-r nswt., ±3ty. 
Griffith, EZ Bersheh 11,27-28. - PM IV. ) 
181. 
207. D hwty-nht: "iry p, -t., h3ty-^, hrp nsyt, wr 
5m pr D hwty nb Hmnw, ýry-tp -3 n Wnt_, 
sdswty bity, smr w, -ty, t. 3ty., ý3t sm^w3 
rh nsw., 
"z'my-r 
n-&wt. Griffith, EZ 
Bersheh 11., p1s. V-IX. PM -TV., 
177-179. 
208. Dýwty-nýt: ý3ty--, hrp nsyt. Lacau, 
Sarcophages, no. 28099. PM IV, 185. 
_, 
ýrp nsyt, zmy-r ýmw- 209. D ýWty-n, ht: ý3ty-^ 
ntr, wr 5. Lacau, Sarcophages, nos. 
28123) 28125. PM IV3 185. 
210. v Kamal 
. 
2ýwty-ýtp: ss -n nsw ASAE 3 (1902), 
278-280. PM -TV_, 
185. 
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Hatnub 
211.1,, -, &b: sd-3w. Anthes, FeZseninschriften von 
Hatnub, no. 40. 
212. 
-Tmn-m- ý3t: iry p-t, ý; 3ty---, sd. 3wty bity, 
. J. smr w-ty, -&my-r hmw-ntr. Anthes, 
Felseninschriften von Hatnub, no. 49. 
PM lVj 238. 
213. h3-nht: h3ty-, -., hrp nsyt_, imy-r hmw-ntr, 
ýry-tp -2> n Wnt., sd, 3wty b-'ity-, smr 
J. w-ty, 1, my-r smyt &mntt-, t. 3ty. Grif f ithy 
EZ Bersheh -Tl-., pl. XIII, Valloggia, 
B-TFAO 74 (1974), 126. PM I V, 238. 
214. Sbk-htp: smr w^ty, -&my-r sd3Wt(YW)- Posner, 
JEA 54 (1968), 67-70, p1s. VIII-IX. PM 
I V. ) 238. 
215. K3 -nh t: sd3W. Anthes, FeZseninschriften 
von Hatnub_, no. 36. PM IV.., 238. 
216. K3-htp: sd3w. Anthes, FeZseninschriften 
von Hatnub., no. 31. 
y imy-r hmw- 217. Dhwt -nht: h3ty--., hrp nsyt I 
ntr. Anthes, FeZseninschriften von 
Hatnub., no. 31. PM -TV. ) 
238. 
218. Dhwty-htp: h 3ty-, -. Anthes, FeZseninschriften 
von Hatnub., no. 32. PM IV. 2 
238. 
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SIXTEENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - M3ýý 
Beni Hasan 
219.3ntf: smr w-ty. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs, 
pl. VII. PM -TV_, 
161. 
220. lwy: )-z*my-r pr. Garstang, Burial Customs, 
P1. VIII. 
221.1-P Z*: -i'my-r pr. Garstang, Burial Customs, 
pl. VIII. PM -TV_, 
162. 
222. lpi: ýwt_, smr wety. Garstang, BuriaZ 
Customs, pl. VIII. PM -TV., 
162. 
223. lp'i: sd3wty ntr. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
pl. XX. 
224. ) I-p-nb: ', *my-r pr. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
17, pl. XIII. 
225. ) Ifn: ýimy-r pr d, 5d3t. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
13 pl. XVII. 
226. )Imny: -)imy-r st, Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
-17, pl. XIX. 
-, 
ý3ty-", sd3Wty b 227. lmn-m-ý3t: ýiry p. -t 
-'i tY 
smr wety, rý nsw m3, -, ýry-tp ^3 n 
Mjhd., ýrp nsyt, &my-r sswy n shmh-ib., 
&my-r -b whmt, imu-r hmw-ntr n Hnmw nb 
'my- ýrwr, -&my--&s_, iry Nhn, hry-tp iVhb., 
r mý- wr. Newberry, 3eni Hasan I. 
12, p1s. VII-IX. PM 17,141. 
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228. In-"'it-f: wdpw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
151 pl. XVIII. 
>- 229. -Tn--lt, f. -&my-r st. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
ITj 17) pl. XIX. 
230. Iýry: ýý3ýwt. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1,16, 
pl. XVIII. 
231. Wsr-nýt: -ý3wty. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs, 
pl. VII. PM IV, 162. 
232. Wsr-ýt: -ý3wty. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs., 
pl. VII. PM IV., 162. 
233. Wsr-ht-'i: zmy-r pr. Garstang, BuriaZ Cus- 
toms., pl. VII. 
234. Wt-n-inpw: sdswtY ntr. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
1. ) pl. XIII. 
235. B-3kt: -zmy-r prwy-hd. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
1.2 pl. XX. 
236. B. 3kt: h. 3ty-,, sd3wty bity., rý nsw-, ýry-tp 
n M3hd., &my-is, iry Nýn, ýry-tp Nhb. 
Newberry, Beni Hasan 11, p1s. XXXV- 
XXXVI. PM IVJ 150) 160-161. 
237. B-gkt: sdjwty ity-, S, 
ýry-tp "3 n m3ýd 
Nhn, ýry-tp Nhb. t-d %J 
iiJ 
pls. IV-VII. 
mrw-ty., r, ý nswm3, -., 
mi ýd-f., 
'imy-is, iry 
Newberry, Beni Hasan 
PM IV3 150-154. 
v 238. Bjkt: ss-n nsw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
pl. XIII. 
239. M3: imy-r w. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs, p1s. 
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VIII-IX. PM IV, 
3 
162. 
240. Mntw-ýtp: wýmw. Newberry, Beni Hasan I., 
pl. XIII. 
241. Mt-f-ýtp: "z*my-r mrw. Newberry, Beni 
Hasan I., pl. XIII. 
242. Nb--&t'f: wdpw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
pl. XVII. 
243. Nfr: &my-r nw. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs., 
pl. VII. 
244. Nfry: "imy-r w. Newberry, Beni Hasan I., 
pl. XIII. 
245. Nfry: swnw wr. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs". 
pl. VII. PM IV. $ 161. 
246. Nnksw: wdpw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
xvii. 
247. Nýri: iry P-t., h. 3ty-, -., ýý3 nz' -&my-r wt m3^t-s 
n, z. wt. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1_, 42. 
248. Nb t: "imy-r pr. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs, 
pl. VIII. 
249. Nh t: "-'&my-r nw. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs, 
pl. VII. 
250. Nht: zmy-r st. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
xvii. 
251. Nbt: imy-r st. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs, 
pl. VII. 
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252. Nht: -ý-iwty. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs, pl. 
vii. 
v 253. Nýt: ss . Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl, XIII. 
254. Nýt, &: -&my-r st. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
xx. 
255. Nbti: ý3ty--., ýry-tp -3 n M. 3ý4., -&my-r ý3swt 
z. mntt. Newberry, Beni Hasan 11,26. 
PM IV3 159. 
256. Nhti-, -nh: -&my-r hwt-ntr. Garstang, BuriaZ 
Customs, pl. VIII. 
257. Ntr-, nh: zmy-r rwyt. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
pl. XIII. 
258. Ntr-nht: "Z*my-r s"'nwt. Garstang, BuriaZ 
Cus toms. 3 pl. VIII. 
259. Ntr-nbt: iry p-t, ý3ty-, -, sd, 5wty bity., smr 
w, ýty., imy-r hzst -z*: 3btt, -&my-r ýmw-njr n 
ýYr ýw rýyt. Newberry, Beni Hasan 11, 
27-29, pl. XXIV. PM IV, 159. 
260. Ntr-ýtp: "z*. my-r pr. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs, 
pl. VII. PM I V., 16 1. 
261. Rmw-sn-ti: h-3ty-, -_, sd3wty bity., smr w, -ty_, rh 
nsw, ýry-tp r. 3 n M, 3hd, i'my-is, iry Nhn, 
ýry-tp Nýb. Newberry, Ben-l Hasan 11,30- 
31. PM IV. ) 
159. 
262. Ht-, -nh: wh-w. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
xix. 
263. Ht-nL: omsw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
XIII. 
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264. Htw: wdpw. Newberry, Beni Hasan I., pl. 
xvii. 
265. Htw: S3W. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1. pl. 
XIII. 
266. ýmy: s-3w. Newberry, Beni Hasan I., pl. 
xvii. 
267. Hnnw: wdpw. Newberry, Beni Hasan I., pl. 
xvii. 
268. Hnnwi: imy-r pr. Garstang, BuriaZ Customs, 
pl. VIII. 
269. ýYr-htw: sd3wty b"&ty. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
13 pl. XIII. 
270. Hr-htp: imy-r s 5. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
pl. XIII. 
271. ýtwy: imy-r sý. 3wt(yw). Newberry, Beni Hasan 
. 1, pl. XIII. 
272. ýYtp: wdpw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. XVII. 
273. ýYtp: swnw wr. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
xix. 
I/ 
274. Jýtp: smsw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. XIX. 
275. H3: S3W. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. XIII. 
v 276. gwi-, -nh: ss . Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
XIII. 
277. Hnmw: -z'my-r -hnwty. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
I. IP pl. XIX. 
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278. Hnmw: z'my-r sd3Wt(YW). Newberry, Beni Hasan 
1. ý pl. XIII. 
279. Hnmw: wdpw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
XVIII. 
v 280. Hnmw: ss Newberry, Beni Hasan I., pl. XIII. 
v 281. Hnmw: ss rn nsw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
pl. XIII. 
282. Hnmw: sd3w. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
XIII. 
283. Hnmw: vsmsw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
XIII. I 
284. Hnmw-r3: s3w. Newberry, Beni Hasan IT, pl. 
XIII. 
v 285. Hnmw-m-h3t: ss . Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
pl. XIII. 
3. 286. Hnmw-nht: zmy-r st. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
13 pl. XVII. 
I/ 
287. Hnmw-nýt: ss -n nsw. Newberry, Beni %. 0 
Hasan I., pl. XIII. 
288. Hnmw-nhti: -&my-r st. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
1 pl. XX. 
289. Hnmw-nhti: hk. 3 hwt. Garstang, BuriaZ Cus- 
toms., pl. VIII. PM IV., 162. 
290. ffnmw-ýtp: smy-r %hnwty. Newberry, Beni 
Hasan I., pl. XIII. 
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291. fnmw-ýtp: imy-r pr sn-. Newberry, Beni 
Hasan -T_, pl. XVII. 
292. fnmw-ýtp: "Zmy-r st. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
IJ pl. XII. 
v 293. fnmw-ýtp: 'imy-r sn-w. Newberry, Beni 
Hasan I., pl. XX. 
294. Hnmw-ýtp: 'Zry p-t., sj3wty b-'z'ty_, smr W. -ty-, 
rh nsw m3-., ýry-tp -. 3 n M3hd, ý3ty-o- 
n Mn,,, t dwfw, zmy-ss-v iry Nýn, ýry-tp 
N, my-r hmw-ntr. Newberry, Beni 
Hasan I_, 81. PM IV_, 140.149) 151. 
295. Hnmw-ýtp: -ý3wty. Garstang, BuriaZ Cus- 
toms., pl. VII. 
296. Hnmw-ýtp: wdpw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
pl. XVII. 
297. Hnmw-htp: wdpw. 
pl. XVII. 
Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
IV 298. Hnmw-ýtp: ss Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
XVIII. 
v 299. Hnmw-ýtp: ss Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
XIII. PM IVJ - 142. 
300. Hnmw-ýtp: sý3w. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
xx. 
3. 
301. Hnmw-ýtp: s. ý-3wty bity, smr w, -ty., rý nsw m3- 
m Sm-w., -&my-r ms'-. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
I. t 
14. 
302. Hnmw-ýtpi: -7, my-r pr. Garstang, BuriaZ Cus- 
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tomsi pl. VII. 
303. Hnmw-s-ný: swnw wr., -&my-r pr. Newberry, 
Beni Hasan 1. pl. XIII. 
304. Hnmw-dd: "'Imy-r hwt. Newberry, Beni Hasan 
1. ) pl. XIII. 
305. Hty: ý. 3ty-,,, s. ý. 3wty bity., smr w-ty, rý nsw 
'I v m3^. ý hry-tp --3 M3ýý mi kd f., &my-r ms^ 
m st nbt st-3 
_, 
zmy--&s., -zry Iýhn, ýry-tp 
Nýb. Newberry, Beni Hasan 11, p1s. X- 
XIX. PM 
-TV. 9 
154-159. 
v 306. S-sbk: s"msw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1_, pl. 
XIII. 
307. Kki: imy-r pr_, ýry-tp i3Wt ýnt. Garstang, -P 
BuriaZ Customs, pl. VIII. 
308. T3,3y: smr w-ty., imy-r pr. Garstang, BuriaZ 
Customs., pl. VII. PM -TVj 
163. 
1). 309. T. 3 w zmy-r sd-3wt(yw). Garstang, BuriaZ 
Customs. 1 pl. 
VII. 
310. Dgw: z'my-r pr. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, pl. 
XIII. 
311. ý-3ty-,, sd3wty b'zty., imy-r msy-, wr n 
M. 3ýd. Newberry, Beni Hasan IT, 13. 
312. wdpw n -t mw. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
pl. XIX. 
313. zmy-r tst. Newberry, Beni Hasan 1, 
pl. XIII. 
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SEVENTEENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - INPW 
No officials from this period recorded. 
EIGHTEENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT -1"NTY 
No officials from this period recorded. 
NINETEENTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - W3BWY 
No officials from this period recorded. 
TWENTIETH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - NeRT-fNTT 
Kahun (el-Lahun) 
314. In-'Z* t-f -"1* kr: sry p-t, sd3wty bity, smy-r 
pr wr. Petrie, IZZahun, pl. XII. Pm 
IV_, 112. 
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v 315. Hty: smsw. Petrie, Lahun -TI., pl. 
XLVII. 
PYj -TV. $ 
112. 
Hawara 
316. ) lw-nfr: ) smy-r st, Petrie, Labyrinth., pl. 
XXXI. PNI -TV_, 
102. 
TWENTY-FIRST PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - NeRT-PHTT 
Lisht 
317. In it-f-iýr: -Z'ry p-t., ý-3ty-, -., ýry-tp n t: 3 
r dr-f_, sv nsw n sm3yt. Hayes, Scepter 
1., 208-209. 
318. ': Yw: -&my-r pr. Lansing, BMMA 1933, fig. 28. 
PM IV. $ 85. 
319. Mntw-ýtp: zry p, -t h3ty-. -_, zmy-r snt. Mace 
BMMA 1921P fig. 15. PM -TV_, 
81. 
320. N-h t: zmy-r pr wr. 
409. PM IV9 
Borchardt, Statuen, no. 
79. 
321. R ýw-r-Jr -sn: iry p, t_, ý, 3ty-. -, sd3wty bity, 
smr w-ty., hrp S'ndwt nbt, -&my-r prwy-hd., 
&my-r prwy-nbw., -zmy-r sd3Wt(YW). Hayes, 
Scepter 1, fig. 221. PM IVJ 79. 
322. Hnmw-nfr: imy-r -hnwty, smy-r -h-w. Hayes, 
Scepter 1_, 213. 
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323. Hty: imy-r St. Lansing, BMMA 1920,4) 6. 
PM IV., 83. 
324. S-n- wsrt: imy-r pr. Hayes, Scepter 1. 
207. PM IV. 9 85. 
325. Smn-nht: hry-tp -. 3 n smrw -&my-r pr wr. 60 .9 
Hayes, Scepter 1_, fig. 109. 
326. Snb: .3 z'my-r pr. Hayes, Scepter 1,210. 
3.3. 327. Sn-mr &: zry pet_, ý3ty--, sd. 3wty Lýity., smr 
w -ty. Hayes, Scepter 1.177. 
328. K3Y: zmy-r pr. Lansing, BMMA 1933, fig. 
29. PM IVI 85. 
El-Girza and el-Riqqa 
329. In--&t. f: imy-r rwyt. Engelbach, Riqqeh 
and Memphis VI, pl. XXXIV-XXXVI. PM 
I V, 8 6. 
TWENTY-SECOND PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT - MTNWT 
No officials from this period recorded. 
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FIRST PROVINCE OF LOWER EGYPT - MN-NýFR 
Dahsh*u"'r 
3. 330. Snb: i-ry p-t, ý3ty---, sd3wty Lýity, smr 
W-ty. '', &*my-r sd3wt(yw). Mariette, Les 
Mastabas de Z'ancien empire, 583. PM 
111.1 239. 
Memphis 
331. Imny: J, &my-r n-&w tsyty, ý3ty. Petrie, 
Memphis 1, pl. V. PM 1-11.1 219. 
332. W. 5 k, 3: ýmw-njr. Petrie, 
Memphis 1, pl. IV. PM 111,219. 
Saqqara 
333. lp -&: sd3wty bity., smr w-ty_, im -r ýrpw. y %0 
Quibell, Saqqara, 5. PM 111,126. 
334. ) In-"Z* t-f: smr w-ty, 'i*my-r gs pr. Berlin, 
Aegyptische Inschriften aus den Kokig- 
Zichen Museen 1., 156. PM 111-9 187. 
335. -ný-nb-f: ý3ty-, -., smr wety. Maspero, Trois 
ol anne I es de fouiZZes_, 208. PM 111.9 181. 
336. Mntw-htp: z'ry p-t, h3ty--_, sd. 3wty b, z*. ty., smr 
W'-ty. ' rý nsw., -ýz*my-r 3ýwt. Borchardt, 
Statuen_, no. 526. PM 111!, 199. 
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337. ýtp: iry p-t., ý3tY---, sj. 3wty bity, smr 
w-ty, rý nsw M3-, zmy--&s., -&my-r sswy 
3v 
n sýmh-Zb, ým-ntr hdt nt Sm-w T3-mhw-l 
iry Nhn, ýry-tp Nhb, imy-r sd-vwt(yw)_, 
shd hmw-ntr mr dd-st-Tti-S3-r, -. Firth, 
Teti Pryramid Cemetaries, 273-278. PM 
111., 134. 
338. Ynty-ýty-m-s3 - f-snb: &ry p, -t., sd3wty bity, 
smr w-ty J. 
_, smy-r sdswt(yw). 
Borchardt, 
Statuen, no. 408. PM 111., 199. 
AbuSir 
339. Mrri: sd. 3wty bity, smr w-ty., mty m S. 3. 
Schiifer, Priestergrýiber vom TotentempeZ 
des Ne-user-re.., 99. PM 1113 81. 
A 
ABYDOS - IN THE EIGHTH PROVINCE OF UPPER EGYPT 
340.3h-"ýz tw: "Z'my-r dpwt. LS no. 20675. PYI V-, 
263. 
341. l3y: &my-r pr. LS no. 20641. PM V, 265. 
342. ')13y: shd s"mw. LS no. 20687. PM V., 265. 
343. ) ly: &my-r pr. LS no. 20650. 
344. li -"z* b-r-f: sSv kdt. LS no. 20309. p YJ VJ 
268. 
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345.1 -n sý-Tw. LS no. 20473. 
346. .3). - 11 m-ýtP: imy-r pr. LS no. 20580. 
347. li-hr-nft: -&my-r sd. 3wt, (yw), sdiwty Lýity-, 
smr w, -ty. LS no. 20310. PY4 V_j 265. 
-) J. 348.1 z, - hr-nfrt: -, q, *my-r sd3wt(yw). LS no. 20038. 
PM V, 265. 
349. lwy: shd s"msw. LS no. 20198. PM V_v 265. 
350. lw-f-r--ný: iry-, -t n LS no. 20149. PM 
Vj 265. 
351. lw-f-snb: smsw pr LS no. 20235. PM Vs 
265. 
3v 
352. lw-n. f: wr mdw Sm-w. LS no. 20340. PM V-, 
265. 
353. lwnn3: imy-r-st. Petrie, Tombs of the 
Courtiers, pl. XXVI. PM V, 55. 
354. lw-snb: imy-r -hnwty n k3p. LS no. 20693. 
PM V_? 265. 
355. ) lw-snb: s sy .LS no. 20184. 
356. lw-snb: YSmsw. LS no. 20551. 
357. ) lb: ) imy-r 3ýt_, sd-gwty b 
3. 
sty. LS no. 20614. 
358. lb: -&my-r -h-w. British Museum, HierogZyph- 
ic Texts VI., 26. 
359. lbs: -imy-r pr. LS no. 20525. PYJ V, 265. 
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360. lby: )z*my-r -hnwty n --t ýnk. LS no. 20149. 
PM V., 265. 
361. lb-i, -: iry p, -t., ý-3ty-, -,., idnw n imy-r 
sd3wt(yw). LS no. 20086. PM Vj 57. 
362. lb - i, -: sd3wty ntr n Imn. LS no. 
20677. PM Vj 266. 
v 363. smsw. LS no. 20677. PlY V., 266. 
364. ) lbw: 'ý*my-r pr. LS no. 20298. PM V. $ 
265. 
365. lbw: imy-r pr. LS no. 20584. PM V, 265. 
366.1-bw: imy-r s3tyw. LS no. 20588. Pm V, 
265. 
367. lbw: sS n hnt. LS no. 20023. PM V 263. ký 3 
368. lbw: s s" d3 d. 3 t. LS no. 20023. PYI V_t 263. 
369. lbt: gnwty. LS no. 20722. 
370. lp-,: zmy-r sdswt(yw). LS no. 20729. 
J. 371. lp jry p-t, ý3ty-t-., zmy-r rwyt. LS 
no. 20288. PM V, 265. 
372. )lp y: svmsw hyt. LS no. 20610. 
373. Ipw-s"r&: zmy-r st. Mariette, CataZogue 
generaZ des monuments d'Abydos., 751. I- 
PM V. ) 265. 
374.1-ppi: imy-r wn ^rryt. LS no. 20229. 
375. Ipp-&: zmy-r pr. LS no. 20710. 
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376. -) Ip p"z*: "zmy-r pr. LS no. 20655. 
377. Ipp-&: ý-3ty-, -. LS no. 20045. 
378. lpty: &my-r prwy-hd -nbw., idnw n imy-r pr 
V wr &my-r sswy n shmb-ib. LS no. 20053. .9%.. 
PM V, 265. 
J. 379. Imny: zmy-r pr. LS no. 20655. IDY, V_, 263. 
380. Imny: zmy-r pr. LS no. 20428. PM V., 263. 
381. -Tmny: imy-r pr. LS no. 20135. 
382. Imny: smy-r niwt_, tsty. Karnal, TabZes 
d'offrandes, no. 23027. PM V., 60. 
383. -limny: "imy-r nbw. LS no. 20594. PM V, 263. 
384. Imny: ). I-rY P^t., Oty-, sd3wty b)ity, smr 
W-ty, i-my-r ms- wr, s^h smr, wr wrw. 
LS no. 20546. PM Vs 263. 
385. Imny: iry p-t., ý3ty--, sd: vwty L; ity., smr 
J. 
w-ty, &my-r pr wr. LS no. 20562. 
386. Imny: 'swnw wr. LS no. 20023. PM V. 3 
263. 
387. Imny: sh. d shtyw. Frankfort, JEA 14 (1928), 
pl. XXI. Plvj V_, 64. 
388. Imny: sd3W Pý -zb. LS no. 20266. 
389. Imny: sd-iwty b"z*ty., &my-pr. Petrie, Abydos 
11-3 pl. XXIX. 
390. Imny: gnwty. LS no. 20722. 
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391. Imny: t3tY., imy-r niwt. Petrie, Abydos I-T, 
pl. XXVI. 
392. -Tmny-snb: imy-r pr. LS no. 20655. 
393. 
-Tmny-snb: ss' -n nsw. LS no. 20045. 
394. Imny-snb: sd. 3wty bi)ty., smr wý-ty, 
) imy-r 
sd3wt(yw). Petrie, Tombs of the Court- 
iers., pl. XXVIII. PM V, 56. 
395. Imn-, -_3: zmy-r pr. Borchardt, Statuen, no. 
462. PYI Vi 51-52. 
396.1) Imn-m-0t: .) z'my-r pr. Kamal, TabLes d' 
offrandes, no. 23017. 
397. lmn-m-ýzt: zmy-r s"n-w. Kamal, TabZes d' 
offrandes, no. 23019. 
v 398. lmn-m-ý. 3t: imy-r sn-w. LS no. 20040. PM 
V. ) 6 0.1 
399. Imn-m-h, 3t., iry pt., h. 3ty-^., ss ntr, hrp 
V, sndwt., brp ýr, hrp _Psw, 
shd hmw-ntr n 
ýmn 
nb nswt 4, -. jwy., it-ntr, -&my-r ýmw- 
ntr. LS no. 20359. PM V. ) 263. 
400. lmn-m-ý 3t: ýjty--. Petrie, Tombs of the 
Courtiers, pl. XXIII, XXV. 
401. 'Emn-m-h3t: ssv sp3t. LS no. 20285. 
402. Imn-m-h3t-snb: zry p, -t., ý3ty-,., smr w-ty 
n mrwt., smr w, -ty -3_, sd3Wty bity, -&my-r 
pr wr. LS no. 20100. PM V., 57. 
403. 'Imn-m-h3t-snb: wdpw n -t dýr. LS no. 20350. 
I 
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PM V., 263. 
404. -) Imn-m-ý, --f: -Lmy-r pr. LS no. 20395. 
405. Imn-rn-f: "z*my-r wn sn-. LS no. 20545. 
406. ) lmn-ýtp: ý3ty--., sd3Wty ntr. LS no. 20724. 
407. ) lmn-ýtp: sd3wty Lýity, smr w-ty. Petrie, 
Abydos 1,51 (1). PM Vj 76. 
408. In -zt-f: 
'zmy-r 
pr. LS no. 20542. PM V. ) 
264. 
409. In--zt. f: 'imy-r pr. Kamal, TabZes d' 
affrandes, no. 23017. 
410. In-st-f: -'imy-r pr. Peetp Cemeteries of 
Abydos 11, fig. 27. 
411.1-n- z*t. f: 'ýimy-r pr ýsb ihw. Mariette, 
CataZogue generaZ des monuments d'Abydos_, 
590. PM V. ) 264. 
412. In-it imy-r kzw. Petrie, Tombs of the 
Courtiers., pl. XXIV. PM V_, 55. 
413. In-it -f: -&ry p-t., sd.? wty bity_, smr W-ty-, 
J. vv &my-r sswy., z. my-r -b whmt swt n's"mt "" 
J. imy-r pr, &my-r snwty. Gayet, Stýe'Zes 
de Za X-TIT e dynastie, C 167) C168. LS 
no. 20542. PM V, 98. 
414. 
-Tn-it. f: wdpw. 
LS no. 20566. 
415. In it-f: nby. LS no. 20285- PM V_, 264. 
416. In it-f: h3ty-, -_, ýmy-r hmw-ntr. LS no. 
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20064. PM V. S 263. 
417. 
-Tn--& t-f: sS. LS no. 
20451. PM V_, 264. 
418. In-it-f: smsw. LS no. 20551. 
419. v 
-Tn')it-f: smsw. LS no. 20516. PM V., 264. 
420. In it-f: SMSW ýý3. LS no. 20083. 
.0 
PM V-, 
264. 
421. In- -z. t-f tsw. LS no. 20473. 
422. In-)it-f-z'kr: imy-r pr. Borchardt, Statuen, 
no. 63. 
423. In--zt- f-3z, ýr: ss" Yýwt m Ts-wr 3býfw. Piehl, 
Inscriptions hierogZyphiques, p1s. XXI 
2_ 
xxiii. PM V3 101. 
424. In-k3. f: smsw. LS no. 20194. 
425. Irr: zry p-t., hity--, rh nsw M3-. LS no. 
20750. 
426. ) Irr: h. 3ty- '. LS no. 20750. PYI V., 265. 
427. ')Irr: ýry n knbt. LS no. 20734. PM V. P 265. 
428. lkw-ddw: rh nsw., &my-r pr. Fischer, JNES .0 
16 (1957), 227-228. PM V, 97. 
429. lkr: -&my-r pr- LS no. 20135. 
430. ) lkr: -) imy-r dpwt. LS no. 20023. PYJ V. ) 
263. 
431. 'l-kr-sr, zý: -)z'my-r pr. British Museum, Hiero- 
gZyphic Texts 1., 56. PM V3 95. 
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432. Itw: -&my-r sd3wt(yw). Kamal, TabZes 
d'offrandes. ) no. 23027. 
433. It-f-rhw: imy r -hnwty. LS no. 20456. 
434. ) It - f-sn: 
) idnw n> imy-r sd. 3wt(yw). LS no. 
20085. PM V. $ 265. 
435.1-b-k-, rw: -imy-r --bw. Gayet, St'eles de la 
xii e dynastie, L IV, C 15. PM V., 98. 
436. "b-k3w: &my-r ms- . LS no. 20090. 
437. , O-b-k. 3w: wýmw. LS no. 20090. 
438. -b-k. 3w-nbn: smr w-ty., rh nsw. LS no. 20105. 
PM Vv 263. 
439. -"'nh: -&my-r -hnwty. LS no. 20276. 
-&my-r sd3wt(yw). LS no. 20143. Pm V. 2 440. n h: 
263. 
441. --nh: wýmw n -rryt. LS no. 20242. 
442. -Inhy: smy-r Pr. LS no. 20655. 41 
443. -nbw: imy-r pr. LS no. 20051. 
I&MY-S3 n -&my-r sd3wt(yw). LS no. 444. , "nhw: 
20441. 
445. "-nýw: wr mdw Sm-w. LS no. 20724. 
v 
446.1-nýw: gnwty. LS no. 20722. 
447. e-nh-f: sd, 3wty bity, -&my-r sd-3wt(yw), imy- 
fs. LS no. 20023. PM V. ) 
263. 
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448. 'nh-rn: ')i. -my-r ^hnwty- LS no. 20G33. PM V. 9 
263. 
449-. "nty-m-h. 3t: swnw wr_, hrp Srht_, s' sm. 3yt. 
LS no. 20088. PM V, 57. 
v 450. -ti-mw: smsw. LS no. 20395. 
451. Wch-k3: zmy-r pr. LS no. 20580. PM V3 269. 
452. W3h-k3: imy-r sn-w. LS no. 20043. PM V. 3 
269. 
453. Wyh-k3: 7. my-r kdw_, ir n Kidt. LS no. 20200. 
PM V, 269. 
454. W3hw: imy-r pr. LS no. 20027. PM V, 269. 
455. WP-WJWt-ýtp: ý 3ty- -- LS no. 20724. 
456. Wpt-imny: ->iry p, t_, ty. 2 
ý-3ty-,, sd. 3wty bi smy- 
r pr wr. LS no. 20266. 
1). 457. Wr-nb-kmwy: rý nsw, &my-r ýsw. LS no. 
20089) 20703. PM V. ) 57. 
458. Wsr: zmy-r ms,. British Museum, HierogZyphic 
Texts 11,36. 
459. Wsr: wdpw. LS no. 20038. 
460. Wsr-n---nýt: wr Tdw Sm-w. Borchardt, Statuen, 
no. 465. PM V. 9 51. 
461. Bbi: -&ry -t. LS no. 20441. 
462. Bbi: smsw. LS no. 20441. 
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1. ) . 463. Bttw: -&my-pr. LS no. 20655. 
464. P3-n-mw-mt: imy-r k3t., ýý3 ýwt., smr w-ty. 
Mariette, CataZogue generaZ des monuments 
d'Abydos., 548. PM V. 1 
267. 
465. Ppi: &my-r T. 3-mh. w. Peet, Cemeteries of 
Abydos, lll-, pl. XIII (4). PM V_, 66. 
466. Ppi: iry -t., wdpw. LS no. 20718. 
467. Ppi: 7, ry pjt. LS no. 20610. 
v 468. Ppw: ss LS no. 20184. 
3. 
469. Pss: zmy-r pr. LS no. 20216. PM Vp 267. 
I/ 470. Pth: smsw. LS no. 20610. 
471. Pth-^3: zmy-r st. LS no. 20038. PM V, 265. 
472. Ptý- -. 3: ýimy-r ýdw. LS no. 20523. PM V-, 
267. 
473. Pth-wnn. f: 'z'my-r pr. LS no. 20054. PM V, 
269. 
474. Ptý-wr: S43Wty b-'z*ty, -zmy-r s, 43wt(yw) LS 
no. 20061. 
475. Pt k-3 w: -imy-r ýdw. British Museum, Hiero- 
gZyphic Texts 1-l-, 35. 
476. Mnw-nht: zry -t, wdpw. LS no. 20030. 
477. Mntw--. 3: wr mdw Sm-w. LS no. 20677. PM V3 
v 
266. 
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478. Mntw-wsr: 
10. 
479. Mntw-ýtp: 
58. 
i. my-r pr. Williams, BMMA 1913, 
PM V_$ 102. 
&my-r -hnwty. LS no. 20697. PM V., 
.3v 480. Mntw-ýtp: z'. my-r pr n sn&w. Frankfort, JEA 
14 (1928), p1s. XXI (2), XXII (3). PM 
V. p 64. 
481. Mntw-htp: -zmy-r mr. Peet, Cemeteries of 
Abydos I-T, pl. XXIII (4). 
482. Mntw-ýtp: "zmy-r sd3wt(yw). Lepsius, D enk- 
maZer -Tl,, 
176-177. 
483. Mntw-ýtp: &ry p,, I, ý, 3ty., s. 3b., t-3yty., iry 
Nýn., sd3wty 
eity., ý13ty-. -, zmy-r sd, 3wt(yw), 
-)imy-r k3t nbt nt nsw, ým-ntr M3, -t, smr 
wnty, &my-r sS'wy n shmh-'&b., Jimy-r prwy- 
hd. LS no. 20539. PM Vj 45. 
484. Mntw-ýtp: ý3ty-, -. Kamal, 'TabZes d'offrandes., 
no. 23014. PM V. ) 60. 
vv 485. Mntw-htp: ss n ms^. Kamal, TabZes d' 
offrandes, no. 23048. PM V, 60. 
486. Mri: imy-s3 n "imy-r sd-3wt(yw). LS no. 20441. 
st e 487. Mr i: sd3w hry-^. Gayet, eZes de Za X11 
dynastie, C 3, pl. IV, V. PM V, 98. 
488. Mry: ýmsw. LS no. 20117. 
489. Mri-ksy: smr wety. Mariette, CataZogue 
generaZ des monuments d'Abydos, 551. 
PM V, 266. 
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v 490. Mr-, -nh: smsw. LS no. 20551. PM V. P 266. 
491. Mrw: hr Sms n h. 3ty--. LS no. 20631. 
492. Mrw: sd3wty b"ity, smr w-ty > 
_, 
izmy-r sdzwt(Yw) . 
Brugsch, Thesaurus 1.., 231-232. PM V. P 103. 
493. Mr-f: smsw. LS no. 20198. 
494. Mr-nfr: S"'msw. LS no. 20069. 
495. Ni-tp-di-tw: smsw. LS no. 20330. 
496. Nb-,, ný: s"msw pr -, 3. LS no. 20627. PM V, 
266. 
497. Nbi: -zry -t, wdpw. LS no. 20718. 
1). v 498. Nb-ni, -sw-mntw: smsw. LS no. 20610. 
v 499. Nb-ý: smsw. LS no. 20542. 
500. Nb-sw: ss" n ms",. LS no. 20677. PM V. ý 266. 
501. Nb-k3W: -zmy-r sd3wt(yw). LS no. 20561. 
z. my-r k3t nbt nt nsw. LS no. 20425. 502. Nbt-f: 
PM V. 9 266. 
v 503. Nfr: smsw hyt. LS no. 20395. PM V, 267. 
504. Nfriw: -imy-r w. LS no. 20142. PM V, 267. 
505. Nfrwy-ýtp: ý3tY-, - n. 2rty. LS no. 20649. 
506. Nfrw-ýtp: smsw. LS no. 20145. PM V, 267. 
507. Nfr-ýr: wdpw. LS no. 20190. PM V, 266. 
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508. Nfr-ýtp: s3b sýj sSvw. LS no. 20084. pm v_, 
266. 
509. Nfr-tm: ss"' n hnt. LS no. 20023. PM Vj 263. 4.1 
510. Nmty-wy-ýtp: ýimy-r sd. 3wt(yw). LS no. 20206. 
PM V3 264. 
1). 511. Nmty-ýtp: &my-r . 3ht. 
LS no. 20227. PM V. ) 
64.. 
512. Nn: "'&*my-. r mp. Speelers, RecueiZ des in- 
scriptions egyptiennes a BruxeZZes, 32 
(95). PM V. 2 
100. 
513. Nni: imy-r pr. LS no. 20135. PM V, 266. 
514. Nn-rn-f: sd3w. LS no. 20524. PM V, 267. 
515. Nh3i: -&my-r ms-. LS no. 20650. PM V_, 267. 
516. Nýi: -1, my-r w. LS no. 20229. 
517. Nýi: &ry -t n -&my-r pr. LS no. 20302. 
518. Nhi: wr mdw Sm-w. LS no. 20677. PM V_, 266. 
.>V, 519. Nhi: wr mdw Sm, -w. LS no. 20145. PM V 267. 
520. Nýri: iry p, -t. LS no. 20045. PM V, 267. 
521. Nýri: wdpw. LS no. 20045. 
522. Nh t: ). 
%ý- i-my-r pr. 
LS no. 20482. PM V., 266. 
523. Nht: imy-r ms LS no. 20750. 
524. Nýt: imy-r nbyw. LS no. 20515. PM V, 266. 
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525. Nbt: imy-r sd-? wt(yw). LS no. 20161. 
526. Nýt: &my-r s**"nt. LS no. 20161. 
1) . 527. Nýt: &my-r Tj-mýw. Garstang, EZ A rabah., 
p1s. III, XV. PM Vj 66. 
528. Nýt: iry -t. Borchardt, Statuen_, no. 477. 
529. Nýt: -fty. LS no. 20161. 
530. Nht: s's*' kdt. LS no. 20526. PM V 57. 
531. Nht: tsw. LS no. 20473. ka 
532. Nýti: ?. my-r pr. LS no. 20161. 
533. Nýti: zmy-r rwyt. LS no. 20296. 
534. Nb tu -bmy-r sd. 3wt(yw). LS no. 20090. 
535. Nhti: iry p-t., ý3ty-, -. British Museum, 
HierogZyphic Texts 11-1., 36. PM V, 96. 
536. Nht"Z': ss -n nsw. LS no. 20457. PM V3 267. 
. J. v 537. Nht, &: smsw. LS no. 20242. 
538. Nhti-iýr: iry p-t., ý-3ty---, imy-r s3 , -&my- 
r &hw., ss, 
"z. 'my-r -b nb n hk3. Maller, 
ADAIK 4 (1933), 187. 
539. Nht--nh: h3tY-,, -. LS no. 20161. 
540. Nsw-mntw: -&ry p, -t., ý 3ty-, l- LS no. 20532. 
PM V_v 57. 
541. Ntr-m-s: sd3Wty bity, imy-r sd. 3wt(-ýýW)j ', my- 
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)is. LS no. 20614. 
542. R, --n-pth: imy-r pr. LS no. 20655. 
543. R- -nfr: sd. 3wty bity-, "ýimy-r sd3wt(yw), svmsw 
nsw. LS no. 20616. PM V3 268. 
v 544. Rn-ikr: smsw n hk3. LS no. 20323. PM V. $ 
268. 
545. Rn -f-rs: wr mdw Sm-w. LS no. 20037. PM V-1 
268. 
546. Rn-f-snb: imy-r pr. Petrie, Tombs of the 
Courtiers, pl. XXIX. 
v 547. Rn-f-snb: hry-pr, whmw., smsw. LS no. 
20018. PM V-1 268. 
548. Rn -f-snb: Ss. LS no. 20184.. 
549. Rn-f-snb: smsw. LS no. 20119. 
550. Rn -f-snb: gnwty. LS no. 20722. 
. 1) 551. R n-snb: i. my-r st. LS no. 20117. PM V3 268. 
v 552. Rn-snb: -&ry tn sn-. LS no. 20598. 
553. Rn-snb: wr mdw Sm-w. LS no. 20612. pmV. ) 
v 
268. 
554. Rn-snb: wdpw -kw. LS no. 20147. 
v 555. Rn-snb: ss n hnt, LS no. 20023. PM V, 263. 
I/ 556. Rn-snb: smsw. LS no. 20229. PM V. ) 
268. 
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1). v 557. Rsw: ý3ty-, -., ?, my-r ms-. LS no. 20048. PM 
Vs 268. 
558. Rdi-sbk: ý3ty--. Kamal, TabZes d'offrandes, 
no. 23014. 
1) . 559. ýlw-t. 3: -&ry -t. LS no. 20066. 
560. ýppy: smsw. LS no. 20566. 
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SOME TITLES ASSOCIATED WITH 
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT IN 
THE EARLY MIDDLE KINGDOM 
The twenty-three titles examined in this chap- 
ter have been chosen because they represent those 
most commonly belonging to officials who hold the 
highest local positions in the Egyptian provinces 
during the early Middle Kingdom. Titles which 
could possibly be dismissed as epithets have been 
ignored, as have religious titles, with the except- 
ion of"'Z*my-r hmw-ntr, which appears to have been 
held by provincial governors by virtue of their civil 
position. 
1A 
group of titles which would seem to 
belong to the central government, tjyty, 13ty, and 
, z. my-r n-&wt, have been included to allow us to study 
the governors of Bersha, who claimed the titles of 
2 
the vizier during the period under consideration here. 
V 
We have also included wp mdw Sm-w, which is almost 
certainly a court title as it was in the Old Kingdom, 
3 
but seems to refer to some sort of government for, if 
not in, the provinces of Upper Egypt. And finally, 
as a 1control' group, we have included four titles 
found on the staff of a provincial governor but not 
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held by the governor himself. These titles, &mu-r 
sd. 3wt(yw), sd. 3w., ss" -n nsw., and whmw4 will, hope- 
fully, give us results which will be significantly 
different from the governors' titles and reveal some- 
thing of the nature of the governors' office. 
5 
In trying to determine the exact meaning and 
function during the early Middle Kingdom of the titles 
under discussion, an attempt has been made not to 
draw extensively upon definitions and descriptions 
from other periods of ancient Egyptian history. We 
have included background information on these 
titles and their function in the Old Kingdom and the 
First Intermediate Period which, naturally, can be 
seen in an evolutionary position in respect to our 
period of study. However, we must remember that 
this evolution was interrupted by the changes of the 
First Intermediate Period. While it does not seem 
to have been as active a period for the appearance 
of new provincial titles as, for instance, the Sixth 
Dynasty, there is evidence to suggest that during 
the First Intermediate Period at least some Old King- 
dom titles were redefined. 
6 We must, therefore, use 
Old Kingdom parallels with proper caution. When we 
are dealing with information and definitions from 
Egyptian history after the Middle Kingdom, or even in 
some cases from the late 11iddle Kingdom, even more 
caution must be used. Material from these periods 
is almost useless for the purpose of illuminating 
the situation in the late Eleventh and early Twelfth 
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Dynasty, since any attempt to project backward in 
time introduces a marked element of historical dis- 
tortion. For this reason, a conscious decision has 
been made not to introduce any material from an era 
later than the Middle Kingdom in this study. 
7 The 
primary objective of this chapter will be to consider 
the titles in question in relation to other, contemp- 
orary, titles rather than to trace their evolution 
throughout Egyptian history or to conduct a linguistic 
evaluation of their elements. This method will un- 
doubtedly produce its own form of distortion, but 
the new perspective it offers will, we hope, justify 
the experiment. 
None of the titles under discussion in this chap- 
ter will be referred to as 'honorific'. 
8 This term 
is a possible source of confusion when used in the 
context of ancient Egyptian titles because, especially 
in American usage, it carries the implication of a 
separation between social and political life. This 
would appear to be no more valid, at least during the 
early Middle Kingdom, than a division between the 
secular and the religious aspects of life. All of 
the available evidence tends to label as a totally 
unEgyptian concept the idea that an individual could 
occupy a socially superior position without being 
actually or potentially able to command a greater 
degree of power within the governmental framework. 
Since both social position and relative degree of 
administrative power rested on the individual's 
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personal relationship with the king, they can not be 
logically separated. Vie will use the term 'rank 
title' to designate those titles which seem to confer 
on their bearers a certain level of administrative 
authority without any specific duties or responsibl- 
ities of which we are aware. 
9 
As was mentioned in the introductory chapter, 
the ideal method of determining the function of each 
title would be to have enough biographical informa- 
tion on each official in this study to define the 
titles by their use. Unfortunately, this is not 
possible, given the evidence available to us at 
present. A linguistic examination of the constitu- 
ent elements of any given title is not particularly 
useful for historical purposes. A 'magnate of the 
tens of Upper Egypt' 
10 
can fill a wide range of 
administrative posts and still remain within the 
descriptive boundaries provided by that transla- 
tion. Since all we have to work from is, in most 
cases, the skeletal outline of a man's titles, our 
results will be less detailed and exact than we 
would wish. Still, it should be possible to come 
to some conclusions from the titles themselves and 
their patterns of occurrence. To this end, we have 
charted our chosen titles in resPect to their fre- 
quency of occurrence within the Prosopography of 
Middle Kingdom officials, both in gross numbers and 
as a percentage of the total number of officials in 
our survey. Those titles which occur relatively 
ill 
more often are common to a much broader range of 
official activity than those which are found only 
infrequently. One might suspect also that they are 
more closely related to 'rank' than to any specific 
duties, and, as we will see, this appears to be the 
case, at least in some instances. Titles which are 
found only rarely should probably be regarded as in- 
volving a specific set of duties and responsibilities 
rather than any broad powers. 
In addition to studying its relationship to the 
entire sample of Middle Kingdom officials from the 
Prosopography, we have taken each of the twenty- 
three titles individually and analysed its relation- 
ship to the other twenty-two. This has again been 
charted as a gross number and a percentage, not this 
time of the entire Prosopography but merely of those 
within it who hold the title under primary considera- 
tion. 
11 This second analysis will hopefully reveal 
something of how various titles are grouped and help 
to indicate the range of duties for any given official. 
It seems quite probable that the larger number of 
titles held by higher officials indicates the wider 
scope of their duties and responsibilities compared 
with lower-level officials who hold only one or two 
titles. It should prove to be true that important 
titles are rarely held alone, while titles of less 
importance, and perhaps more substance, quite often 
appear as an individual's only title. 
12 
These ques- 
tions will be dealt with in detail under the heading 
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of each separate title. 
ý3TY- 
The most common title among our early Middle 
kingdom officials was ý3ty-,. Our list in Chapter 
two contains one hundred and thiry-four individuals 
who held this title, which translates into fifteen 
percent of the total number. Faulkner gives the 
translation 'local prince, nomarch, mayor'. 
13 
'Alayor' presumably refers to an historical period 
somewhat later than the one discussed here. 
14 And 
the translation Inomarch' is certainly not accurate 
for the early Middle Kingdom. While the individuals 
who appear to hold the highest office in the provin- 
cial governments of this period 
15 
are nearly all 
ý. 3tyw-,, there is no reason whatever to suppose that 
all the officials who were ý3tyw-e- headed a provin- 
cial administration. In fact, their sheer number, 
both in gross terms and as a percentage, makes this 
extremely unlikely. 'Local prince' would probably 
best suit our evidence. However, we must guard 
against the view that these officials functioned as 
'independent barons' 16 during the period under dis- 
cussion here. The designation 'count' or even 'lord' 
would probably be the most desirable from our point 
of view. 
There seems to be little doubt that h3ty-, - 
functioned as a rank title in the late Old Kingdom 
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and, at least in some areas, into the First Intermed- 
iate Feriod. 17 And the large number of such individ- 
uals in our sample as well as the wide distribution 
of other titles with which it occurs, leads us to 
believe that its function was basically the same in 
our period. We would not, however, be wrong in 
assuming that one of the reasons for its wide-spread 
occurrence might be a 'cheapening' of its value be- 
ginning in the late Old Kingdom. 
Titles found in conjunction with ýjty-, - include 
all but two of those under consideration in this 
chapter. Our evidence does not include any record 
v of a ý3ty-,,, who is also either a sd3w or a ss -n nsw. 
Both of these titles are found alone in the large 
majority of instances and neither is held by officials 
in the higher-level administrative posts. Since all 
other titles, including several of those which do 
not belong normally to important officials, are held 
by individuals who are also h3tY-, ", such officials 
must have been engaged in a wide number of positions 
at a variety of levels within the Egyptian administra- 
tion. Of course, the ý3tyw-, - are not evenly distrib- 
uted among these positions. Certain titles are much 
more likely to occur with h3ty-. - than others. The 
largest correspondence with another title, fifty-six 
percent, is with ipy p-t. This figure, while cer- 
tainly large enough to be significant, does not 
justify any semi-automatic pairing of the two titles. 
18 
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Other titles which are coupled with ý3ty-- with 
relative frequency are sd3wty bity, which is held 
by forty-three percent of the ý3tyw-, 
_, 
and smr w-ty, 
which accounts for thirty-seven percent of the total. 
These three titles, iry p-t_, sd3wty bity., and smr 
w-ty_, are, as we shall see, the next most common 
after ý3ty-, - and probably function in a similar way 
as rank titles rather than designating specific 
duties. 19 As far as the more theoretically functional 
titles are concerned, all but one of the officials 
who hold the title ýry-tp -3 during this period are 
also ýstyw-r-. And nine of the thirteen viziers who 
are listed hold the title ý3ty-,. 
Clearly, although wide-spread, h3ty-r was an 
important title within the Egyptian administration 
of this period, and, even though it probably indica- 
ted rank rather than function, we should make the 
attempt to determine exactly how it was used. The 
individuals who held the title must have formed a 
group which was clear, at least to the Egyptian mind. 
If we could establish who they were and how they 
differed from the rest of the Egyptian population we 
could see the title at work. It is most tempting to 
see ý3ty-e' as merely an indicator of the socio-polit- 
ical status of certain Egyptian families. We would 
then have something like an hereditary 'official 
4 
class'. Unfortunately, our evidence will not totally 
support that view. While quite often ýI '3ty-e- seems 
to be hereditary, it was certainly not automatically 
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inherited, 20 and was held, in at least some cases) 
important officials who do not claim it for their 
fathers. 21 So we know that, at least in a few in- 
stances, the title was appointive. We have no way 
of determining, regretably, if those individuals 
who seem to have inherited this title, because their 
fathers also held it, were actually given the title 
by virtue of their birth or on the basis of some 
other criterion. We can say that ý3ty-, ^ was not 
always conferred at birth but we can not be sure 
that it was not wholly appointive. However one be- 
came a ýsty-, -, what appears likely is that the pool 
of officials who held this title formed the reservoir 
from which the king drew his most important govern- 
ment appointments. Simply being ý3ty-r does not 
appear to have qualified an official for the highest 
offices, but it would seem to have been extremely 
rare during the early Middle Kingdom for an indivi- 
dual to occupy these positions without that title. 
The wide range of lower-level titles held by ý3tyw-r 
resulted, no doubt, from the dispersion of the title 
during the First Intermediate Period. As we will see, 
the Egyptians introduced a method of dividing the 
catagory ý3ty-r into higher and lower levels. 
3 SD3 WTY BITY 
After ý3tY-r the next most common title among 
the officials of our Prosopography was sd3wty b''z". ty. 
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These officials represent thirteen percent of the 
total, or one hundred and seventeen individuals. 
Faulkner translates this title as 'seal-bearer of 
the King of Lower Egypt' 
22 
a much more useful def- 
inition than 'treasurer' with its overtones of spe- 
cific functions. Sd. 3wty bity is nearly as wide- 
ranging as ý3ty-, -. It occurs with nineteen of the 
other twenty-two titles. Only wr mdw Sm-w. whmw, 
v 
and S-d3w are never held by those who are sd3wtyw bity. 
Like ý3ty-/- it seems to have been held by a broad 
spectrum of different officials. It would seem 
likely that we have here another title which implies 
a certain level of power rather than a specific 
set of duties. 
While it is impossible, at present. to deter- 
mine exactly what measure of authority the title 
1) sd3wty bity conferred, its meaning implies a func- 
tion directly representing the king, in some manner. 
Presumably, at one time, at least, these officials 
had in their possession ah actual royal seal, which 
gave them the power to endorse a limited range of 
actions 'in the king's name'. 
24 
This explanation 
might help to explain why so many Egyptian mining 
and quarrying expeditions contained individuals who 
held the title sd3Wty b)z'ty., and perhaps were origin- 
ally needed to authorize certain activities without 
the expenditure of time and energy required to refer 
them back to the king in Egypt for approval. 
There is a very high correlation between the 
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titles sd3wty bity and smr Wty. 
25 Quite obviously, 
the Egyptians felt that this combination, while not 
essential, was, in many instances, complimentary. 
We shall examine the matter in greater depth in our 
dicussion of smr wrty. ýd3wty bity was a title which 
belonged to the important officials of the early 
A,. -, iddle Kingdom. Two-thirds of the officials who 
held the title of ýry-tp 3 during this period were 
J 
also sd. 3wtuw bity., and over a third of the viziers. 
But it was not as common among the highest levels of 
the administration as Oty-, -. And only half of the 
rrien who held the title sd3wty bity were also ý3tyW-I- 
This title was, in fact, becoming more common among 
at least one group during the period under discussion 
here. The earlier provincial governors in our study, 
who lived under Dynasty Eleven, held it in only a few 
cases. In the Twelfth Dynasty, all the known provin- 
1). 26 cial governors were sd3wtyw bity. This develop- 
ment could be a reflection of the more independent 
stance of the Eleventh Dynasty governors vis-a-vis 
the monarchy, or it might merely represent a shift in 
fashion in the Twelfth Dynasty titularies. We can 
not rule out the possibility that the universal 
inclusion of this particular title in those of the 
Twelfth Dynasty governors was meant to emphasize their 
closer relationship to the throne. 
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SAE W, -TY 
There are ninety-nine smrw w, -ty in our list- 
ing of officials, eleven percent of the total number. 
Like the two preceeding titles, this would seem, by 
the frequency of its occurrence and the number of 
different titles with which it appears, to be a rank 
title rather than a specific one. The title is 
translated as 'sole friend' 
27 
and quite probably did 
indicate, at one time, a personal relationship of 
some sort between the individual who held it and the 
king. 28 By the late Eleventh Dynasty this would 
appear to no longer have been the case. 
As we have already mentioned, this title often 
forms a 'pair' with sd3wty bity. It is, however, 
more common to find sd3wty b&ty without smr w^ty 
than the reverse. Only seventy-one percent of the 
sd3wtyw bity are smrw w-ty, while eighty-three per- 
J. 
cent of the srmw w-ty are sd3wtyw b&ty. Smr w-ty 
is found, paired with sd. 3wty bity., widely among 
provincial governors of this period. 
29 
And yet, 
it is uncommon among viziers, just the officials 
who might be presumed to have had a personal rela- 
30 
tionship with the king. Perhaps the sd-3wty bity, 
smr w-ty pair is so much more common among provin- 
cial officials than among the highest officials at 
court simply because the spatial distance of the 
former from the capital required a stronger state- 
ment of their relationship to the Crown. 
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IR Y Pl"T 
Iry p-t signified, according to Sir Alan 
31 Cardiner, the 'right of inheritance? . With 
seventy-seven individuals, comprising nine per- 
cent of our total sample, it is fourth in-order of 
frequency among those titles included in our dis- 
cussion. There seems to be little doubt that this 
was a very high-ranking title in the Old Kingdom, 
quite possibly related to the royal family. 
32 The 
most interesting feature of the title, from our 
point of view, is that it is practically never found 
without ý. 3ty-, -. Seventy-five of the seventy-seven 
men who hold the title iry p-t are also ý3tyw-r. 
Judging by this pattern, the most attractive propo- 
sition would seem to be to regard iry p-t as desig- 
nating some specific, and, by implication, more 
important form of h3ty-, -. Following Gardiner, we 
then might say that the title iry p-t designates 
the hereditary ý3tyw-, - as opposed to those who were 
merely appointed to the rank, a problem we have al- 
ready touched on. This solution, attractive though 
it may be, simply does not fit with the evidence 
we have available, however. For example, Hnmw-htp I 
of Beni Hasan, who does not claim anyone who is h3ty-, - 
among his ancestry, is nonetheless clearly an iry 
Pe, t h, 3ty-e. If this particular combination does 
serve to distinguish a higher rank within the ý3tyw-, - 
as we have every reason to suppose, the qualifications 
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would seem to be based on something other than 
heredity. 
In general the use of the title iTy p, -t among 
high-level officials in our sample increases from 
the Eleventh Dynasty to the Twelfth. By the early 
Twelfth Dynasty all of the provincial governors and 
a number, but not all, of the viziers held this title. 
This could well represent an attempt to offset the 
wide-spread use of the title ý3ty-e. It could in- 
dicate a more important level of official in the 
provincial administration. Or it may only be the 
result of a standardization among the titularies of 
provincial governors. On the basis of available 
information we are unable to make a definite choice 
in this matter. 
Among the twenty-three titles we have chosen 
for examination, these four, ý3ty-o_, sd3wty bity, 
smr wlty., and iry pet_, quite clearly form a group 
with several important features in common. All, from 
our evidence, would normally be held by individuals 
in the highest ranks of the provincial administrative 
structure, especially in the Twelfth Dynasty. How- 
ever, any such official would, in additon to these 
titles, have one or more other titles. There is no 
case of any important official who bears onZy these 
titles. As we have seen these four titles almost 
certainly indicated a relative position in the admin- 
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istrative hierarchy rather than any specific niche 
in it. It would therefore be necessary for officials 
to hold other titles which more closely detailed 
their duties and responsibilities. The least common 
of these four rank titles is found nearly twice as 
often as the next title in our order of frequency. 
This is explained, naturally, by the wide range of 
officials who would be considered of high rank in 
their respective positions. Interesting as such 
titles are they can furnish only the broadest out- 
line of the way the provincial government operated 
at any given time. They show us which officials 
were the most important but provide no detail on 
their duties or on the organization of the various 
provincial administrations. To discover what we 
can of the specifics of provincial government, we 
have to look at the less common, but more specific, 
titles held by provincial officials. 
) IMY-R SD3WT(YW) 
The)imy-r sd, 3wt(yw)-, or 'overseer of treasurers' 
33 
accounts for five percent of the officials in our 
study, or forty-seven individuals. The officials 
here are, of course, like the sdjwty bity, not 'treas- 
urersy but Isealbearers'. Presumably, these men too 
are involved with the exercise of delegated power. 
The authority in this case, however, can not be that 
of the king. It would seem logical to suppose that 
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the title")imy-r sd3wt(yw) designates second-level 
officials deriving their authority from those who 
receive their authority directly from the Throne. 
This assumption would seem to be partially confirmed 
by the fact that those we know to have held higher- 
level positions in the provincial administration did 
not hold this title, but it is often found among 
those who serve them. 
34 Nearly half of the officials 
who hold this title have no other titles. This fact 
alone would lead us to suspect that these are not, in 
general, officials of importance, since one of the 
characteristics of higher-level administrators seems 
to be that they hold a number of different titles. 
3. 
The fifty-one percent of the -&myw-r sd3wt(yw) 
who do have additional titles comprise just twenty- 
four individuals. Of these, twenty-one are s -? wtyw 
bity. What appears at first to be a conflation of 
first and second level officials may well provide 
additional evidence for Helck's view that during 
the Middle Kingdom this office was incorporated 
into the royal court from that of the provincial 
governor. 
35 The addition of the higher-level title, 
J 
sd. 3wty bity_, could then be seen as a reflection of 
their newly enhanced status. It is distressing, 
therefore, that we have no explanation at present 
for the observation that only thirteen of these -&myw- 
r sd3Wt(YW). sd3Wtyw bity are also smrw w-ty. If 
this particular group of officials had become members 
of the royal court, one would expect smr w-ty with 
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its ties to both sd-3wty bity and the royal presence 
to be almost universal among them. This would appear 
to provide additional evidence for our theory that 
this particular 'court' title was more apt to be 
found among officials who were not at the court 
during the early Middle Kingdom. 
WR AD WSM, - W 
V 
The title wr mdw Sm-w, with forty-five examples, 
also accounts for five percent of our total number 
of officials. As we mentioned earlier, it was in- 
cluded among the titles studied here because it 
seems to imply a relationship between its bearers 
and the provincial government. 'Magnate of the Tens 
of Upper Egypt T36 appears as a title in the Old King- 
dom. Its function during that period is still dis- 
puted. 
37 
What does seem evident is that, in nearly 
every case, it was a title held by members of the 
royal court and not provincial administrators. 
38 
Helck maintains that in the Middle Kingdom, 
especially, this was a functional rather than a rank 
title. 
39 Our evidence definately supports this idea, 
Of the forty-five officials in question, forty had 
V 40 
no other title than wr mdw Sm, w. As we have seen 
previously, rank titles almost never appear without 
other titles. A normal rank title would also tend 
to occur with a large variety of other titles. Wr 
-'01 
mdw Sm,, w is found with only three, iry p--L. _, 
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and rh nsw 
41 
at least two of which have been 
shown to be rank titles themselves. It seems then 
that during the Middle Kingdom we would be safe to 
assume that these officials exercised a definite 
function in the government. There is no evidence, 
however, that the position this title describes 
was physically located in the provinces. 
42 In fact, 
what information we have places these officials 
43 firmly as a part of the court proper. The title 
itself implies a group function aad in the late 
Middle Kingdom these individuals apparently formed 
a judicial council attached to the office of the 
vizier. 
44 
Their function during our period may 
have been similar, but we do not yet have enough 
evidence on which to base a firm conclusion. 
.) IMY-R ýMW-N-U? 
The function of the &my-r ýmw-nSr is clearer. 
He is the 'overseer of prophets' 
45 
who stood at the 
head of the priesthood of the local god in 'every 
provincial townT. 
46 Our Prosopography contains 
thirty-five of these individuals, who make up only 
four percent of the total number of early Middle 
Kingdom officials. All of the men who hold this 
title have, in addition, other titles. Nearly all 
of them, ninety-seven percent, were h3ty--. This, 
plus the fact that the title does not appear alone, 
is good evidence for the suspicion that we are 
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considering a title of some importance. The degree 
of importance apparently varied from one individual 
to the next, however. For instance, although nearly 
all the zmyw-r ýmw-ntr were ýz-3tyw--_, only fifty-six 
percent of them were iryw pe-t. If, as we suspect, 
the combination of iry p--t and ý3ty-, - signifies a 
rank superior to h3ty-, - alone, we have)Zlmyw-r hmw-ntr 
on at least two levels of authority. 
)Imy-r ýmw-n±. r was included in this study because 
it is held by all the provincial governors from the 
Twelfth Dynasty for whom we have material. This does 
not seem to have been the case in regard to the 
governors from the Eleventh Dynasty. The trend toward 
uniting the office of imy-r ýmw-nýr with that of the 
provincial governor goes back to the Sixth Dynasty 
47 
and was apparently completed at the beginning of 
Dynasty Twelve. This was presumably part of the pro- 
cess of drawing together the various facets of the 
provincial administration under one royal represen- 
tative in the person of the governor. In the areas 
where provincial governors are not found, or are 
present only during certain periods, we still find 
-3.48 officials who are &my-r ýmw-nýr. In such cases, 
we have no way of determining, from the present evi- 
dence, whether or not the imy-r ýmw-njr exercised 
temporal power in their absence. 
49 
For the present, 
we must assume that this was solely a religious 
office exercised by a local official in the place of 
the king, and which would be held by the king's 
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primary local representative, the provincial 
governor, if there were one present. The major 
obstacle to a view of the imy-r ýmw-n. ýr as an im- 
portant royal representative in his own right is 
that, of the thirty-five examples in our listing, 
50 only sixteen were sd3wtyw bity smrw w-ty. As we 
have seen, these are the titles we would expect im- 
portant officials in the provinces to hold. It 
seems quite likely, then, that the office of -&my-r 
hmw-ntr was an important one at only a few sites. 
In other places it was not itself a high-level posi- 
tion but was associated with important rank titles 
by virtue of its assumption by provincial governors 
at this period. 
SD-3 W 
Four percent of our sample hold the title sd3w. 
These people would, of course, logically be seen as 
the junior officials over whom the"i'my-r sd-3wt(yw) 
exercised control. The title's translation, Iseal- 
bearer' 
51 is uninformative. 
52 Sd3w is found alone 
in over three-quarters of our examples, twenty-six 
out of thirty-four individuals. Although it occurs 
once in conjunction with smr w-ty, we have no evi- 
dence to suggest that those who hold this title 
were ever important officials. The material in our 
Frosopography points out a major difficulty inherent 
to the idea of sd3w as a third-level title under 
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-z. my-r sd. 3wt(yw). This is, of course, the relative 
numbers involved. In our list of early Middle King- 
dom officials we find forty-seven men who hold the 
title zmy-r sd3Wt(YW) and only thirty-four who hold 
the title sd3w. Since it is logical to assume that 
each individual in a supervisory position would have 
one or more lower officials working under him, the 
problem is clear. In the natural course of events, 
administrative structures tend to narrow as they 
3. 
move up, and if the 4. my-r S_d3Wt(YW) was actually 
engaged in the supervision of the sd3ww, one would 
expect to find less, not more, of the former. In 
Tomb 2 at Beni Hasan, the proportions which remain 
are much more reasonable. 
53 One3imy-r sd-3wt(yw) is 
depicted with two s_d3ww. Unfortunately, this ratio 
does not carry across the entire range of our mater- 
ial. Could it be that the sjdý3ww were officials of 
such a minor level that they left significantly fewer 
memorials than their superiors? It is, perhaps, more 
likely that the title, like so many others, had be- 
come devalued. We know that a number of officials 
who held the title zmy-r sd. 3wt(yw) had taken the 
title sd3wty bity as well. Could this have been an 
attempt to distinguish themselves from the people 
who should have been classed as sdjww but had taken 
j 
on the title imy-r s-d3wt(yw)? Hopefully, at some 
later date, we will have available the information 
which will allow us to make these determinations. 
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ITMY-R MS, ý 
The title -zmy-r ms^, usually translated as 
'general' or 'foreman', 
54 
would appear to be fairly 
staightforward in its operation. The two alternative 
translation, far from being a source of confusion, 
simply reflect the dual nature of Egyptian expedition- 
ary groups with which these individuals were involved. 
There can be little doubt that, during the period 
55 
under review., this was an expeditionary title. 
Imy-r ms, - is not a particularly conunon title during 
the early M'iddle Kingdom. We have only thirty ex- 
amples, which make up three percent of our total 
number of officials. Our understanding of the way 
in which this title was used is not helped by the 
fact that there seems to be no close association 
between it and any of the other titles under con- 
sideration. Not quite half of the)imyw-r ms'-, forty 
percent, are sd. 3wtyw bity. An almost equal number 
have no additional titles at all. Only thirty-seven 
percent are also ý3tyw-,,. And only seven of the 
thirty -&myw-r ms^ hold the title iry p-t. We can, 
however, make several statements on the basis of this 
evidence. During the early Middle Kingdom this title 
was only rarely held by officials we know to have 
been of the highest rank. Both instances where the 
title is exercised by provincial governors come from 
the same site, Beni Hasan. 
56 
The lack of other titles and, especially, of 
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rank titles would class this as a second-level post 
at best. As we have pointed out, it seems to have 
be a title descriptive of an actual, though not 
specifically defined, function in the conduct of 
Egyptian mining and quarrying work , and , when nec- 
essary in the waging of war. Because there was no 
standing army in Egypt during our period, 
57 
the ren- 
dition of this title as 'general' is most probably 
misleading. There would have been no opportunity for 
an individual in this position to build up a power 
base and take on additional importance. It is quite 
likely that the majority of those who held this title 
during our period were lower-level officials who held 
no other titles of importance and were actually en- 
gaged in conducting the everyday business of Egyptian 
desert commerce. In the case of major expeditions, 
of either a military of civilian nature, it seems 
probable that a higher-ranking official exercised the 
v 58 title of imy-r ms, - along with his other titles. 
So, what we have here would seem to be a case of a 
title which, while not particularly important in its 
own right, could, on occassion, be exercised by an 
important official. 
Rý NSW 
nsw., 'king's acquaintance, 
59 
seems to have 
evolved during the Old Kingdom from a functional title, 
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-7, ry, ýt nsw 'he who is concerned with the king's 
property' 
60 
to a rank title with a meaning which had 
altered even for the ancient Egyptians. Gardiner 
felt that it was applied to 'relatives of Pharoah who 
I 
were not actually children of his t6l and while this 
might have been true in the Old Kingdom there is no 
evidence to support such a view during the early 
Middle Kingdom. We have twenty-eight people with the 
title rýý nsw in our Prosopography. Over sixty per- 
cent of them are ý3tyw-,, _, 
but only forty-six percent 
are iryw p^t. Contrary to what might be expected 
from their relative frequency in our sample a slight- 
ly higher proportion are smrw w-ty than are sd3wtyw 
bity. Both these titles appear with rb nsw in over 
fifty percent of our examples. There is little doubt, 
therefore, that rý nsw was still a title of some 
importance during this period. 
It was definitely a title held by some, though 
not all, provincial governors in the early Middle 
Kingdom. 62 They, in fact, seem to be the officials 
most likely to hold it. It appears that r. ý, nsw was 
being replaced as a title for other types of officials. 
Why the provincial governors, as a group, seem to 
have retained it is a problem for which there is, as 
yet, no definite solution. It may well be that it 
served, like sd3wty bity and smr w^ty, to emphasize 
the close relationship between the king and this 
particular group of officials. 
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P Y- TP t-: 3 
The title used to designate provincial gov- 
ernors in the early Middle Kingdom was hry-tp -3, 
used in conjunction with the name of the province 
they governed. Our records contain eighteen 'great 
overlords' 
63 
of various provinces. The title first 
appeared in the Sixth Dynasty to denote an official 
who stood at the head of all the administrative de- 
partments of a specific geographical area. 
64 Nearly 
all of these individuals, ninety-four percent, held 
the title ý. 3ty-, -, and the majority of these, fifty- 
six percent, were also iryw p. -t. A significant num- 
ber of our governors, seventy-two percent, were smrw 
65 
w, -ty, and sixty-six percent were sd3wtyw b, &ty. 
Of the six ýryw-tp -3w who can be definitely dated 
. 3. early in Dynasty Twelve, all exercise the titles, -zry 
ý-3ty-, -, sd3wtY bity and smr w-ty. Our evidence 
indicates that the tendency over this period was to 
acquire any of these high rank titles which might be 
lacking at a given site. There is no doubt that we 
are dealing here with officials of the highest rank. 
A significant majority, sixty-one percent, of 
the men who were ýryw-tpr3w, including all of the 
Twelfth Dynasty examples, also bear the title of imy- 
r hmw-ntr. This title undoubtedly reflected the gov- 
ernors leadership role in the religious life of the 
region, and, as such, is a title one would normally 
expect an Egyptian official of this scope to hold. 
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Other titles which belong to Egyptian governors of 
this period seem to vary quite widely according to 
location. We have already mentioned the appearance 
V of the title &my-r ms, - at Beni Hasan. The governors 
of M3ýd were also unique in holding the titles -&ry 
Nýn and ýry-tp Nbb. 
66 It is only at Asyut that we 
find the title -d-mr Dp. 
67 And at Bersha we have 
three hryw-tp, 1'3w who are also called t. 3ty. 
68 Two of 
J. the three are, in addition, -)imyw-r n-&wt. Since there 
is no doubt that other officials were also designated 
as t3ty at the same time as these provincial govern- 
ors, 
69 
we do not need to see in them a combination of 
prime minister and provincial administrator. Just 
what, if any, their actual realtionship to the cen- 
tral government was during this period is still open 
to question. 
70 Finally, we have five provincial 
governors who are called, ýrp nsyt. Both of our ear- 
lier examples conle from the same site, Bersha. In 
the Twelfth Dynasty, however, the geographic distri- 
bution of this title increases, and we have examples 
from Beni Hasan and Asyut as well. The one fact 
clearly pointed up by this evidence is that there was 
no single set of titles common to all provincial 
governors during the early Middle Kingdom. This pro- 
vides a strong indication that the duties and respon- 
sibilities of each individual governor varied, at 
times widely, from one province to the next. 
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S§ -N NSW 
The 'king's record scribe', 
71 
sý -n nsw., seems, 
by virtue of his title, to have occupied a specific 
position in the provincial administrative structure. 
We have information on sixteen of these officials in 
the late Eleventh-early Twelfth Dynasties. Of these, 
twelve, exactly seventy-five percent, held no other 
titles. That fact alone leads us to suspect that 
what we have is a functional title of only lower 
level rank under most circumstances. It must have 
been advantageous to the king to have his own set of 
records, separate most probably from those of the 
governor, concerned with the various royal possessions 
in any given region. In the court of Beni Hasan, 
there were, at one period, two individuals with this 
title, 72 so it is quite possible that the number of 
king's scribes resident in any area was dependent, at 
least to some extent, on the local workload. The 
v only rank titles held by the ssw -n nsw of our 
sample are sd3wty bity and smr w-ty, perhaps signi- 
ficantly, those which imply a relationship to the 
king. So under rare circumstances, we must assume 
that those who held this titles could become men of 
some importance. There seems to be little doubt 
that this office belonged exclusively to the royal 
administration. Where such individuals are physically 
located at a provincial site they can be claimed as 
a part of the local administrative structure only in 
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the sense that they formed one of the checks on 
its operation. 
Wýmw 
Another functional title of lower-level officials 
who can belong either to the central or the provin- 
cial administration is wýmw. Faulkner translates 
this title as 'herald, reporter' 
73 
and one supposes 
that his function was related to the daily flow of 
traffic through the governmental network. In some 
circumstances, presumably, the wýmw could become a 
relatively important official. 
74 However, during 
the period under discussion here, this would appear, 
generally, not to have been the case. Of the fifteen 
individuals from our Prosopography who held this 
title, twelve had no additional titles. The Mntw- 
75 
-3 who 
is also 
31. 
ry pe-t_, h3ty- 11, rh nsw may well 
have been a person of some importance, but, like 
all who held this title, if he can not be placed in 
a provincial context we must assume him to have been 
a part of the royal court. 
T-3 TY 
We have taken up the title tzty here, even though 
it most certainly belonged to the central rather than 
the provincial governmental structure, because of its 
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inclusion among the titles of the provincial gover- 
nors of Bersha. Faulkner gives the commonly used 
translation 'vizier' 76 for this title, although it 
could as easily and perhaps more clearly be rendered 
as 'chief minister'. 
77 Because our concern is the 
provincial administration, we will not engage in any 
detailed discussion of the title as it applies to 
individuals other than those directly involved in 
the government of the provinces. Our list, which 
contains t3tyW from the central government as well 
as provincial ones, includes thirteen men who are 
called t3ty in the early Middle Kingdom. The title 
most commonly associated with t3ty in our sample, 
occurring in eighty-five percent of our examples, is 
imy-r niwt. Both ý3ty-r and iry p, -t are, as we might 
suspect, also present in the majority of instances. 
The other rank titles are more rare. Only thirty- 
1) 
eight percent of the t3tyw are called sd3wty bity 
or smr w, -ty. It is perhaps possible that the title 
of taty was considered to give sufficient emphasis 
to the relationship between this official and the 
royal authority. During our period, only thirty- 
one percent of the t3tyw held the designation of 
t3YtY. 78 This can not, then, be considered to be a 
'normal' title for the vizier in the early Middle 
Kingdom. 
As has been mentioned before, three of the t3tW 
from our list are also hryw-tp r3w. These individuals 
a 
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account for the appearance of such titles as imy- 
r ýmw-njr and ýrp nsyt with 13ty. Neither of these 
titles occurs when the vizier is not a ýry-tp 3. 
The precise position of these tztyw ýryw-tpr3w with- 
in the administration of Upper Egypt is a major prob- 
lem for which no satisfactory solution is available 
at present. This is especially true since we have 
good reason to suspect that several of the viziers 
were in office at the same time. 
79 It is extremely 
tempting to agree with Helck's position that, at 
least from the Sixth Dynasty into our period, 2ýjty 
was used, in some instances, as a rank title rather 
than a functional one. 
80 The basic problem with 
this view, as it now stands% is that there seems to 
be no completely objective way to determine which 
13ty signified rank alone and which rank plus power. 
Since our definition of t3ty as a functional title 
comes from a later period, 
81 
it is also possible that 
during our period the function of the title was 
different enough from its later usage to allow for 
a division or duplication of power which would have 
been impossible at another time. This is not a 
particularly satisfying theory but, at least, it is 
consistent with the evidence and would dispose of the 
multiple vizier problem. The true state of affairs 
could only be determined if we had a detailed know- 
ledge of the activities of all the t3tyw which would 
allow us to see how each actually used his title. 
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IMY-R NIWT 
As we have already seen, imy r nswt was the 
most common title of the vizier in the early Middle 
Kingdom. Eleven of the thirteen &myw-r nswt are 
also t3tYW. So the basic pattern of other titles 
which appear with it are the same as we have charted 
for the viziers. The most important consideration 
with this title is the identity of the city or town 
which this individual governed. There seem to be 
two different schools of thought on the matter. 
One, expressed by Gardiner, is that this was the pyr- 
amid city of the king and was related to the vizier's 
position in the capital. 
82 
The other theory concerning the origin of this 
title links it to the niwt m3wt., the 'new towns' of 
the expanding provincial areas. 
83 Obviously, from 
our point of view, this second idea should be investi- 
gated. The 'new towns', which were presumably royal 
preserves, 
84 
were the business of the provincial 
governors during the Old Kingdom when they held the 
85 
title-"z'my-r niwt m3wt. If these were the towns in 
question it might explain why the title imy-r n-&wt 
figures in the titulary of Nýri recorded at Beni 
86 Hasan. Nýrs was also ýý3 niwt m3wt but he was not 
t3ty. Was this simply the same function stated in 
two different ways or were the niwt m3wt meant to 
contrast with the n&wt of the other title. If the 
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niwt m3wt are the locations referred to in the title 
imy-r niwt we are forced either to assume that the 
qualifying m. 3wt was omitted from the title imy-r niwt, 
while still being included in the title hk3 niwt mzwt, 
or that through long usage the M3Wt in the former 
title had come to be 'understood'. Since in the 
particular case of Nýri, his connection with M3ý. ý 
was by marriage, and he himself seems to have been 
more closely connected to the court, it would perhaps 
be more sensible to see him as both 'ruler of the 
new towns' and 'governor of the pyramid city'. Un- 
fortunately, he is also one of the two imyw-r niwt 
who is not also vizier. 
87 And if the Residence was 
the city in question, in his case we would expect 
the vizier to have had the actual governance of it. 
The same problem of multiple office holders which 
causes difficulty in our understanding of the title 
. 
ý3ty applies to imy-r niwt if this were the case. 
If the city in question were the Residence, we sould 
expect there to be only one at any given time. And 
yet, there were quite clearly more than one imy-r 
niwt in office at the same time. If it were a 
question of the niwt m3wt, which were some sort of 
royal estates, there should have been enough distinct 
locations to allow each imy-r niwt his own separate 
sphere of operation. The final solution may lie at 
some point between the two views, or, more likely, 
may be found to be in an area we have not yet investi- 
gated. 
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HRP NSYT 
\-A 
Another difficult title which is held by at 
least some of the provincial governors during the 
early Middle Kingdom is brp nsyt, 'controller of 
the two thrones'. 88 It is not a common title, being 
held, during this period by only ten officials, who 
comprise barely one percent of our sample. The 
exact function of this title, like so many others, 
remains unclear. Gardiner has placed it in the 
palace hierarchy of the Old Kingdom as an official 
concerned in some manner with the royal dining ar- 
rangements. 
89 Helck agrees, and sees it as function- 
ing as a mid-level rank title for independent servants 
of the palace. 
90 According to Helck's view, the 
title was taken over by the viziers in the middle of 
the Fifth Dynasty. 91 By the late Eleventh Dynasty, 
however, it is, as we have seen, not a title of the 
vizier. Instead, it is found among the titles of 
the provincial administrators. The explanation for 
this transference from the central to the provincial 
administration may well lie at Dersha. Eight of the 
ten b2-p nsyt in our Prosopography come from that 
site. 
92 Three of these men, including the latest, 
are also t3ty. Of the other five, one is listed as 
merely ý3ty--_, ýrp nsyt. And the remaining four are 
called ý3ty---, ýrp nsyt z. my-r ýmw-ný. r. 
93 It is quite 
likely that the titles of the vizier, with the ex- 
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ception of t3yty, were taken over by the governors 
of Bersha early in the First Intermediate Period. It 
is certain the the title ýrp nsyt was established at 
the site, even among those who did not claim the other 
tiles of vizier, during the Eleventh Dynasty. Be- 
cause of this ti should be examined in its own right 
as a provincial title and not dismissed as belonging 
to the central administration. This is even more 
true when we realize that in Dynasty Twelve ýrp nsyt 
appears in other provincial titularies from both 
Asyut and Beni Hasan. 
94 It would seem that whatever 
its prior associations had been, during the early 
Middle Kingdom, it became a title for the provincial 
governors and not the vizier. 
95 Since this title is 
not held by all the provincial governors who are 
known from this period, 
96 it might be possible to 
discover something of its meaning, given enough in- 
formation, by determining what the officials in the 
three provinces where it was found in the Twelfth 
Dynasty had in common. All of them are called zry 
pe-t, ý3ty-/-_, sd3wty bity, smr w-ty, Yýh nsw, imy-r 
ýmw-njr and ýry-tp -3 . So, unfortunately, are at 
least two of the three governors from the Twelfth 
Dynasty who are not ýrp nsyt. The distinction on 
which the possession of this title rest is simply 
not apparent to us from the available evidence. It 
may well have lay in biographical data to which we, 
at present have no access. 
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SD3WTY N-27? 
The sd-gwty ntr is another official who is 
found only rarely in the period under discussion. 
We have evidence for only ten in our entire listing 
of officials. Nor was it a title held, in the early 
Middle Kingdom, by the provincial governors. Three 
of our sj-3wtyw ntr have no other titles at all. And 
of the remaining seven, only two are ý3tyW-r, lead- 
ing us to conclude, that the sd3wty ntr was, at this 
time, not generally an important official. The god 
of the title, under whose authority the official 
exercised his power, is often seen as the king. 
97 
however, two of our ten are s -43wtyw 
bity as well as 
sd3wtyw ntr, which sould lead us to suspect that, in 
the early Middle Kingdom at least, this was probably 
not the case. It is quite possible that, during this 
period, this was actually a rare religious title 
rather than part of the civil administration. 
98 The 
two S_43wtyw ntp from Tomb 2 at Beni Hasan could have 
been depicted there in either a civil or religious 
capacity. 
17? Y NHN 
Nine of the officials listed in our study were 
) iryw Nbn. 
100 While this can not be considered any- 
thing but a rare title, it does not necessarily seem 
to have been becoming more rare during the period it- 
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self. Four of our nine officials date to the Twelfth 
Dynasty. 101 This title is often paired with ýry-tp 
N&b in much the same way as iry p-t with ý3ty-, - or 
sd, 3wty bity with smr w-ty. Seven of the nine -&ryw 
Nhn also hold the title hry-tp Nhb. All of the iryw 
Nýn also hold the titles ý3ty-", sj3wty bity and smr 
w-ty and over half are named as iry p-t. Clearly, 
this was a title held only by important officials. 
Two of these individuals were t3ty. 
102 And, most 
important for our purposes, six were ýryw-tpe, 3w. 
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This particular observation becomes even more sig- 
nificant when we note that all six are from the same 
province, Mjýd. Although the title is a very old 
one, 
104 
and may possibly have had a judicial function 
during the Old Kingdom, 
105 
there is no evidence that 
it had any functional nature during the early Middle 
Kingdom. However, if it were merely a rank title we 
would need to explain why it was concentrated in the 
geographical area of one Upper Egyptian province. 
The fact that it occurs so rarely is also evidence 
against regarding it as a simple rank title. Do we 
assume that it granted a superior posit-ion to the 
governors at Beni Hasan? And since both t3ty and ýry- 
tp 13 are found with iry Nýn under other circumstances, 
why do the governors at Bersha, who hold both of 
these titles not also claim to be-3'Z*ry Nýn? The pat- 
tern of the distribution of this title suggests that 
it did have some special significance, either as a 
unique and very exclusive rank title or as a specific 
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functional title. The title is linked by the use 
of the name Nhn to the southernmost area of Egypt and 
it is at least possible that some special relation- 
ship with this area was implied. 
LF Y- TP NHB 
Perhaps a clue to the meaning of iry Nýn can be 
gained from the pattern of its occurrence with ýry- 
tp Nýýb. This title, which would appear to refer to 
someone 'having authority over Nekhebl 
106 
or El Kab, 
is linked to -zry Nbn both geographically and tempor- 
ally. Both seem to date from early in the Old King- 
dom although ýry-tp khb may not be quite as old. 
107 
Although two of the officials in our Prosopography 
are 
3 iryw Nhn without being ýry-tp Nhb, all seven of %. - %-0 
our hryw-tp Nbb are also iry Nhn. It is undoubtedly 
significant that the two zryw Nhn who are not also 
ýryw-tp N, ýb are the two men who hold the title of 
13ty. If this is a rank title what makes it inappro- 
priate for the vizier? If it was a rank title in the 
Old Kingdom, 108 how was its meaning changed? And why 
was its use among provincial governors in the early 
Middle Kingdom restricted to M3ý4? Is all of this 
perhaps related to the fact that these officials are 
the only governors in our records who are also imy-r 
N? e- ? ms . If the governors of did have some special 
relationship to the southern provinces, perhaps in 
their expeditionary function, we have, as yet, no 
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concrete evidence to explain it. 
IMY-R SSWY (N S, ýMg-IB) 
There are six examples among the officials of 
our Prosopography of the title imy-r sswy (n sýmh-'Z'b)., 
at least five of which date to the Twelfth Dynasty. 
109 
As 'overseer of the two marshes' 
110 it appears that 
this official had a definite function to perform. 
The dual nature of the title and its pairing with the 
high rank titles, iry p, -t, ý3tY--, sd3wty bity and 
smr w,, ty in four of the six examples and sd wty bity 
I 
with sm2- w-ty alone in the fifth, leads us to sus- 
v pect that the -&my-r sswy was, in general, an impor- 
tant royal official rather than a member of any 
local administration. This title was, in fact, held 
on at least one occasion held by as important a 
royal official as a vizier. It concerns us here 
because it belonged to 1-mn-m-ý3t, a Twelfth Dynasty 
governor at Beni Hasan and number 227 in our Prosopo- 
grpahy. If Loret is correct, 
112 
and this official 
functioned as a combination of conservation officer 
and tax agent, keeping the marsh lands in good con- 
dition and collecting duty on their use by others, we 
might expect to find him at work in the provinces 
for at least a part of his time. However, as a royal 
official, we would expect him to be normally present 
J. %, 
at court. Of the six zmyw-P sswy five have the sort 
of titles we expect to see among the officers of the 
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court and are not connected in any way that we can 
now see with the provincial administration. The fact 
that we have a provincial governor with this title 
simply underlines his position as a royaZ official. 
IMY-R 'B WýMT (SWT NSMT) 
A title which may, perhaps be related to the 
preceedeing one is imy-r eb wýmt (svwt ns'mt), 'over- 
seer of horn, hoof, feather and scale'. 
113 Loret 
saw this as basically another revenue position con- 
cerned with the tax reports on the various kinds of 
livestock. 114 If this were the full extent of its 
meaning we would have to note that it was remarkably 
rare during our period. We have only five individuals 
who hold it in our entire sample, surely not enough 
to manage the livestock taxes for this whole period. 
Since three of the five officials are dated to the 
Twelfth Dynasty we can not assume that the title was 
falling out of use during the early Middle Kingdom. 
115 
v It appears, like imy-r sswy, to have been a rarely- 
used but functional title. In fact, the same person 
holds both titles in several instances. All three of 
the individuals who date to the Twelfth Dynasty hold 
1) .v>. v -&my-r sswy along with -zmy-r -b wýmt (SWt ns"mt). This 
fact is. too significant to ignore and may well indi- 
cate a trend in the early Twelfth Dynasty. We have 
only one example from the Twelfth Dynasty where these 
two titles are not paired, an &my-r sSwy from Sakkara 
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named ýtp who is not also 
> 
imy-r -b wýzmt (s"wt ns'mt). 
116 
As is the case with z'my-. r s's"wy, -zmy-r -b wýmt (S'wt 
V nsmt) seems to have been primarily a court title. 
The only provincial example we have is, again, -Tmn- 
m-h. 3t at Beni Hasan. These two titles and their 
distribution in the Twelfth Dynasty point up sharply 
the problem of assigning titles to central versus 
provincial administration during our period. It seems 
that provincial governors could be given a wide range 
of titles depending on the situation in each province 
and the relationship between each individual governor 
and the Throne. 
T3YTY 
In the Old Kingdom, the title for the vizier 
was t3yty s3b t3ty. 
117 
T. 3yty is an epithet of 
Osiris, translated variously as 'the shrouded one' 
118 
'He of the curtain' 
119 
or 'He of the gateway or arch- 
120 
way'. Gardiner felt it signified the judicial'as- 
pect of the vizier. 
121 However that may be, it is 
significant for our purposes because, while four of 
our five t3ytyw are t-5tyw, less than one-third of 
those who are called t3ty are also called t3yty. If 
Helck is correct in his contention that in some in- 
stances during our period t3ty was not a functional 
title, perhaps we can use the occurrence of t3YtY to 
distinguish between the functional viziers and those 
who only claim the rank. There is, for instance, no 
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evidence of a t3yty among the governors of Bersha 
who claim to be both t-sty and z*my-r niwt. This 
is at least a possible method of resolving this 
problem and depends, at present, on a fuller know- 
ledge of the function of t-3yty in the central gov- 
ernment. 
""D -AR DP 
The final title we will consider here is -d- 
mr Dp. This was a title of provincial administra- 
tion as early as the Fourth Dynasty. 
122 In the Old 
Kingdom, however, it seems to have been almost exclu- 
sively confined to the administration of Lower 
Egypt. 
123 
As early as the beginning of Dynasty Five, 
, -d-mr Dp had, apparently, lost its specific rela- 
tionship with the Delta city Dp, 
124 
and been applied 
to other parts of Lower Egypt. Although this was, at 
one time a common title we have only two officials 
from the early Middle Kingdom who are -d-mr Dp. 
125 
One of these, ýp-_dfýi of Asyut, was a provincial 
governor in the thirteenth of the Upper Egyptian pro- 
vinces. The other, Mntw-ýtp, is known to us from 
Buhen in the Sudan. Neither is overtly connected 
with the Delta. Both examples are dated to the Twelfth 
Dynasty. We have no explanation for the revival of 
a title which is not in use during the late Eleventh 
Dynasty and its application to only two officials of 
the early Twelfth Dynasty whose only visible connec- 
148 
tion is their interest in Nubia. 
Having had a look at each of these titles 
separately we can now, hopefully, use this infor- 
mation along with biographical evidence and our 
general knowledge of the Egyptian culture to piece 
together the broad outlines of the provincial admin- 
istration as it operated in the early Middle King- 
dorn. 
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1. See W. Helck, Untersuchungen zu den Beamten- 
titZen des ýigyptischen AZten Reichs. (GlUck- 
stadt, Augustin, 1954), 127, where he dates 
the pairing of this religious title with the 
'secular' one, h. ry-tp -3., to the Sixth Dynasty. 
In areas where there was no hry-tp e3, presum- 
ably the )z*my-r ýmw-ntr exercised temporal power 
as well, as proposed in H. Fischer, Inscriptions 
from the Coptite Nome, Dynasties VI-XI. (Rome, 
Pontificium Institutum, Biblicum, 1964), 60. 
2. In the Prosopography numbers 206,207, and 213. 
3. This title is discussed, briefly but inconclu- 
sively in K. Baer, Rank and TitZe in the OZd 
Kingdom: The Structure of the Egyptian Admin- 
istration in the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. 
Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1960), 274, 
more extensively in Martin-Pardey, Untersuchungen 
zur ýigyptischen ProvinziaZverwaZtung, 97-99, 
and in Helck, BeamtentitZen., 18-19, where he 
postulates that they were the vestiges of the 
old local nobility. Fischer, Coptite Nome, 66, 
seems to have an individual from Naqftda during 
the First Intermediate Period who held this title 
and yet worked for the local government. 
4. These common administrative titles can belong 
to individuals involved in the conduct of the 
central administration as easily as to provin- 
cial officials. In the majority of cases, we 
have no way of determining to which governmental 
unit a given official belonged. So, for purposes 
of this study, we will assume that the duties 
and responsibilities of these positions were the 
same wherever they were held. 
5. For a complete list of the titles to be dis- 
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cussed here, in order of their frequency of 
occurrence, see Appendix I. 
6. Note, for example, the explosive increase in 
the use of ý3ty-r by provincial officials every- 
where it seems but at Dendera. H. Fischer, 
Dendera in the Thi2? d MiZZennium B. C. down to 
the Theban Dominion. (Locust Valley, N. Y., 
Augustin, 1968), 69. 
7. Any loss of clarification which might result 
being more than counterbalanced by the exclu- 
sion of extraneous and misleading information. 
8. Defined, in American usage, by Webster's 
Seventh New CoZZegiate Dictionary (1969), as 
'belonging to or constituting a class of 
grammatical forms used in speaking to or 
about a sociaZ superior'. (italics mine). 
9. But no attempt will be made here to establish 
a strict ranking structure among the titles 
under discussion. Of course, as will soon 
become obvious, some titles quite clearly con- 
vey a higher level of authority than others, 
but an arbitrary ranking, out of context, is 
not our goal. 
10. R. O. Faulkner, A Concise DictionaTy of MiddZe 
Egyptian. (Oxford, Griffith Institute, 1962), 
64. 
This information is contained, in full, in 
Appendix II. 
12. See Appendix II. All ten of the titles which do 
not occur alone are found among the titluaries 
of the highest officials. The titles which 
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most often occur without any others are, in 
fact, the four we introduced as a control 
group. 
13. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 162. 
14. There appears to be no evidence in our sample 
to support Helck's contention that ý. 3ty-, - 
was used to designate a royal official attached 
to a specific city during the early Twelfth 
Dynasty. (Helck, VerwaZtung, 210-211). Of the 
134 ý3tyW-, - in our Prosopography only six have 
titles which link them to specific locations. 
15. See Appendix IV. 
16. A. H. Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica. 
2 vols. (London, Oxford University Press, 1947), 
-Tj 
31 
17. Miartin-Pardey, Untersuchungen zur Provinzialver- 
waZtung, 144 and Fischer, Dendera., 71. 
18. As Helck seems to suggest for the end of Dynasty 
six in VerwaZtung, 202. 
19. All four seem to have functioned as such in 
the late Old Kingdom, see Fischer, Coptite 
Nome., 60, and Helck, BeamtentitZen., 118. 
20. For example, the title belongs only to the 
eldest of S. 3-rnpwt's sons at Aswan. A. H. 
Gardiner, 'Inscriptions from the Tomb of 
Si-renpowet I, Prince of Elephantinel, ZAS 45 
(1908), 123-140. 
21. For instance, Hmnw-ýtp I of Beni Hasan, who does 
not mention his father and lists his mother 
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without any titles. 
22. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary., 258. 
23. For sdswty bity as a ranking title during, the 
Sixth Dynasty see Helck, BeamtentitZen, 92-93, 
and Fischer, D endera., 72. 
24. J. A. Wilson, The Burden of Egypt. (Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 1951), 79. 
25. Martin-Pardey, Untersuchungen zur (ýgyptischen 
ProvinziaZverwaltung, 116 for the use of this 
pair of titles as a rank indicator for provin- 
cial administrators in Dynasty Six. 
26. See Appendix IV. 
27. Faulkner, Concise Dictiona-ry., 229. 
28. As Gardiner has suggested in Ancient Egyptian 
Onomastica 1., 20 
29. While one might suspect that the s23wty bity 
smr w, -ty pair might function as rank titles 
replacing rL nsw, at least--:, at-Beni-,. -Hasan. 
there 
are provincial governors who hold all three. 
30. Helck, BeamtentitZen., 111-112, and 118, points 
out that in the Old Kingdom it was a title of 
the vizier, which was discarded as it lost 
its importance due to its adoption by men of 
lesser rank. 
Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica 
-T, 
18 
32. Helck discusses its royal connections in 
BeamtentitZen, 55-56, and Gardiner points out 
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that as late as Ramesside times it was a title 
for the Crown Prince (Ancient Egyptian Onomastica 
12 14 
33. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 258. 
34. For example, Hmnw from the tomb of Imn-m-hzt 
at Beni Hasan. (See Newberry, Beni Hasan I., 
pl. XIII). 
35. Helck, VerwaZtung, 77-79. 
36. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary., 64. 
37. Opinions range from Baer ( Rank and TitZe, 274) 
who feels it had no practical function, to 
Fischer ( Coptite Nome, 66) who seems to have 
found one of these officials actually engaged 
in provincial government. 
38. Martin-Pardey, Untersuchungen zur ýigyptischen 
ProvinzialverwaZtung, 97-99. 
39. Helck, BeamtentitZen_, 19, although he draws 
a good deal of his information from the late 
Mliddle Kingdom. 
40. In contrast to the situation in the late Old 
Kingdom, when it was part of a group of titles 
including ýry-tp nswt and s3b -d-mr. (Baer, Rank 
and TitZe., 274. ). 
41. See Appendix I for the percentages. 
42. See the Index of Titles and the Prosopography 
for the geographical distribution of this title. 
43. H. E. Winlock, The Rise and FaZZ of the MiddZe 
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Kingdom in Thebes. (New York, MacMillan, 1947) 
for the court material from the Wadi Shatt el- 
Riga . 
44. Helck, Verwaltung., 52-53. 
45. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary_, 169. 
46. Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian onomastica 1,30*. 
47. Helck, BeamtentitZen, 127. 
48. Fischer, Dendera, 19-20 and 177, shows a pattern 
whereby the title exists as a separate entity 
at that site until Dynasty Six, when it is 
assumed by local governors. After the dis- 
appearance of the title of governor during 
Dynasty Eleven this title continues at the 
site. 
49. Helck's theory that a province where a large 
amount of temple land was located might be 
governed by an*ý&my-r hmw-ntr ( BeamtentitZen, 
125-126) is interesting but not proven. 
50. Those who held these titles were either provin- 
cial governors or located at important religious 
sites such as Dendera. Fischer, Coptite Nome., 
13). 
51. Faulkner, Concise Dictionary, 258. 
52. Helck suggests this is a general word for 
'official' in the late First Intermediate Period 
( VerwaZtung., 84), but there is no evidence to 
support such a view during the period under 
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STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF THE 
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT DURING 
THE EARLY MIDDLE KINGDOM 
Any examination of the Egyptian provincial 
government should begin with an examination of the 
Egyptian provinces. 
1 These territorial divisions, 
called nomes by the Greeks and sp3wt by the Egyptians, 
were a feature of the Egyptian administration from 
the Old Kingdom into the Classical period. At one 
time, it was thought that these districts represen- 
ted the remains of predynastic city-states which 
had retained their territorial integrity as provinces 
after the unification of the country. 
2 
This view 
was founded, in large part, on the interpretation of 
the various provincial symbols or 'standards' which 
serve to designate each individual province. Only 
rarely, as in the case of the first province of Upper 
Egypt, are the provinces designated by an identifiable 
territorial name, in that instance, T-3-sty. In most 
cases, the provinces are named by a sign or group of 
signs whose precise reference to the province in 
question is not yet fully understood. Because these 
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signs often bear a close resemblance to the standards 
shown on painted predynastic pottery fron the Gerzean 
period, and identified as clan totems, the historic 
provincial standards were once described as tribal 
symbols, and the provinces as the survivals of pre- 
dynastic tribal areas. However, there are several 
problems raised in connection with this theory. While 
we have a fairly large number of different clan signs 
from predynastic pottery, it is impossible, in most 
cases, to match them exactly with the provincial 
standards of the historic period. An even more tell- 
ing argument against this particular view is the sim- 
ple fact that there is good evidence that not all of 
the forty-two 'classical' provinces of Egypt were 
present in the early history of the country. In fact, 
the earliest date which can be assigned to most of 
the provinces is the Fourth Dynasty. 
3 While this 
evidence does not mean that the predynastic theory 
is completely wrong, there most certainly must have 
been a number of other factors in operation, and it 
should not be accepted as it stands. 
A somewhat similar view of provincial origins 
was expressed by Steindorff. 
4 He saw the early 
provinces as religious, not political, entities. The 
provincial standards, in this version, designated the 
god of the province's most important city, who had 
become, by this means, the god of the province it- 
self. 
5 Our inability to match up many of these 
standards with known gods and capitals from the his- 
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toric period is, presumably, due to one or more 
shifts in the capital during the early phases of the 
country's development. Unfortunately, this theory, 
while it does acknowledge the problem of the historic 
expansion of the provincial system; does not incorpor- 
ate an explanation for it. 
A third, quite different theory is put forward 
by Helck in Die 'aZtagyptischen Gaue. 
6 
He rejects 
the prhistoric survival theory, arguing that an ex- 
tensive social and political reorganization must have 
accompanied the unification of Egypt. Such an up- 
heaval would have resulted in the destruction or dis- 
location of predynastic loyalties. Helck visualizes 
the provinces we know as being formed gradually 
around various local centres for the collection of 
taxes. Presumably, this view would allow for later 
additions and subdivisions to facilitate administra- 
tive efficiency. The provincial standards are explain- 
ed as the emblems of those centres around which the 
province was originally formed, and which are not 
necessarily the same as the historic capitals of the 
provinces. 
Whatever its genesis, by the Fourth Dynasty a 
definite provincial structure existed in Egypt, and, 
by the Fifth Dynasty, all twenty-two of the provinces 
of Upper Egypt were already in evidence. 
7 With the 
provinces apperared officials whose titles indicated 
that their duties were provincial in nature, although 
they themselves seemed often to have remained at 
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court. 
8 
Early in the Sixth Dynasty, however, a 
major change in provincial administration apparently 
took place and a new provincial official, the ýry- 
tp r-3, appeared first in the extreme south and, grad- 
ually, throughout Upper Egypt. 
9 This official, in- 
stead of being responsible for only one or two aspects 
of the local administration, gathered together all 
the strands of the local government into his own 
hands. As has been pointed out many times before, 
such an event could occur only as part of the over- 
all weakening of central control which eventually 
10 brought about the end of the Old Kingdom. 
During the First Intermediate Period, the pro- 
vincial officials provided one of the strongest 
defenses against total chaos. They continued to 
hold office during the civil wars between the princes 
of Heracleopolis and Thebes becoming involved on one 
side or the o, ther at various times for reasons of 
their own. While it would seem to have been natural 
for the Theban princes of the Eleventh Dynasty to 
remove from office those provincial governors who 
had aided their opponents, there is no evidence that 
they even attempted to alter the basic structure of 
the provincial government. In the late Eleventh 
Dynasty we still find officials who are ýryw-tp -3z2 
and, presumable, still the bearers of a broad range 
of administrative responsibilities within their own 
territory. 
We know from the 'white chapel' at Karnak that 
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there were at least thirty-four provinces in Egypt 
during the reign of Senusert 1.11 The simplest 
view of the provincial administration of this period 
would be to assume that each province had its own 
governor, heading its local administration and res- 
ponsible to the king. However, as a glance at our 
Appendix III will show, this was almost certainly not 
the case. While we have evidence of at least some 
officials from a majority of the provinces listed, 
we have governors from only a few. Our listing of 
officials in Chapter two contains governors from 
only six different provinces. They are One, Nine, 
Thirteen, Fourteen, *Fifteen and Sixteen. The 
largest number of 'contemporary' governors in our 
study is five, from the early Twelfth Dynasty. 
12 
Of course, it is quite likely that we do not have 
evidence of every official who actually existed in 
this period. Still, the fact remains that there are 
simply not enough governors to match the number of 
provinces, even if we assume a reasonable number of 
individuals who were omitted from our listing due 
to chance and our incomplete information. Quite 
obviously, during the early Middle Kingdom there 
were some provinces in Upper Egypt which did not 
have governors. We could assume that in the absence 
of a ýry-tp '-3., his duties would be performed by 
another official in residence in the province, an 
13 imy-r ýmw-njr for instance, but there is no firm 
evidence to support this view. We know the--'z*my-r 
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ýmw-njr was quite often the most important official 
in a given province in the absence of a hry-tp e3.14 
But we have no proof that he functioned in the same 
wide-ranging manner. It makes much more sense to 
assume that the various functions of the ýry-tp, -3 
in these provinces had been divided up among a number 
of lesser royal officials, as had apparently been the 
case earlier in the Old Kingdom. 
15 So it appears 
that, during our period, the provincial government 
of Egypt was not, in fact, based on the provinces, 
rr,, any of which, to a greater or lesser extent, must 
have been administered directly by officials attached 
to various central government branches. 
The fact remains, however, that in some instances 
we do have officials of great importance resident in 
certain provinces, who refer to themselves as pro- 
vincial governors. We can, of course, explain these 
individuals with the old 'feudal' theory of Middle 
Kingdom government. 
16 This hypothesis, which was 
popular around the turn of the present century, 
attempted to find parallels between the socio-politi- 
cal situation in Egypt at the beginning of the Middle 
Kingdom and that of Europe in the Middle Ages. The 
dangers of this sort of approach to history can be 
easily appreciated. The cultures and circumstances 
to. be paralleled are so radically different there 
can be, at best, only a superficial resemblance. 
The provincial situation in the early Middle King- 
dom may, perhaps, appear to resemble that of, say, 
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medieval England on the surface, but the factors 
which are actually at work historically, the under- 
lying content of the two systems, is radically diff- 
erent. Any comparison tends only to confuse the issue 
rather than to illuminate it. In order to understand 
the true state of affairs during the period under 
discussion here, we must examine each of the provin- 
cial governors for whom we have evidence separately, 
and attempt to determine, as closely as possible, his 
position in the Egyptian administration of his day. 
We have late Eleventh Dynasty governors from 
only three sites, in provinces Nine, Fifteen and Six- 
teen, a total of ten individuals. 
17 The relative 
concentration of these individuals in so few sites 
may well be a result of the recent unification of 
the country and the resultant removal from office of 
Heracleopolitan sympathizers. The pharoahs of the 
Eleventh Dynasty, having gone through a difficult 
struggle, would presumably have been most reluctant 
to continue in office any individual whose loyalty 
was subject to the slightest doubt. In the Ninth 
I 
Province we have three men who seem to have held the 
position of ýry-tp 1-3 n Mnw during the late Eleventh 
Dynasty. 18 One of them, whose name is now lost, is 
known to us only from a broken inscription, and may 
have had additional titles which are now lost. The 
other two, fti and In-it-f., have a number of titles 
in common. Both are iry p-t, ý3ty- and imy-r hmw- 
ntr. In addition, -1ti 
iS alSO Sd3wty bity and smr 
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w^ty. Neither holds a 'court' title which can be 
specifically identified as such, and none of the 
three seem, by their titles, to have been a major 
force in the central government. There is no evidence 
at present that this particualr governorship continued 
into the Twelfth Dynasty. 
From the Fifteenth Province we have two Eleventh 
Dynasty governors, "'ý3-nýt from Hatnub and Dýwty-m-(.. ) 
19 from Bersha. Neither of these officials is an zry 
p. -t. However, both are h3ty-, - and &my-r hmw-ntr. 
Only -ý3-nht is sd. 3wty bz*ty_, smr w-ty. In addition, 
there are several titles from these sites which do 
not appear in the Ninth Province. Both of these ýryw- 
t -3W n Wnt are nsyt., a title which, as we have p 
seen, has strong 'court' associations. 
20 
And both 
are also tity, a title which refers back to the 
central administration, even if, as well may be the 
case, it was not truely functional. Finally, _2ýwty- 
m-(.. ) is also imy-r niwt., a common accompaniment of 
t3ty. So it would seem that, in contrast to the 
governors of Mnw, those of Wnt, if we judge by their 
titles, were more important and more closely tied to 
the royal court. 
The third site from which we have governors of 
Eleventh Dynasty date is Beni Hasan. There are four 
men at that place who held the title of ýry-tp -3 n 
M-3hd. 
21 Like the governors of Wnt_, and unlike those 
of Mnw, these governors of M3ýd were ý3ty-r but not 
22 iry p-t. One of the four held only one additional 
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title, 1, my-r ý3swt &mntt, an apparent reference to 
police duties in the neighbouring desert, and a func- 
tional title with no particular 'court' ties. The 
other three held a number of titles in common. All 
are sd. 3wty bity, smr w-ty, 2ýh nsw, imy-is -Iry Nhn, 
and ýry-tp Nbb. None of the governors from M3ýd in 
tile Eleventh Dynasty is an imy-r ýmw-njr. The titles 
J. which are unique to Beni Hasan, rý nsw, imy-is, iry 
NLn_, and ýry-tp N. ýb., form a group of quite possibly 
archaic, and almost cetainly no longer functional, 
titles associated in the Old Kingdom with the royal 
court and not the provinces. They are similar in 
design to the 'court' titles found at Bersha which we 
also assume to have been non-functional in a practical 
sense. What is so interesting, from our point of 
view, is not that these provincial officials held 
titles which seem to connect them to the central 
administration, but that certain titles seem to be 
held only at specific sites with no observable over- 
lap. What we can observe here is, most likely, the 
end result of the regional autonomy of the First In- 
termediate Period, when certain rank titles from the 
Old Kingdom court were taken over by lesser officials 
and became 'traditional' at specific provincial sites. 
It would be interesting to discover why a specific 
title had become attached to a given site rather 
than to any other, but that, unfortunately, falls 
outside the scope of this study. The lack of such 
'court' titles at Akhmim is also interesting, as we 
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have to speculate why the governors of this particular 
site were so modest about their position. Finally, 
the fact that the Eleventh Dynasty governors of Beni 
Hasan were not &myw-r hmw-ntr is a trifle disturbing. 
We know that imy-r hmw-ntr and hry-tp -3 were rou- 
tinely linked from the Sixth Dynasty onward. 
23 Did 
the lack of such a linkage at Beni Hasan indicate a 
split between the civil and religious administrations 
in that province at this period? This situation, if 
it were true, would certainly have affected the pro- 
vincial governor's power base and, presumably, have 
been highly undesirable from his viewpoint. 
In the early Twelfth Dynasty the situation in 
the provinces is somewhat different. This is perhaps 
to be expected as a result of the change of dynasty. 
If there were the slightest doubt concerning Amenemhat 
I's right to the throne, it would be logical for him 
to be certain that such provincial officials as he 
had were of unquestioned loyalty. In fact, if we are 
to believe the biography of Hnmw-ýtp II of Beni 
Hasan, 24 Amenemhat undertook a reorganization of the 
provincial administration which included, at least in 
some areas, the redefinition of the borders of pro- 
vinces,. in addition to the appointment of his own 
candidates as provincial governors. While the speci- 
fie details of this 'revolution' may well apply only 
to M. 3hd_,, all of our evidence supports the idea that 
some basic changes were made in the provincial govern- 
ment at the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty. We 
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have Twelfth Dynasty governors from five sites. The 
office of governor seems to have been discontinued at 
Akhmim, for whatever reason. There are, however, 
governors from Aswan (T3-sty), Asyut (Ndft-bntt), and 
Meir (Ndft-pýtt) in addition to those from Bersha and 
Beni Hasan. 25 There is a definite geographic pattern 
to the distribution of these officials. We have one 
from the southern border, in the First Province, and 
the others at four sites in Middle Egypt, represent- 
ing the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth and Sixteenth 
Provinces. If we assume that Thebes functioned as 
a secondary capital during this period, the gap which 
includes the area from the Second Province through to 
the Twelfth, can be explained as the Theban sphere of 
influence, where second-level officials, resident in 
the provinces, reported directly to superiors in the 
central administration at Thebes, rather than to 
governors in the provinces themselves. North of the 
Sixteenth Province, these secondary officials would 
presumably report to superiors at the court in It- 
t3WY- From this geographical evidence alone, it would 
seem that one of the provincial governor's basic 
duties in the early Twlefth Dynasty was to provide an 
official presence in those areas farthest from the 
seats of royal power. 
26 
The ýry-tp -3 n T3-sty under Senusert I was an 
official named S3-rnpwt. His tomb inscriptions do 
not, unfortunately, give us enough geneaological in- 
formation to determine what his family connections 
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were or exactly where the family originated. There 
would seem, however, no reason to suppose that he was 
not a native of the region he governed. In addition 
to his office as ýry-tp e3, he was also &my-r ýmw- 
ntr of the two most important regional deities, Stt 
and Hnmw. And he was zry p-t., h3ty-, -.., sd3wty bity, 
and smr w-ty. While he held the title of 
)Z'ry Nýn, he 
was not, as we might suppose, ýry-tp N, ýb. Other 
titles reflect his unique position on the southern 
frontier, smy-r -. sw_, and imy-r -h-w wr m pr nsw. If 
Martin-Pardey's theory that there were two distinct 
administrations co-existing at Aswan during the Old 
Kingdom, one, headed by the -z-my-r , 3w., in charge of 
foreign affairs, and the other, under the ýry-tp -3, 
controlling local administration, 
27 
is correct then 
we have a decidedly different situation at this site 
in the Middle Kingdom where one official holds both 
groups of titles. 
If S3-rnpwt's tomb inscriptions are somewhat 
too reticent about his family connections for our 
purposes, they certainly are most insistent about his 
relationship to his king. In his recitation of the 
many royal favours he has received, 
28 
S3-rnpwt re- 
minds us more of the Fifth Dynasty officials than of 
the independent provincial governors of the First 
Intermediate Period. There is little doubt, from the 
tone of these inscriptions, that 53-rnpwt considered 
himself a royaZ official, entrusted with a specific 
position by his king. A part of the responsibilities 
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of that position was the governance of a specific 
geographic area. But there was more to S2-rnpwt's 
office than simply the administration of a single 
province. From his seat at Aswan, he was responsible 
also for what we would today refer to as 'Nubian 
affairs', in particular taxes and trade. 
29 
The 
expansion of Egyptian influence in Nubia was a 
major interest of the kings of the early Twelfth 
Dynasty, and it must have seemed imperative to them 
that a trusted and powerful official be stationed at 
the southern border to watch over the situation in 
that region. It does not appear that S3-rnpwt, him- 
self, was charged with extending the Egyptian sphere 
of influence by force of arms. If he had been engaged 
in one of the Nubian campaigns we should expect some 
mention of that fact in his tomb, and there is none. 
He does tell us that the king stopped at Elephantine 
on his way south 'to overthrow vile Kush', 
30 but 
there is no indication at all that S3-rnpwt accom- 
panied the expedition. S3-rnpwt's contribution to 
the conquest of Nubia would seem to have been the 
maintainence of stability in the region of the south- 
ern border, a job which simply could not have been 
entrusted to an official resident in 1-t-t3wy or 
even Thebes. So, while there is every reason to 
believe that S3-pnpwt actually functioned as a pro- 
vincial governor, his duties seem to have exceeded 
those which would be covered by a strict definition 
of that term, and to have been, perhaps primarily, 
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involved with the foreign affairs of the country 
as a whole. 
Moving north along the river we next encounter 
a provincial governor from the Twelfth Dynasty at 
Asyut in the Thirteenth Province. This is the famous 
ýp- 
-f, 
3ý who seems also to have had some, as yet un- 
explained, connection with Kerma in the Sudan. 
31 
At 
this time, however, we will consider him only as the 
governor of the Thirteenth Province, a title he most 
definitely held at that site. In addition to his 
title of hry-tp 1'3 n N-dft, ýp-_df. 3i was also iry p-t, 
ý3ty-, -, sý3wty bZ'ty., smr w-ty, and "Z'my-r ýmw-njr of 
the local god, Wp-w3wt. Unlike S3-rnpwt 
.' 
ýP-jf 
was rb nsw. And he held the 'court' title ýrp nsyt ý0 
found in the preceding dynasty only at Bersha. Among 
his other titles there are two archaic rank titles 
from the Old Kingdom, -d-mr Dp and imy-r Sm-w. He 
is the only governor from the early Middle Kingdom to 
hold either of these titles, which seem to have fallen 
from use everywhere else during the First Intermediate 
Period. Exactly why he claims them and what they 
signified at this site is difficult to understand. 
ýp-jf, 3i's tomb at Asyut is famous for a series 
of legal contracts which concern various funerary 
benefits which he hoped to enjoy from the priests of 
Wp-W3Wt. 
32 Since he made these contracts in his 
office of 
) 
my-r ýmw-njr, not governor, they are not 
as informative as we might wish in some aspects. 
Still, they do raise at least one interesting point. 
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Reisner perhaps confused the issue, slightly, by 
translating ý3ty-r as 'nomarch'. As we have seen, 
the ý3ty-"' Of this period, while certainly an impor- 
tant official, was not, by definition, the provincial 
governor. It would seem from the ? p-jf3& contracts 
that this title did, however, confer a tangible 
benefit on its holders. The contracts speak of offer- 
ing shares due to the ý3ty- 
33 
and of the estate of 
34 the h3ty- 0, . This last seems to be treated in a 
). II different manner from ýyp-jf3& S paternal estate'. 
Only produce from the ý3ty--'s estate is mentioned in 
the contracts, while actual tracts of land from the 
'paternal estate' change hands. 
35 Unfortunately, we 
can not be sure whether ýp-jf. F'z' was unable to trans- 
fer title in the ý3ty--'s estate, or was merely un- 
willing to do so. It is interesting to note, however, 
the confirmation given by these contracts to the 
existence of actual substance belonging to what we 
would consider to be a rank title. As we mentioned 
before, these titles must surely have conferred more 
than an empty honour. It seems that at least a por- 
tion of their value was economic. It is a pity, for 
our purposes, that the tomb of ýp-4. f3)z* contains so 
little biographical information on his secular 
functions. We would be interested to know if he, 
like S3-rnpwt_, was engaged in duties beyond the gov- 
ernance of his province. 
The Fourteenth Province was governed by Wh-htp 
of Meir 
36 
in the early Twelfth Dynasty. Like the 
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other governors of this period, in addition to ýry- 
tp -3, he was also &ry p-t., h3ty--3 sd3wty bsty., smr 
w-ty, and imy-r ýmw-ntr of the local god, in this 
case Ht-hr 
. _, nbt 
Kis. Like Hp-df3, &, his neighbour to 
the south, he was a r, ý nsw. We have no specific in- 
formation on his duties in office. However, it is at 
least possible that this province and the preceding 
one were considered as 'border' areas in some respects. 
As both Montet and Helck observe, 
37 
the boundary be- 
tween the areas administered by the southern vizier 
and his northern counterpart ran between the Thir- 
teenth and Fourteenth Provinces. What actual sig- 
nificance this fact might have had during our period, 
or why it should have influenced the posting of pro- 
vincial governors here can not be explained in our 
present state of knowledge. 
At Bersha we find Dýwty-nýt as ýry-tp 13 n Wnt. 
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He is also ^"Z*ry p-t _, 
h3ty-, -., sd-3wty bity., smr w-ty., 
and"I. my-r ýmw-nýr (n 2ýwty nbfmnw). Like the Twelfth 
Dynasty governors at Asyut and Meir, and unlike his 
Eleventh Dynasty predecessors at Bersha, fýwty-nýt 
was a rh nsw. Like the Eleventh Dynasty governors of 
the Fifteenth Province, he held the 'court' titles of 
. ). W -J-. hrp nsyt., ýzty., and smy-r ns We have no way of 
knowing, at present, if Dhwty-nht actually exercised 
power in his office of vizier. As we pointed out in 
our discussion of the title t3ty, there are a number 
of officials from this ppriod who claim to hold the 
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title of t3ty. If, in all instances, it is a func- 
tional title we will have to revise our understand- 
ing of the meaning of the term to take this into 
account. The fact that t3ty continues to be held 
by the governors of Bersha into the Twelfth Dynasty, 
after the re-establishment of a strong and unified 
central government may force us to try to re-evaluate 
our assessment of the duties which were exercised in 
this office. Or it may be simply an extreme example 
of the tenacity of local customs in ancient Egypt. 
The last site from which we have evidence for 
provincial governors in the Twelfth Dynasty is Beni 
Hasan. Hnmw-. tp 1 
39 
served under Amenemhat I, and 
40 Imn-m-h3t under Senusert I. Hnmw-htp held the 
titles we have come to see as usual for the governors 
of this period, ýry-tp 1-3, iry p-t., h, 3ty-, 
_, 
sd-3wty 
bity_, smr w-ty_, and imy-r ýmw-n. ýr. He was also rý 
nsw. In addition to these offices he held several 
J. 
others not found in other provinces. He was -)zmy-, zs.., 
j. 
-z. ry Nhn (found only at Aswan) , and 
hry-tp Nhb. The 
exact function of these titles in this particular 
province is, at present, unclear. Hnmw-ýtp was also 
called hBty-- n Mn-t Hwfw, a specific title relating 
to a site in his province. In the Eleventh Dynasty, 
Mn-t gwfw seems to have been an important base for 
control of the adjoin-ing desert regions, including 
the area as far away as the Wadi Hammamat. It is 
highly likely that this particular title expressed 
Hnmw-ýtp's position as police commander of the area. 
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3 
Hnmw-ýtp was followed in office by lmn-m-ý3t, 
who does not seem to be a close relation. 
41 
There 
is no question, however, that lmn-m-ý3t'S family ties 
were in the Sixteenth Province. His father, whose 
name is, unfortunately, not known, held office as 
V 42 V -z. my-r ms" wr n M-5ý4. The -&my-r ms, % title may well 
have been hereditary in lmn-m-ý3tfs family since we 
can trace it over at least three generations from 
) lmn-m-ý3tyS father, through 
) lmn-m-ý3t himself, and 
finally to his son, Hnmw-ýtp, who apparently held it 
as well. 
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As we have already seen this title is 
not among those common to provincial governors of 
this period. Among Imn-m-hit's more conventional 
titles are hry-tp '3, -iry p-t, ý-3ty-, -, sd3Wty b-)ityj 
smr w-ty and imy-r ýmw-njr. We have already mention- 
ed that he was -&my-r ms- wr. And like all the Twelfth 
Dynasty governors, except 53-rnpwt, he was rb nsw. 
Among his 'court' titles, he could number iry Nhn, 
_, 
ýry-tp Nýb., and 
3imy-&s. And finally, he ýrp nsyt 
held two titles which do not belong to any other of 
our early MI-iddle Kingdom governors, even his pred- 
ecessor at Beni Hasan, fnmw-ýtp. lmn-m-ý3t was &my- 
v 
r sswy n s&mý-ib, and imy-r -b wýmt. These were rare 
titles at this period and all of our other examples 
belong to officials who had no visible connection 
with the provinces. While 
) Imn-m-k3t's biography 
gives us an illustration of his use of the title of 
z. my-r ms- , we have no clue as to how he exercised 
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-r ss b or -zmy-r the offices of &my 'wy n sýmý i 
whmt. 
We are, in general, fortunate in the amount of 
biographical information available from Beni Hasan. 
In his own tomb (no. 14), Hnmw-htpls biographical 
inscription is badly broken. Almost all we can de- 
termine with any certainty is that Amenemhat I appoin- 
ted him h3ty-, - n Mn-t Hwfw for services rendered, 
44 
presumably, during the establishment of the new 
dynasty. However, another Hnmw-ýtp, his grandson, 
gives us a much more detailed picture of his grand- 
father's life in the family history from his own 
tomb. 
45 According to this second Hnmw-ýtp, Amenem- 
hat I made his grandfather)&ry p^t, h3ty--, and 
) imy- 
46 
r hý3st iSbtt n Mn, -t Hwfw. We are also told that the 
king redefined the boundaries of the province of M3ýý 
at this time and 'divided the river'. This raises an 
interesting point. It would seem that it was only at 
some later time that Amenemhat I appointed Hnmw-ýtp 
ýry-tp r3 n AQhd. So, for a short time at least, the 
Sixteenth Province must have consisted of two sections 
administered, one presumes, by different individuals. 
47 
The most obvious reason for this action would be to 
curtail the power and influence of the governor of 
M3hd at that time, probably fty., 
48 
who, we might 
assume, was felt to be not entirely sympathetic to 
the new regime. By stationing a trusted officer with- 
in the province itself and carving out a power base 
for him, which we must assume included a police power 
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in the office of h3tY-, - n Mn-t Hwfw, Amenemhat I 
could avoid the confrontation which would be caused 
by the removal of an official of importance whose 
loyalty was subject to suspicion and yet neutralize 
him as a disruptive force. So, while a major re- 
organization of the province did take place in M3ýd 
at the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty, there is no 
reason to assume that what was described in Hnmw-ýtp 
II's tomb was part of a general redefinition of the 
boundaries of all the Egyptian provinces or that the 
particular state of affairs described for Mjýd con- 
tinued beyond the term of Hnmw-ýtp 1.49 The extensive 
alterations Amenemhat I made to the Sixteenth Pro- 
vince can easily be seen as a specific answer to a 
purely local problem. 
We have already noted that Hnmw-ýtp I was suceed- 
ed by an individual from outside his immediate family. 
The tomb of lmn-m-h3t at Beni Hasan (no. 2) is the 
I 
source of much of our information concerning this 
entire period. It contains an interesting biograph- 
ical inscription chiefly concerned with three expedi- 
tions in which he was involved on the king's behalf. 
50 
Tile first expedition, a military invasion of Nubia, 
seems to have taken place before his appointment as 
governor of the province, since he gives his titles 
as only s3 ý3tY-, --, sd. 3wty bity, and -zmy-r ms- wr n 
M-3ý4.51 It may well have been that his performance 
on this occasion helped to earn him the later appoint- 
ment. However that may be, it would seem that by the 
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0 
4 
time of the second expedition, to the mining 
country in the company of the king's son'lmny., Imn- 
m-ý3t was already governor of M3ýý, since he felt it 
unnescessary to specify his titles. The third ex- 
pedition, this time to Coptos in the company of the 
vizier, was again concerned with mining interests. 
We would be mistaken to assume, on the basis of this 
evidence, that the governors of M hd were primarily 
engaged in leading or taking part in royal expeditions 
of any nature. In a period which must have exceeded 
a quarter of a century, since the inscription is 
dated to lmn-m-ý3t's twenty-fifth year, only three 
expeditions are recorded. We are led to believe that 
they are mentioned simply because they were events 
out of the ordinary. Still, this inscription does 
highlight the fact that during this period the king 
could, and sometimes did, use provincial governors in 
capacities which, one would assume, could have been 
filled by members of the royal court, and which have 
no relationship to local government. We can not be 
sure if the royal bulls mentioned in lines 16 and 17, 
were placed in 
) lmn-m-ý3t'S care in his capacity as 
ýry-tp "3, or if they were, perhaps, the result of 
his appointment as zmy-r -b wýmt. 
Having divided the governors from our period 
into those of the late Eleventh Dynasty and those of 
the early Twelfth Dynasty, certain differences between 
the two groups appear. The earlier group, on the 
average, holds fewer titles than the later. 
52 
In 
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the Twelfth Dynasty, a number of titles seem to 
form a basic component for the provincial governors 
as a class, 
53 
with additional titles appearing at 
specific sites or being held by certain individuals. 
Among our Eleventh Dynasty governors, only the two 
3. 
from Akhmim (of eleven) are zryw p-t, while by the 
Twelfth Dynasty all six of the governors hold that 
title. This suggests a standardization among these 
officials. And standards are almost invariably im- 
posed from above. In the late Eleventh Dynasty ex- 
aniples, while we most certainly find evidence of far 
fewer provincial governors than were attested during 
the earlier part of the dynasty, we do not yet see 
the conformity of titles that results from a basic 
reorganization of the system. We also find among 
the earlier governors far fewer of the 'court' titles 
which seem to be associated with the palace and its 
officials. 
54 Our best explanation for the observed 
changes in the titles of the provincial governors 
between the Eleventh and Twelfth Dynasties is to post- 
ulate a reorganization of the entire structure of 
provincial government under the first kings of Dynasty 
Twelve. It may well not have been an extremely rapid 
change. Indeed, the evidence from Beni Hasan, men- 
tioned above, suggests that there, at least, the 
change in administration took several years. The 
final object of this policy seems to have been the 
replacement of the last vestiges of the 'old' in- 
dependent-style governors with men who were basically .Y 
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great royal officials stationed in the provinces. 
Both their titles and the biographical information 
available to us emphasize the provincial governor's 
ties with the Throne during the Twelfth Dynasty. All 
this evidence leads to the conclusion that the 
'feudal' elements of the Twelfth Dynasty provincial 
administration were not only overstated but practically 
non-existent. 
The Twelfth Dynasty kings exercised their control 
over their provincial governors in exactly the same 
manner as they controlled other high officials, by 
their power of appointment. It is only with some 
difficulty that we can attempt to follow the geneao- 
logical tables of the provincial governors drawn up 
early in this century. If we look at Beni Hasan, for 
55 
example, where our evidence is the most abundant, 
we can see that while succession makes reasonable 
sense based on heredity until the end of the Eleventh 
Dynasty, it falls apart completely at the beginning 
of Dynasty Twelve. We have Hnmw-ýtp I, who, while 
probably a native of the region, has no known con- 
nection with the preceding governors. This can be 
explained by the change of dynasty. However, if 
this were merely a change in family brought about by 
the new dyansty, we would naturally expect Hnmw-ýtpls 
son to succeed him. The next governor is, of course, 
) 
lmn-m-hit, who was most certainly not Hnmw-htp I's 
son and perhaps not even a close relation. And ) Imn- 
m-h2t is followed in office, not by his son, but by 
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Hnmw-ýtp II, who seems to be fnmw-ýtp I's grandson, 
and therefore no relation to 
) lmn-m-ý3t. The only 
way in which this state of affairs makes sense from 
an hereditary standpoint is if the rule of inheritance 
in Egypt was through the female line with alternate 
generations being 'shipped'. 
56 
This is a possible, 
but extremely complicated, system, and we have no 
other evidence that it ever existed anywhere else in 
Egypt. We are, therefore, compelled to accept the 
assertion that the provincial governors of the 
Twelfth Dynasty at Beni Hasan, and presumably at 
other sites as well, gained office by royal appoint- 
ment. By limiting the office of provincial governor 
to men of his own choosing, the king could maintain 
a strong central control of the government while sta- 
tioning certain individuals in what were, perhaps, 
perceived as 'key' areas of the country. Both Imn- 
m-h3t and Hnmw-htp II would then have held office 
on the basis, primarily of the king's favour and not 
of family connections. 
If the provincial governors of the early Twelfth 
Dynasty were, in fact, merely royal officials and not 
'independent barons', we must explain several pieces 
of evidence which have been used in the past to prove 
the opposite. The first problem is the double-dated 
inscriptions of the Twelfth Dynasty governors. Imn- 
m-h. 3t's biographical inscription at Beni Hasan is 
dated to year 43 of Senusert I, which is also given 
as year 25 Of lmn-M-ý3t himself. Certainly inscrip- 
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tions which are dated to the years in office of 
officials rather than, or in addition to, the regnal 
years of kings were a sign of official independence 
when they first appeared in Egypt. However, during 
the First Intermediate Period, provincial governors 
commonly dated events to their own term of office to 
the exclusion of any king. 
57 1he fact that the gov- 
ernors of the Twelfth Dynasty re-introduced the dat- 
ing of inscriptions by royal regnal years, in addition 
to their own, is, in fact, far more important as a 
sign of their renewed dependence on the king than 
that they continued a former tradition. 
Imn-m-h3t's tomb at Beni Hasan also contains the 
the most complete example of what is sometimes 
referred to as the Inomarch's court'. The large 
number of lower officials who handled the day-to-day 
business of the various provincial departments were 
surely present in all the provinces. In those areas 
where a governor was not in residence, one assumes 
that they reported directly back to a royal official 
in the capital. When the central authority was not 
strong enough to command the loyalty of the provincial 
governors, these officials undoubtedly did function 
as a court in miniature. But the key here is the 
relative strength of the central administration, not 
the presence or absence of lower officials responsible 
to the provincial governor. The governor of an 
Egyptian province in the early Twelfth Dynasty was 
not merely another royal official. He was a man of 
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great import*ance in the administrative structure of 
the entire country. The analogy which should be 
made here is not between the provincial governor and 
the king but between the provincial governor and the 
vizier, who also had his own 'court'. If we assume 
that the provincial governor of this period occupied 
an extremely high position in the government, as all 
our evidence suggests, this particular comparison 
n. ay also help to explain the presence in some areas 
of several of the titles of the vizier. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Having looked carefully at some aspects of the 
provincial government of the early Middle Kingdom, 
it would seem, perhaps, that we have raised more ques- 
tions than we have answered. There are several con- 
clusions to be drawn from the material in this study, 
however. As we mentioned in the introduction to this 
work, the very idea of a provincial administration 
as a semi-independent force separate from the central 
government represents, if not a projection of modern 
thought-patterns, then, a vestige of an earlier age 
in Egyptian history. In fact, it would be more precise 
to refer to provincial governments since two distinct 
systems seem to have been in use during this period. 
In the majority of provinces, local officials re- 
ported back to superiors in the royal administration, 
presumably in residence at one of the capitals, It- 
t3wy or Thebes. In certain provinces, however, the 
system of provincial governors which had evolved 
under the Old Kingdom continued in use. The number 
of these officials, who had enjoyed a virtually in- 
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dependent position during the First Intermediate 
Period, seems to have been severely reduced by the 
late Eleventh Dynasty, due, perhaps, to the unifica- 
tion of the country under the Theban princes and the 
subsequent removal of those whom they considered a 
threat to their power. 
There is a large amount of evidence to suggest 
that tile system under which the provincial governors 
who remained held office was revised at the beginning 
of the Twelfth Dynasy, in order to restore the author- 
ity of the central government. The governors were 
transformed from hereditary, semi-independent local 
officials into high-ranking members of the central 
government, responsible, in at least some cases, for 
duties above and beyond those associated with the 
government of an individual province. This is shown 
by a definate standardization of their titles, partic- 
ularly those we refer to as 'rank' titles, which in- 
dicate a relative position in the administrative 
hierarcy iýather than a specific set of duties. 
In the early Twelfth Dynasty, the provincial gov- 
ernors formed not so much a class as a group of in- 
dividual officials, each appointed by the king and 
responsible to him, and each used in different ways. 
For instance, S-3-rnpwt of Aswan seems to have had 
charge of the 'office of Nubian affairs' at the south- 
ern borderp while 
) lmn-m-ý3t of Beni Hasan used his 
Imilitaryl experience on at least two important. 
mining expeditions. Both of these officials served 
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under Senusert I. By this time the re-organization 
of the provincial administration seems to have been 
well advanced. Under Amenemhat I, we would assume 
that the primary duty of such officials would have 
been simply to ensure the loyalty of their areas to 
the Crown. Once the provincial governors were firmly 
integrated with the central administration the kings 
of the Twelfth Dynasty could begin their expansion 
into Nubia. The system set up by Amenemhat I seems 
to have functioned extremely well in the reign of 
his sucessor and remained in force until a new set of 
administrative reforms were introduced in the reign 
of Senusert III. 
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APPENDIX ONE - FREQUENCY or TITLES 
This Appendix lists the titles from Chapter 3 
in order of their frequency of occurrence in the 
Prosopography found in Chapter 2, from most to least 
coiiunon. The number following each title indicates 
the actual number of individuals who hold it. 
ý3 ty-- 
sd3Wty bity 
smr w-ty 
-i, ry p- t 
imy-r sdjwt(yw) 
wr mdw Sm, -w 
i. my-r ýmw-ntr 
s d. 3 w 
&my-r ms- 
rý nsw 
ýry-tp 13 nX 
ss -n nsw 
whmw 
13ty 
'imy-r n'Z'wt 
ýrp nsyt 
sd3wty ntr 
')iry Nýn 
ýry-tp IVýhb 
&my-r sswy 
imy-r -b whmt 
t3yty 
-d-mr Dp 
(S"wt nSmt) 
(134) 
(117) 
( 99) 
( 77) 
( 47) 
( 45) 
( 35) 
( 34) 
( 30) 
( 28) 
( 18) 
( 16) 
( 15) 
( 13) 
13) 
10) 
10) 
9) 
7) 
6) 
5) 
5) 
2) 
t 
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APPENDIX TWO - RELATIONSHIPS OF TITLES 
This Appendix concerns the relationships among 
the various titles under discussion in Chapter Three. 
The tables are to be read as follows: top line - 
the individual title (for example, ý3ty-, -), followed 
by the total number of officials from the Prosopo- 
graphy who hold it (134), and finally that number 
expressed as a percentage of the total number of 
officials in our listing(15%). Under this heading, 
are listed, separately, all the other titles with 
which we are concerned, followed by a number which 
indicates the number of individuals who hold this 
title in addition to the main title, and a percentage 
which indicates the frequency with which the two 
titles are held concurrently. 
The following titles are never found witnout 
other titles: 
z, my-r -b wýmt (swt nsmt) 
i, my-r ýmw-ntr 
smy-r sswy 
, &ry Nhn 
-d-mr Dp 
rý nsw 
ýry-tp Nýb 
ýrp nsyt 
t-ffy ty 
ý-3ty 
These titles are usually found alone; 
wr mdw Sm-w 
Wýmw 
ss -n nsw 
Sd3W 
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ý> 
V N/ 
I-MY-R -B WHMT ( SWT NSMT) 
imy-r ms- 
i. my-r n-zwt 
imy-r ýmw-ntr 
-&my-r sswy 
)z. my-r sd3Wt(YW) 
iry p. -t 
-&ry Nhn 
, -d-mr Dp 
wr mdw Sm-w 
Wýmw 
rý nsw 
ý 3ty- - 
ýry-tp -3 nX 
ýry-tp Nýb 
ýrp nsyt 
smr W-ty 
,3s-n nsw 
sd3W 
sd3wty b"ity 
sd3Wty ntr 
t-3y ty 
. 
t3ty 
no other titles 
5 
1 
0 
1 
3 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
5 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
101 
,0 
20% 
2 0% 
60% 
60% 
20% 
40% 
60% 
20% 
20011o 
20% 
100% 
10070 
199 
3 IMY-R MS, - 30 3 0) 
z. my-2- -b whmt (Swt n'Smt) 1 3 cl'. 
z, my-r nl&wt 0 
&my-P ýmw-ntp 1 3'c 
'ý'my-r ss'wy 1 3 0/'0 
z, my-r sd. 3wt(yw) 0 
iry p-t 7 23% 
z. ry Nbn 2 7'1'o 
-d-mr Dp 1 3% 
wr mdw Sm-w 0 
whmw 0 
rh nsw uo 
3 100, /0 
3ty- 37 
ýry-tp -. 3 nX 2 7 llo 
ýry-tp Nhb 2 71 /0 
. 
hrp nsyt 1 3 lilo 
smr w-ty 10 33% 
Id ss-n nsw 0 
sd3wty b'Z. 'ty 12 40% 
sd3wty ntr 
t3yty 0 
ty 0 
no other titles 11 
200 
jm 
/0 13 /j IMY-R NIWT 
-&my-r -b whmt (Swt nSmt) 
, &my-r ms,, 0 
z. my-r ýmw-ntr 2 15% 
&my-r sswy 0 
-z. my-r sd-3wt(yw) 0 
z. ry p-t 7 547o 
iry Nbn 1 8 I, o 
-d-mr Dp 0 
wr mdw Sm-w 0 
whmw 0 
rý nsw 1 
ý. 3ty-, - 8 62% 
ýry-tp '3 nX 2 151,1o 
ýry-tp Nhb 
10 
0 
ýrp nsyt 2 15% 
smr w-ty 3 23 I/Ic 
ss ^n nsw 0 
sd3w 0 
sd3wty b'Z'ty 3 23 
sd3wty ntr 0 
t. 3y ty 3 23 
ýý3 ty 11 85% 
no other titles 1 8% 
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35 4% IMY-R qMW-NIR 
4- 
imy-r -b wýmt (*swt n'smt) 1 3, '0' 
3% 
z, my-r niwt 2 6 
-bmy-r sswy 1 37o 
-bmy-r sd3wt(yw) 0 
z,. ry P-t 20 57% 
-) bry Nýn .0 2 6% 
-d-mr Dp 1 37o 
wr mdw Sm-w 0 
wýMW 0 
nsw 6 17% 
3ty- 34 9 7'i'o 
ý. -y-tp e13 nX 11 31 
ýry-tp Nýb 2 6% 
hrp neyt --1- 
9 26 
smr W-ty 16 46% 
v ss-n nsw 0 
s d-3 w 0 
sd3wty b'Z*ty 16 46% 
sd3wty ntr 
t 3y ty 0 
ý-3 ty 3 9% 
no other titles 0 
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IMY-R SS WY 
v 
-&my-r -b wýmt (Swt nSmt) 3 50% 
, &my-r ms- 1 177o 
, &my-r n'Zwt 0 
&my-r ýmw-ntr 1 177c 
'imy-r sd3wt(yw) 2 33 I/c 
)iry p-t 4 66% 
z. ry Nýn 3 50% 
-d-mr Dp 0 
wr mdw Sm^w 0 
Wýmw 0 
rý nsw 2 331, ýo 
ý3tY-- 4 66% 
ýry-tp 1- 3nX 1 177c 
ýry-tp Nbb 2 337c 
ýrp nsyt 1 17% 
smr w-ty 5 837o 
y ss -n nsw 0 
sd-3w 0 
sd. 3wty b 5 83% 
sd-3wty ? ýtr 0 
t. 3yty 1 171/lo 
ý -: 5 
ty 1 17% 
no other titles 0 
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1-MY-R SD 3 WT (YW) 47 5% 
-bmy-r -b wýmt (s5wt n'sfmt) 0 
>imy-r mg- 0 
bmy-r n-zw 0 
1. MY-r ýmw-ntr 0 
2, my-r sswy 2 470 /0 
'iry P-t 9 1970 
z, ry Nhn 2 470 
'ýd-mr Dp 0 
wr mdw Smmw 0 
whmw 0 
rý nsw 1 20/lo 
ý 3ty-, - 8 1 7, o 
ýry-tp r3 nX 0 
ýry-tp Nýb 1 27 
. 
hrp nsyt 0 
smr W-ty 13 287o 
ss -n nsw 0 
a d. 3 w 1 27o 
sd3wty b>Z*ty 21 451/lo 
sd3wty ntr 
t3yty 1 2% 
ý-3ty 12 Ol'o 
no other titles 23 49'ilo 
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9 al P-^T 77 /0 
-&my-r -b wýmt (Swt nSmt) 3 4% 
imy-r mse, 7 9cl /C 
>. 
-&my-r n-&wt 7 gcv '0 
z. my-r ýmw-njr 20 26% 
>. v -7, my-r sswy 4 5 1/0' 
-z. my-r sd-3wt(yw) 9 12 
iry Nýn 5 "0 61 
-d-mr Dp 2 3 1/0' 
wr mdw Sm-w 3 41,1o 
Wýmw 1 1 TO 
rý nsw 13 17% 
ý3tY-- 75 97% 
ýry-tp -. 3 nX 10 13% 
ýry-tp Nýb 3 4% 
ýrp nsyt 3 47o 
smr w-ty 41 53% 
ss -n nsw 0 
Sd3W 0 
sd3Wty b'ity 47 61% 
sd3wty ntr 0 
t3yty 3 4% 
ý3ty 7 970 
no other titles 1 jv /0 
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IR Y NHN 1% 
-z, my-2- -b wýmt (S'wt nýmt) 1 1170 
v bmy-r ms- 2 22 
vmy-r nlwt 1 1170 
-bmy-r ýmw-ntr 2 227o /0 
v Z, MY-2- sswy 3 3 3111 /0 
imy-. r sd3wt(yw) 2 22 
, ýry p, -t 5 567o 
-d-mr Dp 0 
wr mdw Sm, -w 0 
wýMW 0 
rý nsw 7 78', Ilo 
-3ty 9 10070 
ý--y-tp "3 nX 6 677o 
hry-tp Nhb 7 787o 
ýrp nsyt 1 ll% 
smr W-ty 9 10070 
v ss -n nsw 0 
sd3w 0 
sd3wty b>I*ty 9 1000/1) 
sd. 3wty ntr 
t-3y ty 2 22% 
t 5ty 222I, vc 
no other titles 0 
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`D -AR DP 
-&my-r -b whmt (Svwt n'S'mt) 
V, -&my-r ms, - 
-&my-r n-iw 
z. my-r ýmw-ntr 
z. my-r ss y 
&my-r sd3Wt(YW) 
zry p-t 
z. ry Ný n 
wr mw Sm-w 
whmw 
rh nsw 
ýry-tp -3 nX 
ýry-tp Nýb 
ýrp ns yt 
smr w- ty 
ss -n nsw 
s d3w 
sd3wty b)&ty 
sd3wty ntr 
t-3y ty 
t3ty 
no oth er titles 
2 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 cy 
50 11"o 
50% 
10070 
5 0'/Io 
10070 
5 0% 
50% 
100% 
1000/10 
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v TYR ýDW SM, -W 45 5% 
-&my-r -b wýmt (Swt nS"mt) 0 
z. my-r ms, - 0 
&my-r n-zw 0 
&my-r ýmw-njr 0 
3. V , z. my-r sswy 0 
-&my-r sd3wt(yw) 0 
-&ry p-t 3 71/lo 
-&ry Nbn 0 
-d-mr Dp 0 
Wýmw 0 
rý nsw 1 2 1/0' 
ýJty-r 3 77o 
ýry-tp r3 nX 0 
ýry-tp NLb 
-0 
0 
brp nsyt 0 
smr w-ty 0 
ss -n nsw 0 
sd-qw 0 
sd3wty b'Z*ty 0 
sd-? wty ntr 
t3yty 0 
ý3 ty 0 
no other titles 40 89% 
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Wýmw 
10 15 2", lo 
-&my-r -b wýmt ('Swt n'Smt) 
J. V, , &my-r mse, 0 
'imy-r n-"Ilwt 0 
imy-r ýmw-ntr 0 
&my-r sawy 0 
zmy-r sd. 3wt(yw) 0 
&ry p-t 7% 
z. ry Nýn 0 
-d-mr Dp 0 
wr mdw Sm^w 0 
rýý nsw 1 7% 
ý3tY-l 1 7 
ýry-tp r3 nX 0 
ýry-tp Nýhb 0 
ýrp nsyt 0 
smr w-ty 0 
v ss -n nsw 0 
s d,; w 0 
sd-3wty bity 0 
sd3Wty ntr 
t: 3y ty 0 
t3ty 0 
no other titles 12 800,1o 
209 
Rd NSW 28 3, o 
z. my-. - -b wýmt (SWt nSmt) 2 7% 
SMY-P Ms- 3 10 C/o, 
, &my-P n-&wt 1 4 
, &my-r ýmw-ntp 6 21% 
-&my-r sswy 2 77o 
-&my-r sd3wt(yw) 1 47o 
&ry p-t 13 46% 
z. ry Nhn 7 25% 
-d-mr Dp 1 4% 
wr mdw Sm, -w 1 4% 
whmw 1 4% 
ý-3ty- 17 61% 
ýry-tp -3 nX 9 32% 
ýry-tp Nhb 7 25 llo 
ýrp nsyt 3 10% 
smr w-ty 16 57% 
ss -n nsw 0 
sd-3w 0 
sd. 3wty b"Z*ty 15 54% 
s d-3wty ntr 
t. 3y ty 0 
t. 3 ty 14 
no other titles 0 
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ý3 TY- - 134 
015, 
Ic 
-&my-r -b wýmt (s"wt nsmt) 3 2% 
imy-r mse, 11 8 '/'o 
-&my-r n-&w 8 6% /0 
z. my-r ýmw-ntr 34 251/'o 
.>. V 
imy-r sswy 4 3 c1lo 
imy-r sd3Wt(YW) 8 6% 
&ry p-t 75 56 
"iry Nýn 9 7% 
-d-mr Dp 2 1% 
wr mdw Sm, -w 3 2 
Wýmw 1 jc; I 
rý nsw p 17 13% ý 
ýry-tp --3 nX 17 13 To 
ýry-tp Nýb 7 5% 
ýrp nsyt 10 77o 
smr w-ty 50 377o 
ss -n nsw 0 
sd-3w 0 
sd. 3wty bity 58 437o 
sd. 3wty ntr 2 
t3yty 3 2 
t3ty 9 7, o 
no other titles 26 1901 /0 
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HR Y- TP 0,3 NX 18 
1, my-r -b whmt (S"wt n's"mt) 1 6% 
l, MY-r mer, 2 /0 
-bmy-£- n-bwt 2 1170 
1, my-r ýmw-ntr 11 617o 
-1, my-r sswy 1 67o 
bmy-r sd3wt(yw) 0 
2, ry P-t 10 56 lilo 
, z, ry Nbn 6 337c 
-d-mr Dp 1 61 /0 
wr mdw Sm-w 0 
w ýmw 0 
rý nsw 9 507o 
4-3tY-'- 17 947o 
ýry-tp Nbb 6 33% 
ýpp nsyt 5 287o 
smr W-ty 13 72% 
ss -n nsw 0 
sd3w 0 
sd, 3wty bity 12 667o 
sd3wty ntp 
t3yty 0 
1-3ty 3 17 
no other titles 1 6% 
212 
ýYRY-TP NfB 
wýmt (s"wt n's"mt) 
-bmy-r MA'- 
imy-r niw 
z, my-r ýmw-ntr 
v , z, my-r sswy 
imy-r sd3wt(yw) 
bry pt 
z, ry Nýn 
-d-mr Dp 
wr mdw Sm-w 
wýMW 
rý nsw 
ý. 3ty -r 
ýry-tp nX 
hrp nsyt N. - 
smr W-ty 
n nsw 
sd3w 
ad3wty bity 
sd-3wty ntr 
t3yty 
-3 
ty 
no other titles 
7 
1 
2 
0 
2 
2 
1 
3 
7 
0 
0 
0 
7 
7 
6 
1 
7 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1c 
14% 
2 9'0/'o 
29% 
2 9, "c 
14 ', ýo 
43% 
1001/110 
100% 
10070 
867o 
14 ", Ic 
10 0 
1000/0 
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HRP NSYT 10 
z, my-r ^b whmt (Swt nvSmt) 1 10% 
ýimy-r mse- v 1 100,10 
-&my-r n-&wt 2 20% 
&my-r ýmw-ntr 9 90% 
&my-r sswy 1 10% 
, &my-r sd3Wt(YW) 0 
&ry p, -t 3 30% 
iry Nýn 1 1 OCIIO 
-d-mr Dp 1 10% 
wr mdw ým, ^w 0 
Wýmw 0 
rh nsw 4.1 
3 30% 
ý3ty-" 10 1000/10 
ýry-tp --3 nX 5 50% 
ýry-tp N&b 1 10% 
smr w-ty 4 40% 
v ss^n nsw 0 
sd: 3w 0 
sd3wty bzty 4 40% 
sd3wty ntr 0 
t3yty 0 
ý3ty 3 30% 
no other titles 0 
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S MR W, " TY 99 11% 
z. my-r -b wýmt (Swt nS"mt) 5 5 
v 
z. my-r ms, - 10 10% 
-&my-r n-&w 3 37o 
, &my-r ýmw-ntr 16 16 
z. my-r sswy 5 51,10, 
-z. my-r sd-3wt(yw) 13 13% 
, &ry p-t 41 41% 
z. ry N, ýn 9 9CIIC 
-d-mr Dp 2 2 1, "'o 
wr mdw Smfýw 0 
whmw 0 
rý nsw 16 16% 
-3 
ty 50 50% 
ýry-tp /-. 3 nX 13 13% 
ýry-tp Nýb 7 7% 
ýrp nsyt 4 4% 
s9 -n nsw 2 2 c, ', 
sd3w 1 170 
sd. 3wty b"Z'ty 83 83% 
sd3wty ntr 2 2 11o' 
t3yty 3 3% 
ý3ty 5 5 
no other titles 2 2 
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Sý "N NSW 16 
)imy-r -b wýmt (Swt nýmt) 
-&MY-2- MS- 0 
2, my-. r nz, wt 0 
&MY-P ýmw-ntr 0 
z. my-r S ýwy 0 
-&my-r sd. 3wt(yw) 0 
) iry P-t 0 
, 7, ry Nýn 0 
-d-mr Dp 0 
wr mdw Sm-w 0 
whmw 0 
rh nsw 0 
ý3ty-- 0 
ýry-tp e-3 nX 0 
ýry-tp Nýb 0 
ýrp nsyt 0 
smr w-ty 2 
sd3W 0 
sd3Wty b)z'ty 3 
sd3wty ntr 0 
t.. 3yty 0 
ý3ty 0 
no other titles 12 
')C1 
13% 
190,1C 
5 
216 
5DJ w 34 
-i. my-r -b wýmt (Swt nSmt) 0 
-&my-r ms, - 1 
&my-r niwt 0 
&my-r ýmw-njr 0 
-z, my--; r sswy 0 
ý*my-r sd3Wt(YW) 1 
&ry p, -t 0 
z. ry Nýn 0 
, -d-mr Dp 0 
wrm dw S"6- w 0 
Wýmw 0 
rb nsw 0 
ý 3ty-, - 0 
ýry-tp e-. 3 nX 0 
ýry-tp Nýb 0 
ýrp nsyt 0 
smr w-ty 1 
v ss e- n nsw 0 
sd3wty b)l*ty 0 
sa3wty ntr 0 
t. 3 y ty 0 
t3ty 0 
no other titles 26 
4 ', ý- 
3'/'c 
37o 
QO1 
U 
7 6' ,o 
217 
,, 5LD-3WTY BITY 117 13 
-&my-r -b wýmt (svwt nsmt) 5 4/o 
smy-r mý, - 12 10% 
7, my-r nýwt 3 31,1o 
z. my-r ýmw-njr 16 14% 
v &my-r sswy 5 4 110' 
-'imy-r sd3wt(yw) 21 1811c 
-'iry p-t 47 4 0% 
-)iry Nýn 9 8111o 
-d-mr Dp 2 21,1c 
wr mdw Smew 0 
whmw 0 
rh nsw 15 13% 
58 49% 
ýry-tp f3 nX 12 10% 
ýry-tp Nýb 7 6111) 
ýrp nsyt 4 3% 
smr w, -ty 83 71% 
1/ ss rn nsw 3 3 'j'o 
S J-3 W 0 
sd3wty ntr 2 211S 
t, 3YtY 3 3% 
t3ty 5 4 IIS 
no other titles 6 5/'ýý 
218 
lm SD3WTY NTR 10 
10 
-&My r -b wýmt (Swt ngmt) 0 
&my r mse- 0 
&my-r n-&wt 0 
&my-r ýmw-njr 0 
imy-r sswy 0 
imy-r sd3Wt(yW) 0 
.j- -&ry p, - t 0 
z. ry Nýn 0 
-d-mr Dp 0 
wr mdw Sm, -w 0 
Wýmw 0 
rh nsw 0 
3ty- 2 20% 
ýry-tp , -3 nX 
0 
ýry-tp NLh b 0 
ýrp nsyt 0 
smr W^ty 2 2 01ý, 
v ss -n nsw 0 
sd3w 0 
sd3wty b'Z'ty 2 20% 
t. 3y ty 0 
t 3ty 0 
no other titles 3 30% 
219 
101 T3YTY I'D 
zmy-r ,b wýmt (swt n's"mt) 
imy-r msr 0 
-i. my-r n, &wt 3 6 0'/c 
-&my-r ýmw-njr 0 
&my-r sswy 1 201, 'o 
&my-r sd3wt(yw) 1 20% 
-i. ry p-t 3 60 50' 
-i, ry Nýn 2 40% 
, -d-mr Dp0 
wr mdw ým,, -w 0 
w hmw 0 
rý nsw 0 
ý 3tY-t* 3 60 T/c 
ýry-tp r3 nX 0 
ýry-tp Nýb 0 
ýrp nsyt 0 
smr W-ty 3 6 0% 
Ssrn nsw 0 
s d3 w 0 
sd, 3wty b)Z'ty 3 60111) 
sd3wty ntr 0 
t3ty 4 807o 
no other titles 0 
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jm T3 TY 13 /0 
z. my-r eýb wýmt (Swt nSmt) 0 
, &my-r mst, 0 
sm -r n, &wt y 11 851 /0 
z. my-r ýmw-njr 3 23% 
&m -r ssw yy 1 81,1 0 
z. my-r sd. 3wt(yw) 1 81, o 
,& ry p, - t 7 547o 
z. ry Nýn 2 15% 
^d-mr Dp 0 
wr mdw Sm-w 0 
Wýmw 0 
rý nsw 1 8% 
ý 3tY-, - 9 69% 
hry-tp e3 nX 3 23% 
hry-tp Nhb 
1 1-1 
0 
ýrp nsyt 3 23%, 
smr w,, ty 5 38% 
v ss -n nsw 0 
sd. 3w 0 
sd3Wty bity 5 387o 
sd3wty njr 0 
t-3y ty 431 
no other titles 0 
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APPENDIX THREE - GEOCRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 
The following is a list of provinces included 
in this study, derived from the 'white chapel' at 
Karnak. A cross (+) indicates evidence of officials 
found in a given province. An asterisk (*) indicates 
a provincial governor from our period. 
Upper Egypt 
1) T. 3 -s ty + 
2) Wts Hr + 
3) Nhn 
4) W. 3 st + 
5) Ntrwy + 
6) -' Ik + 
7) B: 3 t 
8) T3 Wr + 
9) Mnw + 
10) W-3dt + 
11) S3Y 
1 12gG 
) 
.2 
W-f t + 
13) Ndft ýntt + 
14) N 
-dft Pý't 
+ 
15) Wn t + 
16) M3 ýi + 
17) D Inpw 
18) -n ty 
19) W-? bwy 
20) Nert ýntt + 
21) N, -. rt pýtt + 
22) Mtnwt 
Lower Egypt 
1) Mn nfr 
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APPENDIX FOUR - GOVERNORS' TITLES BY LOCATION 
Our Prosopography of Middle Kingdom officials 
includes governors from six sites in Upper Egypt. 
In this Appendix each of these sites will be assigned 
a letter. Following a list of each of the titles 
discussed in Chapter Three will be listed the letter 
designations of each site at which that title occurs, 
with the numbers (in parenthesis) of the individuals 
from that site who hold each title. The numbers of 
Twelfth Dynasty governors are underlined. 
A Aswan 7. 
B Akhmim 152,157) (163 from El-Hawaowish). 
C Asyut 174. 
D Meir 179. 
E Bersha 206,207, (213 from Hatnub). 
F Beni Hasan 227,236) 237) 255Y 261) 294,305. 
-&my-r -b wýmt (s"'wt n'smt) F (227). 
imy-r ms, - F (227) 305). 
z, my-r n-zwt E (206.207). 
imy-r hmw-ntr A (7), B (152,157), C (174), D (179), 
E (206, ý07,213), F (227, ý94). 
v 
imy-r sswy F (227). 
-&my-r sd3wt(Yw) ---- 
-z. ry p, -t A (7), B (152,157), C (174), D (179), E (207)) 
F (227,294). 
iry Nhn A (7), F (227,236,237,261,294,305). 
.1- 
"d-mr Dp C (174). 
-. 0 
wr mdw Smrw ---- 
whmw 
rh nsw C (174), D (179), E (207), F (227,236,237, 
k. - 
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261) 294) 305). 
ý3tY-t- A (7), B (152, 157), C (174), D (179), E (206, 
207) 213), F (227, 236, 237) 255) 261) 294, 305). 
ýry-tp ? --3 nXA (7), B (152,157y 163), C (174), D 
(179), E (206,207,213), F (227,236,237,255, 
261,294,305). 
ýry-tp N. ý. b F (227,236,237,261,294Y 305). 
, 
ýrp nsyt C (174), E (206,207,213), F (227). 
smr w-ty A (7), B (157), C (174), D (179), E (207, 
213), F (227,236,237,261,294,305). 
n nsw 
s d. 3w 
sd3Wty bilty A (7), B (157), C (174), D (179), E (207P 
213), F (227,236,237,261,294,305). 
sd3Wty ntr 
t3yty 
t3ty E (206,207,213). 
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INDEX OF TITLES 
The numbers refer to individuals contained in the 
Frosopography of Middle Kingdom officials in Chapter 
Two. 
Tmy-r -b whmt (svwt n'smt) 71,227,413,751,807. 
1-my-r mso- 68Y 155) 178) 204) 227) 301) 305) 311) 384) 
436) 458) 515) 523) 557,623) 676P 678,699,742, 
767) 769) 778) 804) 808) 810P 811) 824) 833,835P 
861. 
1my-r n,, wt 31,44,86,206,207,247,331,382y 3917 
562,610) 710ý 793. 
Imy-r ýmw-ntr 7,16) 41) 42) 101) 152) 157) 166,171) 
174) 179,191p 192P 197) 200,206) 207) 209) 212ý 
213) 217Y 227) 259) 294) 332) 399y 416) 642,736) 
746,795) 813Y 829) 8401 868. 
Imy-r s's"'wy 227,337,378,413) 483) 751. 
1-my-r sd3Wt(yw) 21, 22) 27ý 60) 61) 84) 91, 172, 173) 
181) 182) 214) 271) 278) 309) 321) 330) 337) 338) 
347) 348) 370) 394) 432) 440) 447) 474) 482) 483, 
492P 501) 510) 525) 534) . 1541) 543) 587j 595) 605) 
624Y 632) 633) 657ý 661P 789, 875) 883. 
) Iry p, -t 7,17Y 31) 
87) 89y 91p 10 
179,191) 192) 
317) 319) 321) 
384) 385) 399ý 
5383,540) 568ý 
767) 769,778) 
8507 868) 883) 
411 42) 44ý 54) 71) 
12 102,152Y 157ý 16 
207) 212) 227Y 247) 
327Y 330Y 336Y 337) 
4022 413) 425) 456) 
586) 604Y 610,657Y 
783Y 786P 787Y 793) 
887) 891Y 895. 
822 84) 86p 
67 171) 174) 
259) 294) 314) 
338) 361) 371) 
483) 520P 535) 
705) 718P 725) 
795y 824) 833Y 
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Iry Nýhn 44,227,236,237,261,294,305,337,483. 
Iry-, ht nsw see rý nsw 
Id-mr Dp 174,767. 
Wr mdw Sm. -w 2 
460) 477) 
637) 650P 
749) 763P 
882) 884) 
3) 24 y 25) 
518; 519) 
651) 670, 
765y 788, 
888y 889, 
28) 37) 48,66) 352ý 445) 
545,553,584,601) 608p 636) 
708) 718) 724) 725) 740y 745, 
794) 828) 851,860) 865Y 877y 
891) 894. 
Whmw 30, 240) 437) 441) 547) 596) 599) 682) 688) 7161 
729, 753, 792, 845, 850. 
Nýn see -zry Nbn 
R, h nsw 20,71,82ý 88) 89) 174) 179,207) 227) 2363, 
237ý 261ý 2947 301) 305) 336,3377 425) 428) 438) 
457p 702y 718y 790y 806) 813) 834) 850. 
ý3ty-r 6,7,16,17,31,35,41,42,44,45,54,56) 
68) 71ý 82) 84) 86) 87) 89) 91) 93) 1012 102ý 
152) 153) 154,156Y 157ý 165) 166) 167) 171,174y 
179) 180) 191Y 192) 197) 200y 201) 206) 207y 208) 
209) 212Y 213) 217) 218ý 227Y 236Y 237) 247) 255P 
259) 261P 294) 305) 311) 314) 317) 319y 321,327, 
330) 332Y 3535,336) 337) 361Y 371) 377p 384) 385) 
399) 400,402) 406,413) 416P 425) 426Y 455) 456, 
483ý 484ý 505,535) 538P 539ý 540) 557) 558y 568) 
586,592,600Y 604) 610,640,642,657,660,663) 
687) 692) 705) 713) 718) 720y 7252 736,746) 767) 
769) 777) 778ý 783) 786) 787ý 793) 795Y 799) 809) 
824) 829Y 833) 840,850) 853) 868) 883,887y 891Y 
895. 
ýry-tp .3nX7,152) 
157,163) 174) 179) 206) 207) 
213y 227) 236,237y 255y 261,294) 305) 786) 868. 
226 
ýry-tp Nhlb 227,236,237,261,294,305,337. 
, 
ýrp nsyt 174,197,2002 206) 207) 208) 209,2132 217) 
227. 
Smr w-ty 7,17) 18) 19) 
60,61,63,71,72, 
93) 98) 99) 100,1C 
155y 156y 157p 158y 
192y 195) 201ý 207p 
236,237y 259) 261, 
330) 333p 335) 336) 
394) 402y 407p 413) 
657,705y 751y 767, 
824Y 855. 
v 
869) 879) 
22) 41) 42ý 44) 47ý 
75) 76Y 82) 84Y 86Y 
1) 102Y 150Y 151) 15 
1591 162Y 1712 174Y 
2122 213) 214) 219, 
294Y 301) 305) 308) 
337y 338) 339) 347, 
438P 464) 483) 489) 
769,778) 786) 795) 
880) 892. 
511 587 
88,92) 
3) 154) 
179) 186 
222) 227 
321) 327 
384) 385 
492) 568j 
804Y 8071 
v Ss rn nsw 19, 34) 186) 189Y 193) 202Y 210) 238) 281) 
287) 393, 536) 641) 728, 739) 755. 
Sd3w 32,38p 59ý 65,70) 119; 175Y 176) 211,2151 
216) 282Y 300) 388) 487) 514,563) 570,573y 605, 
6091 613) 622,668,671) 677) 686) 741y 742) 743, 
774,782) 847) 869. 
Sd3wty ýity 7,8,17,1 
47,51Y 54Y 57,58) 
76) 82) 84P 85p 86P 
101,150,151) 153) 
1711 172) 174ý 179ý 
213 y 
227) 236,237, 
3117 314Y 321) 327, 
347y 357y 384Y 385, 
456) 474,483ý 492ý 
705) 721Y 728) 739y 
780ý 785y 795,804ý 
892Y 895. 
8) 19) 21) 22) 27,4 
611 62) 63) 68y 712 
88) 91) 92) 93) 98) 
154,155) 156p 157) 
192) 195) 201) 205) 
259) 261y 269Y 294) 
330) 333) 336) 337y 
389,394) 402) 407) 
541) 543Y 568) 604Y 
7517 7612 767) 7697 
807ý 824ý 856) 879, 
1) 42) 44) 
72y 75) 
99ý 100) 
158,159) 
207 
ý 
212) 
301) 305 
338) 339 
413) 447 
y 
657,669 
775) 778 
883) 8 8', " 
Sd3wtY ntr 76,92,223) 234) 362p 406) 574Y 663) 8152 
227 
818. 
T. 3yty 44,52,86,331,483. 
. 
1-3ty 31,44,86,206,207) 213y 331y 382p 391) 483) 
610) 710P 793. 
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